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Introduction:
Social History and Foreign Affairs
The greatest shortcoming of historians, Felix Frankfurter once
observed, is their failure to describe the "things that aren't written down
because everybody takes them for granted." Surely radio news has fit
this category far too long. For in the 1930s everyone listened to the radio.
"The Romance of Helen Trent" brought dark strangers into the lives of
women of thirty-five "and even more." "America's Town Meeting of
the Air" carried debate of current issues to serious listeners. Arturo
Toscanini conducted the "NBC Symphony of the Air" in the homes of
rich and poor; critics spoke optimistically of culture for all. Americans
almost forgot the Depression, the empty bank book, the overdue rent as
they turned in an endless variety of "free" programs designed to entertain and, occasionally, uplift.
In time most Americans listened to foreign news also—leaders as well
as followers, urbanites and farmers, active politicians and lonely
invalids. They heard overseas events interpreted by a new kind of
communicator—the news commentator.
These men—pundits,
preachers, critics, special pleaders, as well as reporters—broadcast their
way into positions of immense national fame. They became the new
voices of authority, the new delineators of meaning. Listeners believed
them to be educated, intelligent, privy to the secrets of the great. Commentators often sounded impartial, and somehow wise beyond other
men. Their familiar voices—their unmistakably individual delivery—
crackled into parlors, restaurants, and automobiles across the land. Radio
made each listener feel personally concerned about foreign affairs.
This book discusses the broadcasts and the careers of six prominent
newscasters of widely varying political persuasions: Boake Carter, H. V.
3
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Kaltenborn, Raymond Gram Swing, Elmer Davis, Fulton Lewis, Jr., and
Edward R. Murrow. 2These oracles, heard but never seen, interpreted the
world to America, in the process saying something about America's
obligations toward the rest of the world and America's image of itself.
Radio is central to an understanding of the United States during the
decade of the Depression. But national self-awareness of the sort
suggested by representatives of the electronic medium has also had
consequences that have persisted long after most people forgot the
individual voices of those who spoke. In this sense this book represents a
first effort toward amore scholarly understanding of the roots of our age,
the age of radio and television, the age of the aural and visual image.
The overseas events of the late 1930s created anew role for radio.
Following the Munich crisis of September 1938, the newspaper extra
became obsolete. Radio emerged as the major source for foreign news.
The sounds and images of foreign events suddenly gained dramatic
appeal for the listener, who could now hear the participants involved in
far off crises. No matter if Hitler's tirades were incomprehensible; radio
provided a running translation. More than ever before, the average
person seemed to become genuinely fascinated by what took place
overseas. The overwhelming amount of news—reported in bulletins
almost as an event occurred—also made for widespread uncertainty and
confusion. Hence the rise of the serious news commentator—desired by
the bewildered listener who could hear the sounds of distant places but
could not always understand what it all meant. Commentators tried to
offer analysis. Their newscasts provide adiary of the day's events—
particularly valuable since the keeping of formal diaries has largely
disappeared.
Aside from experience in journalism and aflair for publicity, there
were no specific requirements for becoming acommentator. Those who
did so came from widely differing backgrounds. Davis was aRhodes
Scholar; Carter, aBritish immigrant who never attended college. Swing,
an intensely moral man, joined his wife in committees of protest, such as
one for Spanish intellectuals seeking asylum in America. Kaltenborn,
Lewis, and Carter unashamedly used such promotional techniques as
broadcasting aboard aship on its way to Havana, or setting up amicrophone in the middle of aSpanish battle in progress so that listeners
could hear bullets whizzing overhead. Lewis and Carter read their own
advertising copy and tried to make even the sponsor's product seem
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newsworthy. Such devices help explain how radio news made itself
attractive to the average person.
Much has been written about the impact of newspapers, books, and
articles on American foreign policy before Pearl Harbor.' But the tyranny
of custom, to say nothing of the easy availability of newspapers as
opposed to broadcasts, has led to acurious phenomenon. Radio, although
amajor independent news source after 1938, has been assessed solely in
terms of newspaper accounts. This book provides the first detailed
description, based on the broadcasts themselves—in both recorded and
written form—of radio's role in reporting foreign affairs during the
1930s. It examines six intermediaries between current events and the
average person's understanding of what happened in the rest of the world.
This book has two purposes and thus properly focuses on two related
problems: it describes the development of radio news commentary in the
1930s and discusses the relation between radio's coverage of foreign
affairs and the making of foreign policy. To guard against misunderstanding Ihave decided to list the major points Iam trying to make in this
book at the outset:
1. Radio news created mass interest in foreign affairs beginning with
the Munich crisis of September 1938. As aresult radio emerged as the
principal medium for combatting isolationism in America. 4
2. Radio news was not objective in spite of government and network
regulations requiring strict impartiality. Every commentator allowed his
personal convictions to creep into his reporting of the news. Before
August 1938, Boake Carter was amajor force in keeping alive isolationist
sentiment in the United States. No matter what happened in Europe or the
Far East, Carter had asimple response: America had no business trying to
take care of the rest of the world when there was so much to do at home.
After August 1938, with the removal of Carter from CBS, none of the
most popular commentators opposed the foreign policy objectives of
Franklin D. Roosevelt. It proved impossible to discuss what was happening to Great Britain after 1939 without letting one's intonation or analysis
betray what America's foreign policy should be. If some newspapers
continued to attack the President, the same was not true for the major
medium that provided information about the rest of the world for the
average person.
3. The world situation created an interest in surprisingly serious
commentary. The millions who listened to Raymond Gram Swing or
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Elmer Davis got more immediate information, plus analysis about European affairs, than the reader who put twice as much time into reading a
newspaper. For a time serious journalism captured amass audience.
After 1945 this audience largely disappeared, not because commentators
prepared their analyses less carefully, but because most persons considered world events somehow less dramatic and immediate.
4. Before 1941 radio news devoted almost no space to news about the
Far East. Listeners actually heard events as they happened in Europe; for
the Far East they got little more than occasional brief summaries. As a
result, the average person had much less emotional commitment to what
happened in the Far East.
5. Radio commentators played amajor role in creating aclimate of
opinion favorable to an interventionist foreign policy though they did not
directly make foreign policy. 5 Roosevelt, with the lesson of Woodrow
Wilson firmly in mind, was determined his foreign policy would find
general acceptance. Radio commentators, willing after May 1940 to
support any major proposal advanced by the President, greatly aided
Roosevelt's campaign to create apopular majority favorable to full-scale
intervention in Europe.
This book attempts agroup portrait of six very individual personalities.
The organization of this volume is determined by each news analyst's
period of greatest national prominence. For Boake Carter the emphasis is
on his activities between 1935 and August 1938; after that date he was
banned from CBS and NBC. Although Kaltenborn broadcast the first
news commentary in 1922, he did not become ahousehold name until
September 1938. Accordingly, Ihave described at length his coverage of
the Munich crisis and what this meant for public acceptance of radio as a
foreign news source. Davis, Swing, Lewis, and Murrow were not widely
known as news analysts until after war began in Europe in September
1939.
The confines of afive- or fifteen-minute period, plus the obligation to
present the day's major news, left little time for sustained analysis.
Kaltenborn, Lewis, and Carter frequently offered hasty and unthinking
remarks about foreign affairs. Ifelt it would be more helpful to demonstrate their broadcasting techniques and general attitudes than repeatedly
to point out wild guesses and misinformation. Speaking nightly from
London, Murrow described Britain at war. He did not attempt comprehensive world coverage, for he was a foreign correspondent in
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London. In discussing English bravery, however, he used radio as a
documentary medium more successfully than any other commentator
before Pearl Harbor. Swing and Davis prepared their broadcasts carefully. Ihave therefore discussed their assessments of certain events more
fully.
The most-discussed topic in American foreign policy between September 1939 and December 1941 concerned what the United States
response should be toward German aggression. All six commentators
dealt with this topic again and again. For this major issue Ihave reviewed
each man's assessment and provided examples of what was said.
Because of network and Federal Communications Commission rulings
concerning objectivity, before December 1941 no broadcaster stated
explicitly that the United States should declare war on Hitler. With the
exception of Murrow, it is not possible to give aprecise date when those
who favored increased American involvement overseas first spoke on the
air about the necessity of full hostilities. But Murrow, Swing, Davis, and
Kaltenborn welcomed deteriorating relations with Japan and Germany.
To express their feelings they used such euphemisms as America's need
to become a"fighting ally" or "full belligerent." After May 1940 they
accepted the possibility of using armed force to stop Nazi aggression.
Those who supported Roosevelt were willing to risk full hostilities
because of American naval forces escorting merchant-ship convoys or a
shoot-on-sight policy in the Atlantic. Two others, Carter and Lewis,
vigorously opposed what they termed steps toward war, although their
impact after 1939 was smaller since they broadcast over weaker station
affiliates and at less popular hours.
Between May 1940 and December 1941 most commentators supported
American intervention abroad. They believed fervently in the President
and placed the initiative for making foreign policy in Roosevelt's hands.
After Hitler invaded the Low Countries on May 10,1940, and France fell
amonth later, commentators of such differing political beliefs as Davis,
Swing, Kaltenborn, and Murrow accepted virtually any proposal that the
President favored in foreign policy. And to these four, those who
opposed Roosevelt became not political opponents, but villains.
How much did these commentators actually affect the making of
foreign policy? Did Roosevelt or other administration leaders take
specific courses of action because of what aradio commentator said in a
broadcast? Did news commentators contribute in an informal way to the
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governing process? Like everyone else who has tried to gauge the
influence of the mass media on governmental decision-making in foreign
policy, Ihave been unable to prove any direct connection. After reviewing the literature of public opinion theory, both by political scientists and
by social psychologists, Ibecame convinced that there is no way of
showing the exact effect of what ajournalist says or writes on those in
authority. 6
Yet to deny any direct connection—since there is no way to demonstrate it—is not to say that radio commentators had no impact on American attitudes toward foreign affairs. All six had millions of listeners who
after 1938 tuned in overseas news before they read it in newspapers.
Swing, Davis, Murrow, and Kaltenborn greatly influenced public thinking about the issue of war or peace after September 1939. The President
found it useful to have unofficial spokesmen who commanded such large
audiences urging the same policies he favored. What these commentators
said helped significantly to define the issues of the so-called Great Debate
in American foreign policy between 1939 and 1941. The removal of
Boake Carter from regular broadcasting in 1938 because of his opposition
to anything Roosevelt proposed concerning foreign affairs suggests that
the administration found radio amedium where irrational criticism could
be more damaging than similar remarks in printed form. My attempt to
assess the friendships each man cultivated through personal visits and
correspondence with those in positions of power shows that the radio
commentator tried to increase his impact through the traditional methods
employed by all journalists. In sum, what all six said on the air mattered
to the country at large. They spoke at a time when public attention
increasingly turned from domestic to foreign events.
The news analysts spoke over the three national networks, NBC, CBS,
and MBS. All considered themselves experts on foreign affairs, although
in some cases such self-assurance seems to have been the product of a
heated imagination. Ipurposely selected two commentators who bitterly
attacked Roosevelt—Carter and Lewis—as well as those who became
staunch administration supporters. For each man there is, first, abiographical sketch focusing on his career in radio; then adescription of his
voice, diction, and manner on the air; an analysis of broadcasts that
gained particular note; asummary of his attitudes toward the question of
war or peace, 1939-1941; and finally, an attempt to assess his impact.
Ihave not tried to discuss everyone who covered news on radio. Idid
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not include Lowell Thomas, the most successful commentator of the
decade and the one who probably attracted the greatest number of
listeners, because he did not write his own copy, he did not analyze the
news, and he omitted almost all political comment. In a1969 oral history
interview he described his approach:
But you never did parade your politics as newsman.
No. In fact, Iavoided this to the point where my radio sponsors
...seemed uncertain as to what my politics were.'

MR. HENLE:

MR. THOMAS:

Years before he explained that "talks should be sprinkled with nonsense,
with here and there a thrill, perhaps asob. My talks are planned as
entertainment, not education." 8
Thomas had akinship with an early news program, "The March of
Time," in which actors impersonated the voices of persons in the news.
He might well be included in another study of radio news in the 1930s—
one focusing on the connection between news and entertainment. 9
This book does not present the views of six newscasters on every
substantive issue in American foreign policy between 1935, or even
1939, and 1941. For instance, the diplomatic historian will not find what
each news analyst said about the Atlantic Charter or the repeal of the arms
embargo in September 1939. For some commentators not every broadcast has survived; on almost no occasion were all six on the air the same
day. Those interested in what these men said about most of the major
foreign events during the six years before Pearl Harbor can consult the
last three hundred pages of my doctoral dissertation, where such statements are arranged topically.'°
Ibelieve that abook about radio commentators must be based on actual
tapes or original transcriptions of newscasts. Fortunately, for each commentator recorded broadcasts have survived." But Ihave not hesitated to
use other material as well. All but Murrow were experienced newspaper
journalists before they began their careers in radio; all continued to
publish even after they became prominent in the newer medium. Thé
impact of Elmer Davis, in particular, came through both his written and
his spoken work. Listening to numerous recorded broadcasts for each
commentator has enabled me to suggest what each sounded like on the
air, as well as to indicate how news commentary related to surrounding
commercial copy and to programs that preceded or followed.
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Radio's evanescence has posed special problems in uncovering information. The networks and most commentators long ago destroyed
recordings and printed copies of broadcasts made before Pearl Harbor.
Fortunately, Swing and Kaltenborn saved almost all of their commentaries. The Milo Ryan Phonoarchive at the University of Washington
contains hundreds of prewar recorded broadcasts by Davis and Murrow.
Lewis kept afew mimeographed copies of newscasts made before Pearl
Harbor. The Radio Archive at Memphis State University has several of
his in recorded form; so does aprivate collector in Allentown, Pennsylvania. Others are printed in the appendix of the Congressional Record.
Boake Carter presented greater difficulties. He left few records save a
daily newspaper column. Happily, CBS Program Information in New
York has brief summaries of every Carter broadcast from September
1933 to May 1935. Over one hundred complete typed transcripts of his
commentaries turned up at the National Archives in Washington. They
form part of amassive, though heretofore unused collection that the
Federal Trade Commission assembled for an investigation of radio health
commercials in 1936-1937.
Information about the development of foreign affairs broadcasting is
based in large part on records CBS and NBC have at their headquarters in
New York. Unpublished letters and diaries of many administration leaders and one NBC president have been searched for comments concerning
the various commentators, the major networks, and radio in general.
There is some valuable material concerning American commentators in
the Public Record Office in London.
All six men dramatized the news to make it appealing. They recognized that listeners identified with the quirky vocal mannerisms of the
unseen speaker. Thus style helps explain how these men attracted such
large audiences. All were characters who loved public acclaim. Accordingly, Ihave emphasized the personalities of the six and their techniques
for self-publicity; Ihave focused both on how they reported foreign news
and on what they said. In the process Ihave tried to recreate the aural
impact of the 1930s for ageneration born too late to have known the
golden age of radio news.
Ihave also tried to suggest something about how radio news demonstrates popular culture's impact on American life and thought. One student of the subject has termed "the most important single func-
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tion of popular culture ...the dissemination of common values, symbols and attitudes in such amanner as to create asociocultural 'consensus.' " It seems to me that radio commentators in their discussion of
foreign affairs, particularly after 1939, fulfilled precisely this function.
Radio helped create aconsensus in two ways: first, by making foreign
policy of concern to a majority of Americans; second, by urging a
consensus as to what sort of foreign policy this country should have.
What Ihave to say in the following pages is adetailed explanation of how
these two processes developed. The issue of war or peace made adebate
over foreign policy asociocultural problem. Unfortunately, this is just
what traditional accounts by diplomatic historians ignore.
In general, as Professor William Stott argues so persuasively, radio
news served as aparticularly successful type of documentary expression.
"Radio was such an effective documentary medium, acentral medium of
the 1930s," he writes,
12

because it inextricably joined ...two methods of persuasion, direct
and vicarious. The listener witnessed firsthand, yet through another's
eyes. The relation of listener and speaker was paradoxical, and like all
paradoxes instable and unresolvable. The listener never could get from
the speaker just the information he wanted as he wanted it, because to
believe entirely he needed it firsthand. The speaker never could give the
information he wanted as he wanted to. Always an insuperable limitation remained. ..."These things must be experienced to be understood." The speaker really couldn't take the listener there via radio.
And yet, paradoxically, not being able to, he could. Radio's limitation
became its strength. For as the speaker acknowledged his limits, the
listener grew less observant of them. ...All that the speaker left
unspoken—found unspeakable—testified to the reality of his experience.''

This is of course part of what Felix Frankfurter was talking about. At a
more basic level, when discussing public opinion and foreign policy in
the 1930s we must think in terms of radio, not newspapers. The images
and examples must come from an electronic medium or we do great
violence to the past.
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"Air News Pays Off Big"
The Development of
News Broadcasting

Industry executives knew it was impossible. News could not be
sold. Radio provided entertainment, not instruction. The few commentators on the air seldom attracted sponsors. Appearing at unpopular
hours, aprogram's exact time might change from week to week. The
news division for amajor network consisted of one or two employees.
Considered acultural attraction, news was asop to quiet the critics of
radio's frequent vulgarity.
But a major transformation of the news department's position in
broadcasting occurred during the 1930s. Why it happened is obvious.
Quite simply, after the Munich crisis in September 1938 events abroad
seemed so ominous that listeners began depending on radio as amajor
source of news. How it happened is less well-known.
That radio was not pervasive in American life until after the Great
Crash is reflected in the two sociological studies of Middletown (Muncie,
Indiana) by Robert S. and Helen Merrell Lynd. The 1929 study, Middletown, contained only three brief references to radio. The Lynds
claimed that "the place of the radio in relation to Middletown's other
leisure habits is not wholly clear." Middletown in Transition, published
in 1936, told adifferent story:
If acomparable time count were available, it would probably be found
that the area of leisure where change in time spent has been greatest
since 1925 is listening to the radio. The earlier study of Middletown has
been increasingly criticized in the last two or three years for "the small
amount of attention paid to the radio."
14
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A few statistics illustrate this enormous change. In 1924, Americans
owned 3million radio sets; in 1936, 33 million; in 1940, 50 million. In
1929 the total annual gross network revenues for CBS and NBC totaled
$19 million. Six years later NBC reported revenues of $31.4 and CBS
$17.6 million. By 1940, CBS sales had increased dramatically to $41
million, NBC to $51.6 million. The same year the Mutual Broadcasting
System, founded in 1934, reported nearly $5 million in gross revenues.
Within eleven years network gross sales had increased from $19 million
to nearly $100 million. And this in the midst of the worst depression in the
nation's history and despite the refusal, even in 1940, of thirty of the
nation's leading advertisers—including General Motors—to buy time on
the new medium.'

CURIOSITIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS
On May 25, 1932, Columbia's European representative arranged for
Americans to hear thirty minutes of an English nightingale singing in a
Surrey wood. Radio editors in the United States voted this the most
interesting program of the year. A CBS executive quite seriously
declared this transmission to be the "greatest thing his company had ever
done for Anglo-American relations." 3 As CBS president William S.
Paley publicly admitted the year before, "international broadcasts
...have retained the character of novelty broadcasts in the minds of
most people." 4 In 1932 the object of overseas radio news was only to
broadcast curiosities.
During the summer of 1933, in England, H. V. Kaltenborn covered the
ill-fated Monetary and Economic Conference. He tried aman-on-thestreet interview. "Do your beauty parlour customers talk about the
London Economic Conference?" was a typical question.' That this
program actually could be heard in the United States seemed, to most
listeners, its most interesting aspect. Never before had such an interview
originated abroad.
At home, radio offered only four national news commentators. NBC's
Lowell Thomas already had asponsor and spoke five nights aweek.
Boake Carter, on CBS, broadcast with equal frequency, sponsored by
Philco radio. Edwin C. Hill sometimes had asponsor, but shifted times
and even networks. Kaltenborn was heard only occasionally, always as a
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sustaining (unsponsored) feature. Perhaps the most popular news program was "The March of Time." More reenactment than reporting, and
with no attempt at analysis, its actors impersonated the voices of important public figures:
Listeners began to make the acquaintance of such colorful impersonations as afruity Huey Long, played by Jack Smart; avainglorious
Mussolini, played by Ted de Corsia; and (later) aquaint Eleanor
Roosevelt, played by Jeanette Nolan, and afaintly superior FDR, by
Bill Adams. 6
The soon-to-be-ubiquitous soap opera and broadcast journalism had a
great deal in common in 1933.
Even such inconsequential news programs, however, caused consternation among many newspaper publishers. In the midst of the depression,
they saw the new medium increasing its advertising revenues at aphenomenal rate, while their own income declined sharply. The result was the
Press-Radio War of 1933-1935. The powerful American Newspaper
Publishers' Association (ANPA) decided to prevent as much radio news
as possible, allegedly fearing that otherwise the newspaper would
become an anachronism. In particular, Edward H. Harris, publisher of
the insignificant Richmond (Indiana) Palladium Item, but chairman of
ANPA's National Radio Committee, worked zealously to put an end to
all radio news.
Publicly Harris cloaked in altruistic language his alarm over declining
revenues. He claimed that the Federal Communications Commission's
right to license radio stations made the new medium fundamentally
different from its competitor: "A licensed agency can never be free in the
gathering and the dissemination of news. This must be the function of an
unlicensed agency if the value of news is to be maintained."' This
somehow meant that radio should broadcast no news.
In April 1933 members of the Associated Press voted to stop selling
their wire service to any radio stations. In response, CBS set up its own
news agency. Moving quickly in response to this newest threat, the
ANPA's National Radio Committee ordered CBS and NBC to meet with
the press wire services at the Hotel Biltmore, in New York City, on
December 10-11, 1933. The networks agreed to ahumiliating ten-point
program. News could not be sold commercially. There would be only
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two five-minute summaries daily, and late enough in the morning and
evening so as not to interfere with newspaper sales. The ANPA would
provide the bulletins—which urged listeners to purchase anewspaper for
details. Radio commentators could not present headlines. They would
confine themselves to "generalizations and background of general news
situations." In return, the newspapers promised to continue publishing
daily radio schedules.
.
Such adraconian measure proved impossible to enforce. First, CBS
and NBC made an artificial distinction between news commentators and
broadcasters who read news bulletins. Advertisers continued to sponsor
the former. Second, network news directors successfully used foreign
wire services and long-distance telephone calls to piece together news
programs without relying on the Associated Press. Third, stations unaffiliated with the major networks, particularly the small Don Lee chain in
New England, began gathering their own news as though the Biltmore
Agreement had never existed. In 1935 Hearst's International News
Service, soon followed by the United Press, began selling news to the
networks. The efforts of the ANPA amounted to little more than delaying
the use of news bulletins on the major networks for ayear. Still, the
Associated Press refused to sell its wire service to CBS and NBC until
1940, atestament to how strongly some in the newspaper profession felt
about their competitor. 8
During the 1930s few network broadcasts originated overseas. This
was partly due to poor shortwave transmission. A voice from London or
Paris frequently faded out in the middle of aprogram. Therefore NBC
and CBS had very few men in Europe. Overseas representatives spent
most of their time arranging the transmission of concerts.
NBC enjoyed exlusive foreign rights in Austria and Germany. Many
Europeans believed that NBC was the state network in America. Max
Jordan, the German who directed NBC's European operations, did
nothing to dissuade foreigners from their misconception. Thus when
Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuss was assassinated in Vienna during July
1934, Jordan alone received authorization from the Austrian government
to broadcast directly to America. It was not until three full days later that
CBS finally gained permission to give a summary of events from
Vienna. 9
In these years newspaper reporters frequently covered crises in distant
places for the major networks. Floyd Gibbons became quite popular for a
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time. He promoted the image of the dashing foreign correspondent by
wearing alarge black patch over one eye. He personally provided much
of radio's coverage of the Ethiopian War, and did so with breathless
enthusiasm. Not everyone enjoyed his dramatic approach to the news,
however. One unimpressed reviewer called him "trigger-tongued Floyd
Gibbons, the Chicago Tribune's gift to journalistic exhibitionism."
When Gibbons died in 1939, Variety admitted that his "rapid-fire style
of announcing" had become "passé after atime. "° But until 1936 many
listeners associated the reporting of foreign battles with his pell-mell
delivery.
At home, presidential campaigns opened new opportunities for radio
coverage. In 1932 and 1936 both major networks sent representatives to
the national conventions. On election night each used alarge staff to
analyze the returns from individual states and to predict how the electoral
vote might finally turn out."
Serious discussion of foreign affairs proved surprisingly popular
during the decade. NBC sponsored "America's Town Meeting of the
Air," broadcast directly from New York's Town Hall. A live audience
asked questions after each formal lecture. Across the country, study
groups listened faithfully. A publicity photograph taken in 1937 shows a
group of earnest-looking men standing in front of an enormous floorlength radio set. The caption reads: "A Y.M.C.A. Town Meeting
discussion group taking notes for their own after-the-broadcast forum. "12
This program and asimilar "Chicago Round Table" under the auspices
of the University of Chicago persuaded some listeners that radio could
clarify the complexities of international relations.
For everyone, however, serious and frivolous alike, the abdication of
Edward VIII in December 1936 proved to be high drama. Censors
prohibited English newspapers and radio (the BBC) from discussing the
affair. British listeners, therefore, were reduced to learning from the
United States. During aten-day period, all three American networks sent
about eight fifteen-minute broadcasts daily from London to the United
States. American listeners agonized with their favorite, Edward, through
this classic love story of kings and commoners. For the first time radio
listeners in large numbers paid close attention to aforeign crisis as it
happened.''
Network executives, however, failed to realize at once radio's potential for broadcasting foreign events. As late as 1938 Columbia's
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European representative could still say that "none but the most urgent or
important news would displace temporarily aprogram designed to enteri' 4 The news directors at NBC and CBS considered their primary
function "special events," and spent most of their time devising publicity stunts. NBC's Abel A. Schechter dreamed up acontest to determine
which mouse could sing the best. Another broadcast involved two turkeys discussing whether November 23 or 30 was the better day for
Thanksgiving. Schechter admitted his purpose:
Iremember picking up one midwestern newspaper—it was aSunday
radio section—and it had an eight-column streamer across the radio
page saying—"Singing Mice on Air Today." And then alittle twocolumn head with "Lily Pons Makes Debut"—so you see who's more
important. ...[People will] be listening to NBC instead of another
station. If we can get them to do it, we will have accomplished our
purpose to adegrees
The threat of war in Europe soon made passé Schechter's juvenile
approach to the news. But Schechter stayed on, and NBC fell behind CBS
in both quantity and quality of serious commentary. The older network
had little more than bland Lowell Thomas until April 1940. That month
H. V. Kaltenborn, by then ahousehold name, moved to NBC. During the
Munich crisis in September 1938 he had made eighty-five broadcasts in
eighteen days. Radio executives learned for the first time that news
commentary might be salable. In April 1939, Lenox Lohr, president of
NBC, wrote David Sarnoff, alarmed at the network's loss of listeners to
CBS. Lohr believed that NBC's lack of news broadcasts explained the
decline, citing Columbia's greater coverage of foreign affairs, in particular the astonishing drawing power of star commentator H. V. Kaltenborn.' 6 His move to NBC was apublic admission by the network that
news commentators had come of age.
The change did not come overnight. War began in Poland in September 1939, and still Raymond Gram Swing could complain that his
sustaining commentary remained "an orphan in the network family." As
late as August 1940 one of his newscasts was unceremoniously canceled
in favor of abaseball game. '' And sponsors felt unhappy about the news
programs they bought. "Up to the present time," wrote the director of
the advertising agency handling H. V. Kaltenborn's newscasts in May
1939,
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we believe that these programs have been very largely altruistic and that
something must be done to derive greater commercial advantage from
them.
I
do not mean by this that we are in favor of any "hammer and tongs"
sales messages. ...However, we feel that the appeal must be sharpened if satisfactory accumulative effects are to be derived.

"Air News Pays Off Big: Newscasters in Star Coin Class," read
Variety's giant page-one headline on October 25, 1939. NBC's Abel
Schechter remained unimpressed. Two weeks later he responded to a
query about selling war broadcasts with: "What sponsor would want to
sponsor death?"
Advertisers also felt reluctant about buying news programs because
overseas radio reception sometimes became hopelessly distorted. In
April 1939, Kaltenbom, in New York, was translating one of Hitler's
speeches. European transmission suddenly ceased. Finally, in desperation, CBS introduced an organist playing "Jeannie with the Light Brown
Hair." As late as October 1940 Variety reported that "reception from the
Far East is still pretty much of an in-and-out affair. "20 This helps explain
why the major networks seldom covered Chinese and Japanaese affairs in
detail before Pearl Harbor. Even in July 1941 one of Swing's commentaries from London could not be heard in the United States. An announcer
19

used an unfortunate adjective in explaining the problem: "Due to atmospheric conditions unfavorable to transoceanic telephonic reception, we
find it impossible to continue with Mr. Swing's broadcast from London
which has been so unintelligible." 2'
In spite of such occasional technical difficulties, by 1940 Americans
could listen to an enormous amount of news each day. A large part of
Mutual's evening fare consisted solely of newscasters. For instance,
Fulton Lewis, Jr., immediately followed Swing several nights each
week. In September 1940 an NBC announcer in New York told his 6:15
A.M. listeners just what news programs his station would offer for the rest
of the day, anot atypical schedule for the news-hungry east coast:
Throughout the day WJZ will continue its wide coverage of the world's
news with the following broadcasts. At 7:55 this morning there will be
another complete news summary; followed at 8:00 ADA by on the scene
accounts by NBC war reporters in Berlin and London. Then—a report
from Washington. News summaries during the day are scheduled for
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8:55 AM, 12:55 PM, 1:45 PM, 4:55 PM, 6:00 PM, and 6:25 PM. At 9:30
this evening you are invited to listen to the comments of John B.
Kennedy. More news on WJZ will be heard at 11:00 PM and at 12:00
midnight. Late bulletins from the Associated Press go on the air at
12:57 and 1:57 tomorrow morning."

HOOPERATINGS: HOW MANY LISTENED
From the beginning, radio tried to measure the number of listeners for a
given program. At first they relied solely on mail from listeners. For
instance, in 1929 the president of NBC, hoping to prove to the President
of the United States that aparticular program enjoyed alarge audience,
could only say that "Cheerio received 51,129 letters in March, which is
the largest number of letters relating to one program received in any one
month."" Counting the number of letters from each town supposedly
determined astation's popularity within agiven region. Although the
networks talked bravely of scientific accuracy, advertisers remained
skeptical—and with cause.
In January 1929 the Radio Commission of the Association of National
Advertisers funded the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. By February of the following year, the CAB offered subscribers regular audience surveys. CAB analyses, or Crossley ratings, were based on telephone calls in thirty-one cities. CAB reports told nothing of rural areas,
or homes without telephones. At first the recall technique was used.
Respondents tried to remember having listened to alist of radio programs
broadcast the previous day. 24
A group of magazines originated the other principal rating service, C.
E. Hooper, Inc., in 1934. They believed that atruly scientific study
would prove the inflated character of CAB ratings. To their surprise,
Hooper's surveys showed even larger listening audiences than the
CAB's. The magazine publishers soon gave up, but Hooper established
himself as the CAB's competitor. Selling market research to advertisers
posed no problem for him. "Few scholars or technically trained people
really know anything," he asserted, "that cannot be explained in words
of two syllables when the one who knows is not too infernally lazy to
learn the rudiments of conversation. '"5
Hooper used the coincidental method.

When telephoned, the
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respondent was asked whether he had been listening to the radio, and if
so, to identify the program, station, sponsor, etc. Though not very
accurate, Hooperatings soon "became the principal yardstick of the
industry." The A. C. Nielsen audimeter—a device placed inside aradio
to record when and what was played—did not go into operation until
1942.
Neither rating service could be termed scientifically accurate. Hooper
himself admitted that an hour-long radio program consistently received a
higher rating than any fifteen-minute broadcast. If aprogram vied with
two popular shows at the same hour, its rating might be but aquarter of
what it would be without strong competition. An evening show meant
two or three times as many listeners as the same broadcast during the day.
A regular program generally received amuch higher rating than one
heard only rarely." As aresult, networks also continued to use fan mail as
an index of popularity.
Though sponsors talked publicly of shortcomings in audience ratings,
in private they paid careful attention to downward trends reported by any
rating method. H. V. Kaltenborn, who preserved the business correspondence between the Leo Burnett Company (his sponsor's advertising
agency) and himself, can be used as an example of anews commentator's
problems with ratings. In October 1940, Leo Burnett arranged for
Hooper to survey Kaltenborn's popularity in anumber of cities. The
findings showed a drop in the size of his audience. "All the other
commentators gained in rating," declared an agency representative in
February 1941, "but you dropped from 16.2 to 13.0 in amonth's time.
Quite asubstantial loss as these surveys go." After another decline, an
agency executive wrote: "I know you will be as concerned as Iam on
hearing that your latest Hooperating has dropped to 8.4." He wondered if
Kaltenborn had been "hastier and less careful" in his preparation."
In December 1941, Kaltenborn's rating suddenly shot up to an incredible twenty-five. "Want to congratulate you," wired a Leo Burnett
representative, "and express my sincere admiration of the marvelous
reporting and analysis job you have been doing. ..." Kaltenborn replied
to "My dear Burke Herrick" the next day: "Thanks for your all-toogenerous telegram. Ihaven't been on often enough to do an outstanding
job this time. "
'
Two months later, the agency introduced yet another theory about the
significance of Hooperatings:
'26
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Another interesting thing is how your rating and Lowell Thomas'
jockeyed back and forth. ...As aresult of variations of this kind ...
most of us in the radio business have come to view the rating services as
somewhat questionable in their absolute accuracy."

Apparently Kaltenborn could not win.

NEWS ON THE AIR: WHAT THEY HEARD
Any discussion of radio journalism must include acomparison with
newspaper journalism. In the first place, radio commentators had much
more difficulty gaining access to public officials than newspapermen. H.
V. Kaltenborn raised just this problem in a1931 letter to one of Herbert
Hoover's secretaries. He explained that he was "broadcasting anews
analysis" over CBS. He continued: "Does this entitle me to participate
in the White House press conferences on those occasions when Iam in
Washington? Has the status of the radio editor been defined in this
connection?'"' Kaltenborn received permission.
Others, even years later, were less fortunate. Eric Sevareid, writing of
his experience in France during 1939 and 1940, complained that neither
the French press authorities nor the American embassy regarded radio
journalists as "legitimate." He also commented bitterly about the
attitude of Washington newspaper correspondents toward him in 1941.
He claimed that at White House press conferences he might be greeted
with ajeering: " 'Make way for the com-men-ta-tor!Make way for the
ideology boy who sees all, knows all, and don't say nuthin'!' "" Edward
R. Murrow broadcast astory concerning the notorious Norwegian fifth
columnist, Major Vidkun Quisling, which had appeared in the London
Daily Express. The newspaper reported that all Quisling's activities had
brought him was a job as radio news commentator. "The Express
implies," Murrow noted wryly, "that Quisling as aradio commentator
has indeed reached alow station in life."" Radio newsmen, particularly
the younger ones, were often discouraged by official indifference or
active hostility from newspaper reporters. For certain, no broadcaster
ever seemed as indispensable as arenowned member of another medium:
"A New York Times reporter once asked Under Secretary of State
Sumner Welles, 'Do you know anything we don't know today?' To
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which Welles replied, 'Of course not, where do you think we get our
information?' "
But sponsors cared. They cared about numbers, not the importance of
those listening. Newspaper publishers and radio networks paid avariety
of pollsters, offering avariety of questions, to determine which medium
best carried the news. In 1935 three psychologists at Harvard announced
that facts and abstract material were comprehended better when heard
than read. In Exact Measurements of the Spoken Word, 1902-1936, CBS
circulated these findings among prospective advertisers."
The 1936 election made everyone realize radio's impact on national
affairs. Middletown in Transition agreed with Franklin D. Roosevelt: the
New Deal reached voters primarily through radio. In the weeks preceding
the election, the Lynds concluded, "radio was amore important channel
of national political news to Middletown than were the local newspapers.
This can, in fact, be documented. A rash of polls questioned respondents about whether most of their news came from radio or newspapers.
An unmistakable trend appeared. Although as late as August 1938 most
people preferred newspapers over radio for news, by 1941 radio emerged
the victor. And all levels of society seemed to favor radio news programs." The world, as interpreted by the commentators, had at last
caught the American consciousness.
Bernard DeVoto, touring the West in the summer of 1940, wrote a
letter providing evidence of radio's pervasive and effective coverage of
overseas events. Shortly after the fall of France in June, he reported his
impressions to afriend, CBS commentator Elmer Davis:
34

"

36

Icould usually manage to tune in—usually at the disconcerting hour of
5:55 [P.M.]—and it was heartening to hear your voice in the Sangre de
Cristo, the Tetons, the Wyoming badlands, along the Yellowstone, and
in the barrens of North Dakota. What's more to the point, Iheard you
quoted and analyzed everywhere. Shoe drummers, gas station attendants, truck drivers, county farm agents—everybody was listening to
you, learning from you, and applying you. And your colleagues. The
radio had completely repaired the failure of the press, which appalled
me. ...In atown like Santa Fe, Pueblo, Ogden, Pocatello, Cheyenne,
Great Falls, Helena, [or] Grand Forks, the war news in the local papers
would average between a half and three quarters of a column. Comment on the war, apart from the syndicated columns,
would be nothing at all.
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Describing his trip from Casper to Muddy Gap, Wyoming, he went on:
Idrove through seventy-five miles of empty desolation ...there was
the crossroads and there was Muddy Gap—three unpainted shacks,
each of them afilling station. Istopped at the first one and blew my
horn. Awoman came out ...her face and hair were monuments to the
Wyoming sun. She said: "Has Roosevelt declared war on 'em yet?"
She said her radio had been out of order for three days. ...Well,
everywhere Iwent everyone had the most astonishing amount of
information about the war."

Innovation followed programming innovation as radio news gained
public acceptance. In March 1938 CBS originated the first multiplepickup international broadcast. While Edward R. Murrow described the
end of Austrian independence in Vienna, William L. Shirer discussed its
significance to Great Britain from London, and asenator in Washington
was pressed into service to assess American reactions." Soon NBC and
CBS offered daily news roundups, including live broadcasts from countries as distant as Egypt and Finland.
With war seemingly on its way, Paul W. White, of CBS, flew to
Europe in July 1939. He arranged with Edward R. Murrow, chief of
European operations, that CBS news would use only American correspondents, stationed in various capitals. 4° NBC's Abel Schechter
remained in New York. "Strange how many times that accursed word
'education' bobs up in connection with haywire suggestions," he
remarked.'" His European representative, Max Jordan, continued to be in
charge; Schechter ignored gossip about Jordan's Nazi sympathies
because of special favors the Germans had granted him.'"
All broadcasts originating overseas had to be cleared in advance by
government censors in each country.'" In America adifferent sort of
censorship prevailed. There were pressures, if not outright prohibitions.
Roosevelt's press secretary, Steve Early, said that radio "might have to
be taught manners if it were abad child."" The President himself, in
notes he dictated as the basis for aspeech by Early before the National
Association of Broadcasters, warned the networks not to let "false
news" be broadcast. "The Government is watching," he added ominously, "and will continue to watch with great interest to see whether
those who control radio will carry out this public duty of their own
accord."'" The President did not explain what he meant by "false
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news." The networks understood this to mean news unfavorable to the
administration's point of view. In March 1939 an NBC vice-president
begged his superior not to mention how easily the government could take
control of the networks.'" When war began six months later, the three
major broadcasting companies agreed to avoid discussing how America
should respond to Hitler. The president of NBC, Lenox Lohr, told his
board of directors that this decision had been "favorably commented
upon in the press by certain White House attachés."'"
Even with such an agreement to remain noncontroversial, so fearful
were broadcasting companies of federal regulation that the president of
NBC actually declared, before the Federal Communications Commission
in 1940, that freedom of speech for radio did not exist. "I object to people
saying [that there is] freedom of speech over the air," he stated. "I don't
think there is any such thing.
Shortly after, in May 1941, the FCC, in
the Mayflower decision, held that "the broadcaster cannot be an advocate."
"48

The ruling seemed adirect threat to every commentator. In practical
terms, however, it proved impossible to analyze the news without offering opinion or implicitly advocating a position. Edward R. Murrow
claimed that he could do this, but aclose reading of his broadcasts before
1941 reveals his partisanship on many important issues. The threat of
censorship led to results that neither the FCC nor the White House really
intended. For instance:
Does NBC have apolicy not to broadcast labor strikes?
[Director of News and Special Events at NBC] No, there's
no such policy. We always have had apolicy to cut down and minimize
strike threats. ..Our policy has been not to use that on the air until it
actually happens, because just the very idea of saying something will
happen is apt to cripple the industry and the business, and the commerce of an entire town.°
MAN:

SCHECHTER:

Nor was Schechter alone in his attitude toward controversial subjects.
William S. Paley, president of CBS, admitted trying to force Elmer Davis
to cut back on the sharpness and number of opinions in his broadcasts.
Kaltenborn stated that CBS vice-president Edward Klauber gave him the
same kind of orders."
Sponsors and advertising agencies also attempted to control content by
means of their option to cancel aprogram contract every thirteen weeks. 5'
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They frequently did so if they did not agree with the opinions of anews
commentator. The Leo Burnett Company's correspondence with H. V.
Kaltenborn contains numerous admonitions to be less opinionated.
Sometimes the agency representative used the carrot: "Don't think Iam
criticizing, but Ijust want to throw in anote of caution in the interests of
good showmanship." Sometimes the stick: "Most of the trouble we get
in arises from misinformation you pick up on your trips.""

"WHICH SIDE IS SUPPOSED TO WIN THIS WAR?"
A certain muting of opinion is all that administration and sponsor
pressures brought about. No type of censorship proved effective against
the creativity and verbal skills of the commentators. September 1939's
moderate positions became increasingly rare as the months passed. In
May 1940 the Nation's literary editor did, in fact, report that "Davis and
Swing have achieved an objectivity that is truly remarkable. ...
When I
say objectivity Imean just that."" The Chicago Tribune offered a
different assessment: "Inflamed by commercial radio commentators,
the east has fallen into acomplete state of hysteria. ...The mental
confusion could hardly be worse if the enemy were in Long Island
again."
By June 1940 virtually all news commentators except Fulton Lewis,
Jr., and Boake Carter were committed to increasing American aid to
Britain beyond the amounts being provided by the administration. These
men had acause they believed in—and they found it increasingly difficult
to keep their feelings to themselves. Listeners considered newscasts
objective if they agreed with what they heard. If not, they condemned
radio's war hysteria.
And with good reason. Enormous changes in allowable sorts of opinion about the war occurred between September 1939 and September
1940. Then networks forbade that an air raid alert be heard in anews
report, terming it "unneutral." One year later Edward R. Murrow, in a
classic broadcast, let Americans hear the wail of air raid sirens warning of
another wave of German bombers over London. Eric Sevareid admits
that he could not keep his voice quite steady during his last broadcast on
French soil in June 1940. After the war, William L. Shirer said of the
commentators: "Most, Ithink, lost their old fire.""
"4
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Variety, unofficial spokesman for the radio industry, best summarized

the change in attitude between 1939 and 1941. In "Words Win Wars," a
prominently displayed editorial (not aregular feature) published in June
1941, the editors proclaimed:
There is something both ridiculous and unwholesome in the continuing
spectacle of radio broadcasters and commentators being publicly
"accused" of the crime of being pro-British when the official policy of
the United States is frankly and completely pro-British. ...The
people's airwaves have some relationship to the people's government
and the policy of the latter must, in the pinch, be the policy of the
former. ...Which side is supposed to win this war? Who doesn't want
England to win? Why are we taxing ourselves until it hurts? ,
On July 5, 1941, in aCBS broadcast, Eric Sevareid openly questioned
"what weight shall be given the remarks of aminority [isolationists]
whose responsibility in the decisions is only a fraction of those in

power. "" He defended his statement in aletter to his news director: "To
my mind, we are already in astate of war." Drawing on his experiences
in France the year before, he declared that "no one can convince me that
...journalists cannot help contribute to the suicide of their own
country. '
5'
Such fervent expressions of opinion help suggest where the radio
industry stood by June 1941. The medium best able to present aspecific
point of view about foreign policy to the entire nation openly urged
Roosevelt to increase American involvement overseas. And this just one
month after the FCC had solemnly decreed that "the broadcaster cannot
be an advocate." By the summer of 1941, radio commentators reflected
the attitude of most Americans; they certainly shaped their news analyses
to agree with what they hoped to be the prevailing consensus—"Who
doesn't want England to win?"
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2 Boake Carter:
Columbia's Voice of Doom
Westbrook Pegler, who hated almost everybody, might be considered the closest thing newspaper journalism ever had to aBoake Carter.
The broadcaster became an extraordinarily powerful and effective critic
of the New Deal before Pearl Harbor, especially between 1935 and 1938,
when few commercially sponsored news commentators were on the air.
Administration leaders frequently mentioned their extreme dislike of
him. Carter's greatest national prominence, or notoriety, occurred during
1937 and the early part of the following year. The major networks banned
him after August 1938. At the time, some of his millions of nightly
listeners insisted that Franklin D. Roosevelt had been responsible. The
news analyst spoke over the Mutual Broadcasting System from September 1939 on, but never regained his popularity. He died in 1944,
already largely forgotten. Now, over thirty years later, it is time for
another look. Historians recognize the importance of radio in understanding American society during the 1930s. For this reason, the career of such
a notorious broadcaster has particular value. And those interested in
radio's role as administration critic—for example, in the area of foreign
affairs—need to know more about this commentator's impact.
Short, with red hair and acarefully groomed moustache, Carter tried to
look commanding in publicity photographs. But above all he relished
controversy. "Meat is in argument," he once said. "If Ican provide an
argument, so much the better." He seemed to feel his success was
directly proportional to the number of enemies he made. There were
many. The Secretary of the Interior dubbed him "Croak" Carter. Ickes
claimed that the newscaster could "enter any intellectual goldfish34
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swallowing contest and the result would be as impressive as his journalistic career." 2Adistinguished journalist, making no attempt to disguise his
loathing, termed the broadcaster a"mercenary poseur." 3
Early in his career, Carter claimed to have studied the techniques of
Detroit's demagogic radio priest, Father Coughlin. 4 He proved an apt
pupil. Listeners believed that anyone who daily accused administration
leaders of shocking laxness and irresponsibility must have good reason.
They loved his tough "psychological realism.'" And Carter was clever.
If apublic official proved that the news analyst had distorted the truth, or
manufactured astory out of the whole cloth, Carter invoked freedom of
speech, or excused himself by saying that every reporter made occasional
slips. He concentrated on sensitive areas where the administration could
not afford to make its dealings public knowledge, knowing that government leaders would have difficulty refuting his accusations.
Carter's dire forebodings did not appeal to everyone. In 1937, the New
Yorker's E. B. White expressed his indifference in abit of patronizing
verse:
Ilike to hear him summon us
With all things ominous:
Munitions makers, plotting gain,
Asylums bulging with insane,
Cancers that give no hint of pain,
Insurgency in northern Spain,
And rivers swollen with the rain.
For Boake,
Has spoke,
And it's no joke. 6
Roosevelt himself tried to affect asimilar pose. In December 1937, he
told his son that "if the President (or anyone else) were to undertake to
answer Boake Carter, he would have no time to act as the Executive head
of the Government!" 7

THE BLOOD OF AN ENGLISHMAN
Harold Thomas Henry Carter was born on September 15/28, 1903, in
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Baku, acity on the Caspian Sea in what is now the Soviet Union. Until
1924, it is difficult to establish an exact chronology, particularly because
the broadcaster afterward manufactured apast to suit his own purpose.
He gave his date of birth as 1898, or 1901. He declared that his Irish
father had been Britain's consul in Baku. Carter's official birth certificate, on file in London, shows that Thomas Carter was "Company
Secretary" for an English oil firm. In 1938 the Treasury Department
made an official inquiry into the commentator's origin. An investigation
of British diplomatic records revealed that no Carter had served in the
foreign service in any capacity anywhere in the world since 1850. 8It is
typical of Carter that he would make himself older than he really was and
give his father afictitious diplomatic career.
Sometime after 1903, the Carter family returned to Britain. At fifteen,
the son enlisted in the Royal Air Force. He served as amember of the
coast patrol for eighteen months. 8From 1918 to 1921 he attended Tonbridge, aprestigious public (i.e., private) boys' school in Kent, England.
The third year he was active in rowing. His knowledge of the sport held
him in good stead when he began his career as aradio broadcaster.'''
Carter claimed to have attended Christ College, Cambridge, but there
is no record of his ever having been astudent there." He also said that he
had served as areporter for the London Daily Mail. If so, it was probably
during the summer of 1921. On September 25 of that year, he entered
the United States for the first time, "charged to the quota for Russia.'" 2
In the meantime, his father had gone to Mexico in search of oil. His
mother, Edith Harwood-Yarred, and sister Eileen remained in England.
After abrief stay in New York, the younger Carter joined his father. He
worked as ajournalist in the various parts of Central America where
Thomas Carter was located. In 1923 the son visited Cuba. For atime,
both were in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Then the father became adirector of an oil
refinery in Philadelphia. Shortly after, his son joined him. Hoping to
make a fashionable impression, the young Carter reputedly arrived
attired in "spats, monocle and cane."
The diminutive Englishman began as arewrite man on the city desk of
the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. In April 1924, after abrief courtship,
he married the assistant society editor of the same paper, Beatrice Olive
Richter. The Carters gave their children exotic names: Gwladys
Shealeagh Boake and Michale Boake. Within acouple of years the family
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moved to an old farmhouse in Torresdale, outside the city. Carter added
many rooms over the years. A photograph taken in the 1930s shows him
attired as aBritish country gentleman—high boots and riding breeches—
though having trouble removing abook from the third shelf of abookcase.
Carter painted more than one hundred portraits, termed by one reporter
"high in color but not noteworthy for technique." He occasionally
exhibited some of these at Philadelphia art shows. At one time he claimed
to own asixty-foot ketch and to belong to the Delaware Yacht Club.
Having married amore socially prominent person (Beatrice Richter's
father was editor and publisher of Sporting Life), Carter seemed especially pleased at being asked to present alecture at the Philadelphia Junior
League's annual party in January 1936. His audience included more than
fifteen hundred guests.''
Carter's first radio experience came in the spring of 1930. A local
Philadelphia station needed someone to broadcast adescription of a
rugby match. Nobody else knew anything about the game. Carter's next
radio appearance demonstrated his ingenuity:
The broadcast of the rugby game inspired WCAU to simulate afromthe-spot description of the Oxford-Cambridge boat race. Carter, in the
studio, pretended he was aspectator on the bank of the Thames. He got
the facts for his description from early editions of the afternoon newspapers, and was "supported" by anumber of wax recordings of
English crowd sounds.''
The following year, Boalce (the program director at Philadelphia's
WCAU suggested that he stop calling himself Harold Carter) became the
Hearst Globe Trotter in the City of Brotherly Love. He made two
five-minute news broadcasts daily, at 12:30 P.M. and 5:00 P.M., publicizing the Hearst-Metrotone newsreel and the theaters where it appeared.
The Pep Boys, a chain specializing in automotive parts, soon began
sponsoring him. 's Almost immediately his broadcasts resulted in controversy. One outraged listener wrote President Herbert Hoover to
describe what was going on:
We are amazed and troubled that he has not been held accountable for
his outspoken and venomous remarks. He seldom fails in either talk
each day, to take afling at the President or the administration. We think
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he is an Englishman as he has quite adecided Cockney-English accent.
He laughs frequently and uproariously at his supposed jokes. 16

The kidnapping of Charles A. Lindbergh's baby brought Carter to
national attention. WCAU's owner, Dr. Leon Levy, was the brother-inlaw of the CBS president. He enthusiastically described the new commentator to William S. Paley, also aWCAU stockholder. Paley seemed
unimpressed. Levy tried another tack. It was the height of public interest
in the kidnapping. The former dentist refused to allow CBS the use of his
station's "mobile broadcasting unit" unless Carter received anational
hookup. Levy got his way. On March 2, 1932, the newscaster began
speaking over most CBS affiliates from Trenton, New Jersey. He
"roared at the forces of crime, instead of giving a straight newsbroadcast." Columbia canceled him. Listeners deluged the network
demanding more of Carter's analyses. He quickly returned to the air.''
Some remained outraged by what he said. In May 1932 the Federal
Radio Commission received an official complaint concerning Carter's
newscasts as "The Globe Trotter." The commission's Philadelphia
office hired astenographer to take down Carter's "news flashes." An
official declared that "any expense necessarily incurred in procuring the
transcript will be borne by the Commission, not to exceed twenty dollars." The commentator received no reprimand. 18
Carter considered himself an authority on air power, based on his
experience with the Royal Air Force's coast patrol during World War I.
He persuaded Brigadier General William Mitchell to appear on his
program in October 1934. He became good friends with Congressman
John J. McSwain, chairman of the House Military Affairs Committee. °
During the next several years, the news analyst devoted many broadcasts
to military matters. His support of air power often meant accusing others
of preventing its development. "Trans-Atlantic commercial aviation is in
one hell of amess!" was the way he began one 1938 article.
As to shipping, Carter claimed:
The U.S. merchant marine has been allowed to slide into decay and rot
and not [sic] so very far from ruin. The vessels we do have are
ninety-seven percent ancient, hardly seaworthy old tubs. They crawl
when it comes to speed. ...Other nations laugh at America on this
score. ...3)
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The newscaster often hinted darkly of conspiracies. In discussing
national defense, he exposed unnamed persons:
And we in our small way, try to point toward abetter national air
defense at less cost. But likewise, never get to first base either. For
what reason? ...Because at the tops in both services, the gold braid
and the brass hats like to play politics as much as any politician?
The administration at first attempted to be friendly toward Carter. In
November 1935, Roosevelt gladly talked privately with the newscaster
after one of his press conferences." When the news analyst praised
Cordell Hull's trade agreement program in abroadcast, the Secretary sent
apersonal note of thanks:
It is very gratifying to have some of the important facts with regard to
this matter made so clear to the public as you have made them.
Will you accept my good wishes for ahappy and successful New
Year. ..23
As late as April 1936, Senator Joseph T. Robinson of Arkansas spoke
somewhat tongue-in-cheek on the floor of Congress about "that great
radio speaker to whom all delight to listen, Mr. Boake Carter," and cited
one of the newscaster's recent analyses. 24
In February of that year, the commentator conducted anumber of
interviews. Guests such as Postmaster General James A. Farley and FCC
Commissioner George Henry Payne discussed what radio networks
should do about handling public affairs. Edward L. Bernays, ahighly
successful "publicity specialist" then working for the newscaster's
sponsor, had come up with an idea. CBS had no desire to publicize
further the question of how much time the Republican party should be
given or allowed to purchase in the coming campaign. They arranged for
the programs to be unsponsored, and quickly terminated the series. That
cabinet members would immediately accept an invitation to appear on a
program with Boake Carter indicates something of the news analyst's
importance in early 1936."
Another publicity scheme involved the Department of State. The
commentator was sponsored by Philco radio of Philadelphia. In May
1936 Hull not only wrote aletter supporting Bernays's next promotional
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gimmick, but ended up talking with anumber of the company's Canadian
salesmen in Washington. Philco chartered the Monarch of Bermuda and
took eight hundred dealers to Cuba. Carter broadcast nightly aboard ship.
On May 15 he told his listeners that "Philco, in going to Havana, Cuba,
serves to carry out into actuality President Roosevelt's good neighbor
policy." 26 In Havana, Jefferson Caffery, the American ambassador,
spoke cordially to the radio distributors. 22 That evening the newscaster
told his enormous CBS audience of the ambassador's kind words. On the
air, he interviewed James Phillips, Cuban correspondent for the New
York Times. "The Reciprocity Treaty and sugar quota granted by the
United States," declared Phillips, "are directly responsible for the business improvement of the island." The commentator was equally
enthusiastic. Laurence Duggan, of the State Department's Latin American Division, sent acopy of the broadcast to asuperior. "I should say that
our effort for the Philco company was richly repaid by this interview," he
added."
During the summer of 1936, Carter involved himself in abattle
between his sponsor and the Radio Corporation of America. The two
companies had long experienced strained relations. In 1927 RCA brought
forth amuch-improved vacuum tube. Before then, every radio required a
storage battery. The development nearly put the Philadelphia Electric
Storage Battery Company (Philco) out of business. It had sold fifteen
million batteries that year. In desperation, Philco turned to manufacturing radios. The company pioneered in inexpensive sets and models for
automobiles. RCA demanded a small percentage of the selling price
because of patents it held. In 1936 Philco sued, charging monopolistic
practices. Carter infuriated RCA by defending the suit during several
broadcasts. Philco ran afull-page advertisement in Time denying that
company policies influenced its commentator. 3°Few were convinced,
and RCA least of all.

U.S. NEWSHAWK MISLED BY FALSE INFORMATION
Carter's next crusade involved the Department of State. In June 1935,
Lawrence Simpson, an American sailor, was arrested in Hamburg.
German police charged him with treason. According to custom, the
American consul was present when the prisoner was taken into custody.
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The State Department official reported that for "a native-born American," Simpson demonstrated "an astounding knowledge of German."
Two months later Secretary of State Cordell Hull wired Hamburg. He
told the consul to request aspeedy trial for the seaman." One year later,
the seaman remained in prison. He had never been indicted. Gifford A.
Cochran, wealthy associate of the National Committee for Defense of
Political Prisoners, went to Germany to see whether he could secure a
trial for Simpson. On July 29, 1936, Hull spoke with the German
ambassador in Washington. He questioned the Nazis' harsh treatment of
the prisoner, even if he were aCommunist who had conspired with
seventy German nationals as charged. The Secretary sent amemorandum
of his conversation to the American representative in Berlin."
As late as the beginning of September, Carter remained unaware of the
Simpson case. On September 6he discussed Hull's trade agreement with
Nicaragua. "Some day some historian will give him the credit that is his
due," he concluded, "and it will only be just and fair." He praised the
Secretary again on September 9and 10." Eight days later, the commentator finally learned of the seaman's case. That Friday he devoted much
of the broadcast to the matter, taking time out from his daily prognostications concerning November prospects for Alf Landon and Roosevelt. He
began:
Well, from the remoteness of his Connecticut farm, the keen eyes of
columnist Westbrook Pegler cover much ground and see many things.
...So he brings to light the story of Lawrence Simpson, aU.S. citizen
and aseaman, who has been locked up in aNazi prison for fifteen
months. ...And columnist Pegler directs asatirical comparison
between what has happened to this plain U.S. sailor Simpson, and what
might have happened had the prisoner been Vincent Astor, wealthy
crony of President Roosevelt. ...And it is to be hoped that its
[Pegler's column] sting may shame supercilious under secretaries of
the State Department into forgetting their friends of the upper strata of
the social scale long enough to bestir themselves to see that justice is
done to aplain forty-dollar fo'c'sle hand of an American ship.
On Monday, September 21, he eagerly returned to the same subject.
The news analyst announced that the department finally had "prodded"
the Nazis into arranging atrial date. The next night he referred to Hull's
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comments on the case. The Secretary's "anger" could be "easily understood," Carter added, "for nobody liked to be prodded with the charge of
official laxity in performance of official duties.""
On Monday, September 28, Simpson confessed that he had in fact
distributed Communist literature and sought to overthrow the German
government. Hull wired Ambassador William E. Dodd, demanding he
"make strongest possible representations" to the Nazis to have the
remaining part of the seaman's sentence revoked, and instead deport
him." The Germans released their prisoner on December 20.
Carter's crusade evaporated with the sailor's public statements. The
commentator had to admit his error. His apology, broadcast on September 28, the day of Simpson's trial, sounded less than gracious:
It now seems that Mr. Hull's anger over the case of sailor Simpson ...
is understandable ...the U.S. sailor over whose case considerable
furor was aroused and over whose plight numbers of U.S. newshawks
were apparently genuinely misled by false information, convicted
himself before aGerman court for being aCommunist.
Thus, we for one promptly lose interest in the Simpson affair. ..
There are three reasons for emphasizing the fortunes of one American
sailor. First, the Simpson case demonstrates Carter's willingness to
condemn the State Department without checking his facts. Second, for
this controversy copies of almost every one of the newscaster's daily
broadcasts have survived. Third, important correspondence from officials in the Department of State, including Hull himself, points out not
only how carefully members of the department listened to the news
analyst's attacks, but in what high esteem they had previously held his
commentaries.
On September 30, 1936, U. Alexis Grant-Smith, aretired foreign
service officer, wrote a long letter to the broadcaster concerning the
Simpson analyses. He sent copies to Westbrook Pegler, Cordell Hull,
and Assistant Secretary of State Wilbur J. Carr, among others. GrantSmith began:
Your attack on Secretary Hull, made some days ago in your broadcast
with regard to the American citizen Simpson ...was asource of great
disappointment to me, and, to be quite frank, it seriously shook my
confidence in your fairness and objectivity. You obviously had made
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no attempt to confirm the statements made on the subject derogatory to
the Secretary of State and his subordinates before launching your
attack. ...
Iam seriously disappointed, because you were one of the few
commentators, either on the radio or in the press, whose judgment and
fairness Ihad long counted upon. You can imagine, therefore, how I
felt when, after your first broadcast on the Simpson subject, amasseur
at awestern sanitarium introduced the subject and, referring to your
attack, remarked, "It's that sort of thing which makes us little fellows
feel dissatisfied."»

Wilbur Carr responded enthusiastically:
Your letter of September 30 to Boake Carter gave me areal thrill. ...1
have always had agreat deal of confidence in Boake Carter's statements over the radio but last summer !listened nightly to his broadcasts
and found those in regard to the Department of Commerce very much at
variance with the facts as Ipersonally knew them and Ibegan to lose
confidence not in his honest intention but in the care with which he
gathered his information.»

Though appreciative of Grant-Smith's effort, Hull was pessimistic:
"Confidentially, Idoubt if i[t] has any effect whatever upon his system
and methods." 4°Actually, the Secretary's gloom was unwarranted,
which suggests an essential difference between Carter's methods in 1936
and in 1938. On October 21, 1936, the broadcaster returned to afavorite
subject: Hull's trade agreements and the wonders they had wrought in
Nicaragua. He offered effusive praise for the Secretary's magnificent
achievements, including his ability to bring "bright young boys" such as
Dean Acheson "back to the administration bandwagon." Carter declared
that the transformation of Nicaragua represented "a personal triumph for
one of the most unselfishly patriotic gentlemen in America, bar none." 4'
There is no indication that Hull heard these fine words.
The Simpson case demonstrates that the broadcaster, while stumbling
onto something with the faintest bit of truth to it, used familiar
stereotypes of the forgotten common man and rich, disdainful foreign
service officers to manufacture an incident of considerable proportions.
Hull found himself spending as much time with the American press as he
did trying to free Simpson. Finally, Carter dropped the case when the
seaman confessed to being aCommunist. The newscaster had something
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of aphobia about Communists, in part because of his abiding belief in all
manner of conspiracies.

A VOCAL ZOOT SUIT
A discussion of Carter's broadcast style—including vocal mannerisms—helps make clear why he enjoyed such an enormous audience.
When the news analyst first went on the air, he spoke with avery proper
British accent. Listeners had trouble understanding him. Carter soon
changed his style. As one writer commented: "What he employs now is a
sort of pseudo-accent, about as authentic as the Negro dialect of Singing
Sam, the Barbasol Man. The intonation is British, but the qualities and
emphases are American." "Predecessor" became "pre-duh-sessuh";
"year after year," "yeahr ahfter yeahr." Otherwise, pronunciations
remained free of noticeable affectations.'"
Carter spoke at atremendous rate of speed. Either the listener followed
every word, as Carter rushed on, or he understood nothing. The news
analyst made comprehension simpler by employing myriad bromides,
platitudes, stereotypes, and the flashy, gauche language—sort of avocal
zoot suit—found in "as told to" books. Nobody ever said something, he
"retorted" or "shot back." Descriptions at first seemed exciting. A
person whom the newscaster liked was "young, two-fisted, red-haired."
Officials were not defeated. Voters would "sweep them from the seats
they have warmed for the past four years." 43 Opponents were "on the
outs" with the administration. Liberal professors became "as pink as a
midsummer sunset" or "academic gentlemen." Government leaders in
disfavor turned into "our erudites, learned savants [who] do not understand the essence of the bicycle.""
The Postmaster General might be described as "the bank of brilliant
white lights reflecting the sheen of his shiny dome ...the smiling
affable ring-master, two job man James Aloysius Farley." The commentator talked of Senator "Bob" Wagner or "young Mr. Hopkins." He
loved to refer to Roosevelt as "the Boss."'" The barely suppressed sneer
and the intimate language helped convince listeners that this was aperson
close to the mighty, who saw through their every pretense.
The news analyst occasionally reported alleged conversations with
well-known officials in verbatim fashion. "Well, last Friday, aweek
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ago," Carter would say, "National Committee Chairman Farley said to
me over the telephone, 'Monday, Boake, I'm going to come out and
claim forty-six states for Roosevelt.' "In 1940 the broadcaster repeated
a discussion with Wendell L. Willkie at the Republican convention:
" 'Hells bells!' he [Wilkie] retorted. ...'I get your point exactly,' I
answered. ...'Exactly,' shot back the blue-eyed, square-jawed Hoosierite. "46
Carter loaded his sentences with homely metaphors. On March 11,
1938, discussing Hitler's plan to force an Austro-German Anschluss, he
belittled talk of aserious European crisis: "It is my belief that war is
nowhere near Europe, that these events are what might be called surface
rashes due to fundamental readjustments. Pimples of adolescence, one
might say!" He turned to the country's economic condition after 1919:
Austria became astomach without amouth. For her very existence she
was obliged to depend upon forced financial feeding from the British
and French bankers. The beginning of the end was in sight when the
Credit-Anstaldt [sic] bank collapsed several years ago and the French
and British financiers were rowing with one another—say tit to you and
tat to you!"
Returning to facial blemishes, the commentator reminded his listeners:
"There'll be alot more pimples break out in rashes here and there. But
underlying the pimples. ..." Carter felt that the Anschluss would right
the wrongs of the Versailles treaty. To him, the risk of war came not from
Hitler but from the "World Savers brigade." Without mentioning anyone in particular, he made it clear that Roosevelt was the chief offender.
Other countries were "padding along nicely and quietly." They did not
have to send a"continual stream of notes to their neighbors suggesting
that this and that nation ought to be quarantined."
Overseas events also offered achance to work in acommercial for
Philco radios. Carter read his own advertising copy, and introduced it
with absolutely no warning:
Thus when the shadows of two mailed fists etch their dark outlines
across war-tom, fire-ridden Madrid today, there stretched another dark
shadow across the whole of Europe.
So today too we find many anew Philco tuned to the far-flung capital
cities of Europe to keep many an American home informed of these
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critical events of history in the making on the anvil of time. For it is
indeed asimply easy thing to follow the world the Philco way now,
especially when you have aPhilco high efficiency aerial attached to
your set."

No matter how breathlessly the commentator spoke—and it was so fast
that sentences were incomplete and phrases such as "a simply easy
thing" occurred frequently—it proved impossible to overlook the endless clichés. Within two sentences, Carter had introduced "war-torn,"
"dark shadow," "whole of Europe," "far-flung ...cities," "critical
events," "history in the making," and the "anvil of time."
For achange of pace, Carter frequently turned to the afflictions of the
blind. Helen Keller, "gradually like aflower opening its petals beneath
the caresses of awarm sun ...grew to love life and all that it meant to
one snatched from the very depths of suffering. "5°In 1936 the newscaster
berated Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins for favoring strikers in San
Francisco. He suddenly switched to a lengthy story about seeing-eye
dogs. The commentator described aschool in New Jersey for "man's
best friend." Two years later, he talked of the death of one of these
animals. He ended by vowing that this was "a dog who will live forever
after, for his service to mankind.'"'
Carter's popularity with the average listener is better documented than
for most commentators. Only sponsored news programs received regular
Crossley and Hooperatings—devices employed by advertisers to determine the size of radio audiences. The newscaster's Philco contract began
in 1933. Generally, from 1934 until August 1938, he was as popular as
the highest-paid news broadcaster of the decade, NBC's Lowell Thomas.
In January 1934 Carter had aCrossley rating of 8.1; Lowell Thomas's
was 30.7, one of the highest for any radio show. A year later, the CBS
broadcaster was up to 18.9; Thomas led by only five points. In February
1936 Carter's rating sometimes went above his chief rival's.
Until 1936 the newscaster spoke five times aweek over twenty-three
CBS stations at 7:45 P.M., eastern standard time. In July 1937 the network
increased his coverage to sixty stations. His schedule, however, was
reduced to Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. When General Foods
began its sponsorship in February 1938, the commentator was heard over
eighty-five stations five days a week at 6:30 P.M. Thus in terms of
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number of affilitates, Carter's greatest national coverage came between
July 1937 and August 26, 1938, when he was taken off the air."
Other measuring devices demonstrate the newscaster's large following. In June 1938 the fifth annual Radio Guide program poll named
Carter the most popular radio commentator. As late as January 1940, a
Fortune survey showed that Boake Carter's newspaper column ran second only to Walter Winchell and Dorothy Thompson in number of
readers. The same month, an American Institute of Public Opinion poll
reported that even though the broadcaster had been off the air for more
than ayear, respondents favored him over such influential commentators
as Elmer Davis or Raymond Gram Swing by asubstantial margin."

FORCED OFF THE AIR
A central question in any consideration of Boake Carter concerns his
removal from regular broadcasting in 1938. Exactly who was responsible? In contrast to the documentation of the Simpson affair, few actual
broadcasts for 1937 and 1938 have survived. The commentator began a
nationally syndicated daily newspaper column on March 1, 1937, but
these accounts do not deal with exactly the same things discussed on the
air. In spite of this absence of material, however, it is possible to
reconstruct asurprising number of Carter's broadcast statements.
The CBS news analyst took on two powerful opponents beginning in
1937, and both forced changes in the content of his talks. The first was
organized labor. During the Little Steel strike of 1937 Carter attacked the
CIO day after day. Labor responded by picketing the newscaster's home
station in Philadelphia. The CIO voted a general boycott of Philco
products. Radio sales dropped precipitously, although not necessarily
solely because of union action. Since the company had pioneered in
low-cost radios, it is hardly surprising that aCIO boycott seemed especially disturbing. Carter admitted that pressure on Philco could be effective:
What we couldn't understand was the sponsor's multiple fears and
piling up of problems where problems didn't exist. Company executives were always eager to drop important business to dabble with
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their radio program. ...When it proved vexatious, [they] were scared
out of their wits.'

The commentator came to an understanding with John L. Lewis during
the fall of 1937. CIO members voted to continue the boycott anyway.
Philco terminated its contract with the broadcaster on February 18,
1938.15
In the meantime, another corporation, General Foods, decided to
sponsor Carter over an increased number of stations. Colby M. Chester,
chairman of the board of this corporation, actively opposed the New
Deal. He served as president of the National Association of Manufacturers and had been prominent in the American Liberty League from its
inception. Not surprisingly, the board chairman was no friend of
organized labor. Chester, however, was not the only one involved in
deciding what kind of talent the company might pay for. Some questioned whether afirm that manufactured breakfast cereals should risk
sponsoring anyone so controversial.
One of these people was Joseph E. Davies, ambassador to the Soviet
Union. His new wife, Marjorie Post, owned asubstantial amount of stock
in General Foods. As Davies later explained to Cordell Hull:
Last winter [December 1937] we ...expressed our concern to the
officers lest amerchandising and commercial business should alienate
possible customers by ...sponsoring abroadcast that took sides on
controversial questions. We were then assured that the arrangement
made had expressly precluded such apossibility. ...
56
During much of 1937, Carter attacked the administration with increasing viciousness. In July 1937, at the height of the battle over whether to
increase the number of Supreme Court justices, the newscaster, according to one listener, accused the President in a "sneeringly derisive"
manner of trying to avoid paying his proper income tax. In the same
broadcast, the listener continued, he made even wilder accusations:
In commenting upon the tragic death of Senator Joseph T. Robinson,
Carter directly and unequivocally charged that the Senator's fatal heart
attack was due to the extreme pressure brought to bear upon him by the
President. In fact, Carter unmistakably implied that the Senator's death
was caused by the President. ...
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The same person decried the commentator's "attitude of an infallible
omniscience ...[and] his very obviously contemptuous vituperation."
Others, equally livid, sent angry letters and telegrams to Philco."
In spite of this, the President tried to accommodate the news analyst. In
September Carter telephoned the White House, hoping to see "the Boss"
privately. Roosevelt agreed. The Chief Executive still indicated aspirit
of resigned tolerance toward the newscaster in December. "Boake Carter's statements," he told aworried acquaintance, "as ageneral proposition, are half of them untrue and the other half misstated. The particular
ones you wrote about fall into both categories.' "8
When the commentator started flaying the Department of State, he
created at first only asmall stir. In October 1937 the newscaster exposed
the department's alleged persecution of an American shipping line
operating in South America. Assistant Secretary of State George S.
Messersmith explained to aworried associate that the company had been
"notoriously inefficient in operations." He noted that the Munson line
generally had been unfriendly to the department, snidely adding: "This
attitude has done us more honor and credit than otherwise."
In November 1937 Congresswoman Virginia E. Jenckes became
infuriated when Carter twitted her in abroadcast. She had spoken before a
meeting of the Daughters of the American Revolution. Mrs. Jenckes
urged that every cherry tree around Washington's Jefferson Memorial be
cut down to show Japanese spies that the United States meant business.
The news analyst suggested sarcastically that all foreign trees in America
be felled. Enraged, Mrs. Jenckes began an investigation of the broadcaster's background. The congresswoman sought to have Carter declared an
undesirable alien. After receiving aformal report from the Commissioner
of Immigration and Naturalization, she read it into the Congressional
Record. 6°
At the same time, the Special Intelligence Unit of the Treasury Department began its own inquiry into the newscaster's origins. Carter learned
of at least one of these attempts to deport him. He told his radio audience
all about the conspiracy. He explained that although born in the Soviet
Union, he was no Communist agent. The broadcaster then filled out an
official Unemployment Report Card and sent it to the White House.
"Who said that Ishould be Deported? Beware! Libel me at your Peril,"
was one remark. The commentator asserted that his job was "Hatching canards 'Yellow' Revising and Editing U.S. History 1776-
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1937." 6'For Carter to have sent such an irrational outpouring to the
President suggests that perhaps he believed himself genuinely
threatened. Unfortunately for those opposing him, the report that the
Department of State received from London indicated nothing amiss in the
newscaster's background.
Carter's antiadministration onslaught continued unabated. On January
25, 1938, he spoke at the District of Columbia's Washington Forum. The
news analyst "opposed America's joining any movement against nondemocratic nations on the ground that it would lead us into war.' 63 His
broadcast the previous evening seemed exceptionally strident in tone. On
January 26 Pierrepont Moffat described the response of some:
62

Mr. Hull is in astate of repressed rage with Boalce Carter who is leading
the attack against the Administration on foreign policy, but Mr. Hull's
rage is nothing to that of Norman Davis and Stanley Hornbeck who
would like, Ithink, to emulate the Nazis in silencing embarrassing
critics. Stanley in particular thought that making use of Carter's foreign
birth and upbringing would scare him off, instead Boake Carter beat
them to it and announced over the radio his whole past history.
Whatever one may think of him he's aclever one."
Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes reports Roosevelt told Secretary of
Labor Frances Perkins "that he would be happy if she could discover that
Boalce Carter ...was not entitled to be in this country. It appears that an
investigation of his record is being made." 65
On January 31, Moffat noted with "amusement" that the newscaster
had termed him a"member of the Anglophile group who is 'trying to
educate the country to war.' "The same day, members of the Committee
for Concerted Peace Efforts wrote to Philco protesting Carter's "distortion of facts [and] his aspersions on the Secretary of State .
"66 But the
news analyst knew that Philco would soon have no control over him. He
continued his tirades. As of February 8, 1938, he had apparently devoted
every broadcast for three solid weeks to assailing the President and the
Department of State. 67
The commentator began selling Huskies, abreakfast cereal manufactured by General Foods, on February 28. He found anew area of attack in
the Naval Expansion Bill of 1938. In Congress, Representative Noah M.
Mason of Illinois, himself anaturalized citizen, told members that three
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government departments were investigating Carter. The congressman added that he himself had "dared to express doubt about the
proposed Navy expansion program." He feared for free speech in
America." On March 14 Martin L. Sweeney, "a professional Irishman
from Cleveland, Ohio," another long time opponent of Roosevelt's,
introduced legislation concerning the newscaster. House Resolution 436
told of an alleged secret meeting recently held in New York City. Norman
H. Davis, among others, had attended. The participants supposedly
plotted to force Carter off the air and prepare the country for war. H.R.
436, which demanded exhaustive study of these matters, was quickly
buried in the Committee on Rules. 69
If investigations of Carter's entrance into the United States did not
bring any results, something else did. On April 7, 1938, areviewer noted
that the news analyst had praised Cordell Hull and Roosevelt for their
Latin American policy and their efforts to keep the United States out of
war. Broadcasts on May 24 and 25 in large part are so pallid as seemingly
to come from another person. He discussed whether night baseball
actually would prove profitable. He spend much of his time describing
the death of an old friend, aseeing-eye dog. The next day listeners
learned about an honest carpenter in Rochester, New York, an airplane
crash in Ohio, anew regulation for small boat owners in the New York
City area, and some other trivia. On June 30 he discussed America's
consumption of Australian wool and baseball for the blind. Someone had
finally brought pressure to bear on the news analyst. 7°
One person was Frank C. Page, of the International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation. On March 18, 1938, he wrote acareful letter to
Colby M. Chester of General Foods:
Boake Carter's criticisms and unwarranted attacks on the State Department are utterly unfair and based entirely on what he picks up in gossip
and in the papers. He has not contacted the State Department nor does
he know the underlying facts of many of the things he talks about. I
sincerely regret that General Foods is willing to sponsor irresponsible
comments on this particular subject.''
On March 21, Page informed Cordell Hull of what he had been doing:
Last time Isaw you, you expressed considerable concern over the
remarks of one of the commentators over the air. ...Ithen talked to
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some of my good friends in Columbia Broadcasting and they informed
me that under his new contract Carter was going to stop his commentaries on situations and merely pass out the news. It seems that this
assurance on the part of the Columbia Broadcasting [sic] was not
correct although Ithink it was made in good faith on their part. Italked
to them this morning and they assure me that now they have it straightened out and the comments will only contain news."

Page had already sent acopy of his March 18 letter to Joseph Davies. As
soon as the ambassador received it, he wired Hull. "I cannot adequately
tell you," he added in the accompanying letter, "how shocked, grieved,
and chagrined Iwas by this news. Iwas mad clean through."" He
explained that because his wife had only aminority control in General
Foods, they had not been able to alter the company's decision to hire
Carter in the first place.
The same day, he also replied by telegram and letter to Frank Page.
The letter began:
What you tell me is the worst news Ihave had in many aday. It has
really distressed me beyond measure, for you know Ihave the greatest
admiration and respect for Cordell Hull. Apart from that, Iam pulling
foot, horse and dragoon [sic] for what he is trying to do.
Davis continued: "I am going to find out what happened. It is adirect
breach of faith somewhere along the line."
From April 1, Carter did not dare to attack the State Department on the
air. In his daily newspaper column, however, he now accused the
administration of destroying radio commentators' freedom of speech. As
Moffat had remarked, "Whatever one may think of him he's aclever
one." This time the administration was not without its guile. James
Roosevelt solemnly told members of the press that the White House, far
from attempting to throttle the newscaster, "had used its influence to
keep Carter's radio chain and sponsor from bearing down on him lest
Carter become amartyr. "" In aprivate letter, Roosevelt happily returned
to his earlier attitude toward the commentator: "The President of the
United States cannot engage in aradio debate with the Boake Carters and
Father Coughlins of life!
There are two unresolved problems in connection with what happened
"76
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to the newscaster in April 1938. First is the general question of freedom
of speech, which the broadcaster talked about for months after in lectures
all over the United States. Even in the absence of transcripts of Carter's
commentaries, available information indicates that the news analyst
relied almost entirely on innuendo, invective, distortion, and misinformation in his attacks. Does anewscaster have the right deliberately to
misinform his audience? And who is to decide if someone is guilty of
such an offense? Such are the fundamental concerns of censorship. It
seems clear that Carter became irrationally extreme by January 1938. He
moved so far beyond what is considered journalism's code of ethics
concerning the truth that he deserved to be bridled. But his example made
others afraid to criticize the administration. By 1941 all of the important
radio commentators openly favored Roosevelt's foreign policy. Some,
such as Raymond Gram Swing, went so far as to accept unquestioningly
every word that the President said was true. Unfortunately, the Chief
Executive did not enjoy areputation for complete candor. Radio commentators stopped fulfilling their functions as independent critics.
The second consideration concerns CBS. Why did anetwork allegedly
friendly to the New Deal seem so reluctant to censor Carter's comments?
After all, the president of CBS himself owned stock in the Philadelphia
station where the news analyst originated his broadcasts. What finally
persuaded network officials to do what they could have done anytime
after 1935 with some justice—order the newscaster to restrict himself to
what had some likelihood of being true? The answer quite possibly has a
great deal to do with money. Carter made enormous profits for the
network in its leaner early days. CBS knew that the broadcaster's popularity stemmed from his being controversial. The commentator's personal manager was the brother-in-law of William S. Paley. This put him
in an excellent position to protect his investment. In fact, Carter may have
felt invulnerable because of his connections. Thus the company, fearful
of government regulation by the FCC, and eager to cooperate with
Roosevelt, still allowed the newscaster to remain on the air. Certainly
CBS would not have banned the broadcaster from its network forever in
August 1938 unless most persuasive pressure had been brought to bear. It
seems clear that only Carter's irrational and unfounded attacks on the
administration provided sufficient reason for the efforts of Joseph
Davies, Frank Page, and others to be effective.
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"A MOTH-EATEN, MOSS-COVERED WHIPPING POST"
After Carter left CBS, he had but six years to live. He did not
disappear, though he was not heard in Chicago again before 1941. When
he returned to the air in September 1939, afew small firms such as the
First National Bank of Kalamazoo, Michigan, or the Gander Motor
Company in Des Moines, Iowa, sponsored him. Carter tried sending
recorded transcriptions to MBS affiliates. Each station could listen to the
analyses before broadcasting them. Listeners complained of stale news."
Other advertisers and schemes followed. For afew weeks, beginning
in October 1940, United Airlines sponsored the commentator over a
national network. In New York during May 1941, Carter appeared
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 8:30 P.M. From September to
December 1941, he spoke only on Monday. In March 1940 Carter
broadcast on Saturday at 7:30 P.M. in Washington ,D.C. A year later he
appeared Tuesday and Thursday at the same hour. By June 1941 he was
heard Monday and Wednesday at 7:30 P.M.; he presented adifferent
program on Tuesday and Thursday at 6:30 P.M. In November 1941 he was
down to twice aweek at 7:30 P.M. This dizzying succession of programs,
times, and days emphasizes the vast difference between the enormous
CBS audience the newscaster reached five nights aweek at an excellent
hour in 1938, and the sporadic Mutual coverage of 1939-1941.'8
Carter now reached most of his audience through his daily newspaper
column. Many pieces were filled with hatred of the New Deal, although
quite often they contained philosophical advice about such matters as
America's youth, or business, or topics of equivalent immediacy. Abit of
the old Carter returned to combat census enumerators in abizarre episode
during 1940. The columnist believed these persons to be subversive
agents of agiant Roosevelt conspiracy, as did the congressman who had
the exposé read into the Congressional Record. "The administration of
Franklin D. Roosevelt," Carter insisted,
replete with its staggering army of "snoops and peeps," its philosophy
of materialism and its chicanery and double-dealing, which seeks to pry
into the most intimate matters of every citizen's private life, is the
factor which has created most of the public nausea. 79
In the next few months even more of the old Carter form revealed
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itself. There were frequent diatribes against Roosevelt's attempt to gain
his party's nomination for athird term. On July 19 Carter produced
possibly the most bitter column of his career. He began by quoting
Senator Alban Barkley's pious declaration that" 'we know, too, that in
no way whatsoever has he [Roosevelt] exerted any influence in the
selection of the delegates, or upon the opinion of the delegates to this
convention.' " Carter went to work:
"The voice is Jacob's voice, but the hands are the hands of
Eassau.". ..It was all amatter of spontaneous combustion. The
"smoke-filled rooms" of Hopkins and those "servants of the people,"
Mayors Kelly of Chicago, and Hague, of Jersey City. ...As Mr.
Roosevelt's field major, Harry Hopkins, once observed: "The public is
too damn dumb to understand." ...That they have debauched
national morals and morale by bribery, mouthing the meanwhile that it
is for "the ill-fed, ill-housed, and ill-clad" [sic]; that they can now do
no more than hark back to 1932, and invoke the threadbare, motheaten, moss-covered whipping post of Hoover as their 1940 justification to be allowed to continue to bury their miserable snouts in the
public trough. ...°°
After these encomiums, few would have predicted Carter's actions a
few months later. Following Roosevelt's victory in November, the commentator told radio listeners he had telephoned the White House to offer
congratulations and support. In atelegram to "Dear Boss," the news
analyst added: "Since yesterday's decision puts you again at the tiller,
I'm ready to fall to and help trim sheets when you shout: 'standby.' "On
the air, Carter quoted the President's secretary as "expressing amazement.' '"
Shortly after, abrewing company wrote Steve Early concerning the
advisability of sponsoring the broadcaster, "who might be construed as
having opinions not in sympathy with the administration's policy." The
firm was told that the White House "would not express an opinion one
way or another."" Piel Brothers decided that they had better not take the
chance.
Others took the same attitude. The agency handling another commentator's sponsor's account wrote that H. V. Kaltenborn's antilabor broadcasts could result in asituation that might "grow to dangerous proportions as it did in the case of Boalce Carter. "83 The president of the
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Pure Oil Company believed that something besides attacks on the CIO
explained why Carter had lost his sponsor: "Their [Kaltenborn's analyses] influence was tremendously increased because Mr. Kaltenborn
had in the past avoided the pitfalls of partisanship in away which BoaIce
Carter, for example, did not. "" Only afew members of Congress, such
as West Virginia's reactionary Senator Rush D. Holt, continued to claim
that the British had forced the broadcaster off the air."
By 1941 anew element crept into Carter's newspaper columns. On
May 5he told readers that "the war had helped to clarify much in amind
that was disordered agreat deal by material things and personal suffering." Six days later, the journalist reported that he had been reading the
Bible intensely, particularly "Ezekiel, Daniel and St. Paul's revelations," and had "applied the simple rules of the science of nature to each
day's news."" Increasingly, religious comments filled his column.
On the air, at least after Pearl Harbor, Carter generally supported the
war effort. On March 24, 1942, he devoted much of his newscast to the
need for war bonds. "Give thanks that this is the United States and not
Germany" was atypical remark. Another broadcast told of the President's need for an adjective to describe awar "for the preservation of the
democracies and for the small people of the world. "" Carter had become
apatriotic booster.
In 1942, papers such as the New York Journal American carried a
headline story, Carter's "Why IEmbraced Biblical Hebrewism." He
had become a mystic. Divorcing one wife, he married asecond and
"instituted abiblically kosher kitchen." The commentator now believed
that citizens of Britain and America had descended from the ten lost tribes
of Israel." He claimed that Moses Guibbory, areligious zealot living in
Jerusalem, had made the first correct translation of the Bible. Carter
wrote to Roosevelt in March 1943, trying to interest him in his new
project. That year, the first volume of The Bible in the Hands of Its
Creators, nearly two thousand pages long, was published at five dollars a
copy. The book was essentially an interpretation of the Old Testament,
with Hebrew and English in parallel columns. Its mystical language made
it difficult to know which passage was being reinterpreted."
The news analyst continued to broadcast at noon acouple of times a
week for Chef Boy-Ar-Dee in 1944. He died of aheart attack in Hollywood, California, on November 16, 1944. He had just turned
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forty-two. 9°Few national leaders mourned his passing. An exception was
Herbert Hoover. He wired his condolences to Carter's first wife: "I was
greatly shocked to learn of your husband's passing. America lost an
independent and courageous mind. Ilose agood friend. But your loss is
far greater, and Iwant you to know of my deep sympathy." 9'
Carter's behavior during his last years suggests that he labored under
severe mental strain from late 1940 until his death. His actions, as
described by his friend David Horowitz, sound highly irrational. Carter's
sister hinted of some such difficulty in aletter she wrote Hoover in
December 1944: "For my own self Ido not grieve. Because Boake has
now found the answers to the problems that were worrying him on this
earth." She added that others besides aformer President of the United
States mourned Carter's death:
Yes, indeed, it is aloss to the whole country. The good folks here have
written me letters from practically every state in the Union. And Ifeel
very humble and proud when Irealize how integral apart Boake was in
the daily thinking lives of so many Americans. How much they relied
on him to set them straight when so many people were saying first one
thing and then another. 92
In one sense Sheelah Carter was right. For many Americans, her
brother simplified thinking about current events, particularly foreign
affairs. Boake Carter's attitude is best described by the titles of two of his
books, Why Meddle in the Orient? and Why Meddle in Europe? The
former he admitted to "tearing out in four weeks"; the latter probably
took about as long." In his broadcasts and writings Carter repeated
incessantly that any American action overseas represented not involvement but meddling. There were problems enough at home, he claimed.
The United States must not join the world-savers' brigade or serve as
errand boy for the London Foreign Office. Before September 1938, when
most Americans felt little interest in what took place in the rest of the
world, Carter seemed to show why such an attitude was logical.
Carter's approach to broadcasting depended on aggressive opposition
to whatever public officials hoped to accomplish. After September 1939,
millions of Americans became concerned about the implication of German and Japanese actions for the United States. Carter found it difficult to
make any sort of adjustment. He knew that overseas events did
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not concern America; his mind lacked the ability to distinguish between
conditions before and after World War II began. Instead he transferred
unchanged to another medium the flashy superficial techniques of the
syndicated newspaper columnist. Those radio commentators who came
to prominence after Carter, with the exception of Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
believed that talking of foreign affairs demanded a less unthinking
approach.
In appraising Carter's contribution to American foreign policy-making
in the 1930s, it is important to understand the effectiveness of his tirades
against involvement in the rest of the world. He discouraged greater
involvement in the problems of the rest of the world on the part of the
State Department, and he strengthened the mood of isolationism so
popular in America through 1938. Carter alone, of all the newscasters
broadcasting in the 1930s, was forced off the air for his isolationist views.
Perhaps such action was extreme; surviving broadcasts suggest otherwise. Carter served as a major voice of American isolationism—the
extreme, convenient kind of isolationism that insisted that the rest of the
world was of no concern to America. Carter's approach never allowed for
such basic distinctions as whether this country would have to abandon
foreign trade to keep its isolationism intact. War in China, Ethiopia,
Spain, the occupation of the Rhineland, the annexation of Austria—in
each case Carter insisted that America had no stake in the outcome.
Only the fact that Carter spoke over radio and that his broadcasts
disappeared from public notice explains why he has been so ignored in
assessing the continuing strength of American isolationism. His popularity with the average person, his high rating in public opinion polls, his
syndicated newspaper column, his many books, his national coverage
over the second largest radio network at agood hour—all suggest how
much the popularity of isolationism owes to Carter, who made it seem
sensible. It does not matter that what he said deserves little sustained
analysis. Carter sounded omniscient; he persuaded literally millions of
listeners. He was so successful that the administration finally took action
to get rid of so powerful an opponent. Carter's example served as a
warning to those who followed. By the time that Swing and Davis were
promoting interventionism, Carter was heard at unpopular times in just a
few cities. In radio the hour and number of stations taking aprogram
determines impact. Denied both, Carter's influence dwindled to nothing.
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The student of Harold Thomas Henry Carter's life is left with acurious
feeling. Here is aman whose origins are so concealed that his whereabouts before 1924 are hard to discover. Enormously popular for afew
years, he was forgotten even before his early death in 1944. 9°Copies of
broadcasts heard nightly by millions of listeners can now be found only in
obscure places. Unlike Ozymandias, there is not even apedestal warning
the mighty to despair of Boake Carter's works.
Carter also made the controversial, opinionated news broadcast a
phenomenon of the decade. Commentators like Swing, Davis, and Murrow may not have paid much attention to what Carter said, but the ready
acceptance they found as news commentators depended in no small
measure on public acceptance of independent radio news analysis, something pioneered by Carter. He, along with his competitor Lowell
Thomas, established the commercial possibilities of news commentary
before anyone else. This pioneering quality should not be overlooked no
matter how much criticism Carter deserves for his unprincipled tirades
against whatever the New Deal proposed to do at home and abroad.
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with ahuge audience that was enthralled by his staccato voice and point of view.
He received so many letters that they had to be handled by amailing bureau
operation we set up. Naturally this adulation and godhead symbolism went to his
head. And he suffered the consequences."

3 H. V. Kaltenborn: The Gentle Art
of Self-Publicity
"You fancy yourself aconversationalist and araconteur. In reality
you are awindbag and abore." Although the New Yorker cartoon's
caption did not refer to Hans von Kaltenbom, it might have. Kaltenbom
lived for appearances, ever hopeful of impressing others. He proved
extremely adept at promoting his name. He would not have been asked to
play himself in the film Mr. Smith Goes to Washington had he not
established apublic image as the typical radio news analyst by 1939.'
What made him famous? His broadcasts lacked the logical, carefully
prepared explanations found in Raymond Gram Swing's. Unlike Elmer
Davis, Kalternbom seems never to have phrased asingle thought memorably. There is so little solid content in his extemporaneous newscasts that
they can scarcely be considered serious commentary. But during the
1930s most people thought differently. They knew he was intelligent, a
good public speaker, and an experienced news writer. He had become
radio's first regular news commentator. Above all, listeners understood
that Kaltenbom's round-the-clock broadcasts during the Munich crisis in
September 1938 established radio as the preeminent news source for
foreign affairs.

WHAT SEEMED SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE
Baron Rudolph von Kaltenbom-Stachau had settled permanently, if
grudgingly, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, when his son Hans was born on
67
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May 2, 1878. The father grew up in the German state of HesseDarmstadt. After serving with the Hessian Guards during the AustroPrussian War of 1866, he emigrated to Wisconsin. Three years later,
Rudolph von Kaltenborn-Stachau returned to fight in the Franco-Prussian
War. At its conclusion he sailed for the United States.
The father enjoyed being referred to as "Baron" in the United States,
though his conspicuous lack of success made the title seem bitterly ironic.
In 1872 he married Betty Wessels, whom he had met on board ship. She
was on her way to America to teach German. They had one daughter and
then Hans. The mother died at her son's birth.'
The widower found employment in adrugstore. Two years later he
married again. This time it was the boss's daughter, American-born
Clotilda von Baumbach. It was not ahappy marriage. The new in-laws
owned several successful pharmacies in Milwaukee. They considered the
Baron an idler. The bride nagged her husband mercilessly. His response,
as one delicate biographer puts it: "He grew fond of drink," and "it took
hold in earnest after his first wife's death." For atime, von KaltenbornStachau worked as aStandard Oil agent. In 1891, after losing his job, he
moved his family to the booming sawmill town of Merrill, Wisconsin.
His father-in-law provided enough money to open abuilding materials
store. It did not prosper.'
In later years the broadcaster made much of his noble ancestry, though
anti-German hysteria in America during World War Icaused him to
shorten "Hans von" to "H. V." The Baron told his children that the
Kaltenborns were no parvenus, but belonged to the Uradel, Germany's
ancient nobility. In fact an uncle, Hans Karl Georg von KaltenbornStachau, served as German Minister of War from 1890 to 1893. 4How
embarrassing it must have been for the son to know that he came from a
distinguished family, to be taught that pride in one's ancestors was
desirable, and then contrast it with the reality of his father's many
failures.
One effect was an unsettled childhood. Kaltenborn quit school at
fourteen. He appeared on stage with ajuggling act. He worked in his
father's store in Merrill. When the Spanish-American War began, he
joined the Fourth Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry. Before leaving, the
Baron's son persuaded the editor of the Merrill Advocate to pay him as
part-time correspondent while soldiering. The war ended before Kaltenborn ever left Alabama.' He later inflated his few months in
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training camp. "As an ex-drill sergeant," he declared in 1936, "I know
that it takes pretty close to ayear to perfect aman. "6
Kaltenbom worked his way to Europe on acattle boat in 1900. After
visiting England and Germany, he traveled all over France on abicycle
selling stereoscopes and slides. In his autobiography, the commentator is
quick to tell about his salesmanship and his job on the cattle boat. But he
says nothing of his thoughts during these years.'
By 1905 the reporter felt the necessity of additional formal education.
Twenty-seven at the time, he had never completed high school. Kaltenborn decided that Harvard would be aprestigious place to attend college.
He was accepted as a special student and did extraordinarily well.
Kaltenborn graduated cum laude in 1909, and amember of Phi Beta
Kappa. At Cambridge the future broadcaster won the Boylston Oratorical
Contest and was active in various plays. Upon graduation he was hired to
tutor in pleasant surroundings. Kaltenborn boarded John Jacob Astor's
luxurious yacht, the Nourmahal, for an extended cruise. He helped his
employer's son prepare for Harvard. 8
The college years suggest one of the commentator's distinguishing
characteristics. He became adept at doing what seemed socially acceptable. But his enthusiasm for study seems to have stemmed mostly from a
desire to impress others with where he attended school. Kaltenborn rarely
simply ate lunch—he dined at the Harvard Club. His life was filled with
pretense, in which very real accomplishments were used to promote some
vision of agrander personage.
On a trip back from Europe in January 1908, he met Olga von
Nordenflycht, his future wife. A formal letter of introduction to the girl's
mother was deemed necessary, for this was the daughter of avery proper
German consul. Kaltenborn finally traveled to Rio de Janeiro before
receiving the father's permission. The marriage took place in Berlin
during August 1910. The proud husband frequently let it be known that
his wife had an aristocratic "von" as part of her maiden name.
In January 1914 Kaltenborn, who had worked for the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle since 1902, went to Europe to reorganize the Paris bureau. At the
outbreak of war the reporter was militantly pro-German. In aspeech
attacking British imperialism, he staunchly defended the Kaiser. By 1917
he decided that Germany was to blame for the conflict. He became the
Eagle's war editor. 9 In 1921 he became an associate editor and stayed
with the newspaper until 1930.
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"HE KNOWS EVERYTHING"
Kaltenborn's first broadcast took place in 1921. He addressed a
Chamber of Commerce luncheon in Brooklyn from an experimental
station in Newark, New Jersey. With his usual flair for choosing topics
his audience would appreciate, he explained "the value of aChamber of
Commerce to the community." On April 4, 1922, the newscaster made
his first talk concerning current events. He broadcast over Radiophone
WVP, the United States Army Signal Corps's station on Bedloe's Island,
in New York Harbor.'° The primitive-sounding name of the transmitter
indicates how early Kaltenborn started commenting on the air.
The Eagle soon decided that circulation might increase through having
Kaltenborn discuss current events on the radio. By October 1923 he
broadcast for thirty minutes each Tuesday evening on New York's
WEAF. Soon his talks were being picked up by distant receivers. A
postcard from Danville, Illinois, in 1924 suggests the attitude of his
remote listeners. "Think Mr. Kaltenborn most interesting—some one
[sic] said 'He knows everything.' ""
Another listener, Charles Evans Hughes, thought otherwise. One
evening the Secretary of State entertained adistinguished group of guests
at home. He turned on the radio just in time to hear Kaltenborn vigorously
attack his policy toward the Soviet Union. Hughes was furious at being
criticized in his own home. He considered the broadcast an invasion of
his privacy. Because there were no networks at this time, the Secretary
called the president of the American Telegraph and Telephone Company,
which provided telephone lines to connect New York with aWashington
station. Hughes demanded that under no circumstances was the newscaster to criticize cabinet officials over the firm's facilities.' 2
During the twenties, Kaltenborn ran summer group tours for occasions
such as the dedication of the Grand Canyon National Park or acentennial
celebration in Brazil. Members of the party paid his vacation expenses.
The news analyst also visited the Soviet Union in 1926 and 1929. He
interviewed Chiang Kai-shek while traveling in the Far East in the
summer of 1927. For "several years" during the winter months he taught
journalism at the City College of New York.''
In 1930, after resigning from the moribund Eagle, Kaltenborn became
a regular commentator for the Columbia Broadcasting System. He
received asalary of one hundred dollars aweek. A sponsor soon offered
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to augment his income. For thirty minutes each week, the broadcaster
described the pleasures of travel for the Cunard Travel Club. "Last
Friday," he began one broadcast,
we voyaged across the Atlantic. Tonight we make our first landing in
Europe. As our great liner draws near to the Old World, our eyes, eager
for asight of land after scanning the wide ocean for six days, see agreen
shore rising in the distance.
We are approaching Ireland. What memories that name evokes P°
Cunard chose not to renew.
Then for anumber of weeks S. W. Straus, aNew York investment
company, sponsored his newscasts. Listeners were encouraged to write
for afree copy of "The Road to Wealth" until the firm itself went under
in 1931. Shortly thereafter Ex-Lax tried to hire him, but Kaltenborn
refused "after prayerful consideration." He could not see himself
"associated with alaxative, no matter what the reward."
Instead, Kaltenborn, one of very few news commentators on the major
networks during these years, offered an unsponsored newscast twice a
week at avariety of times. He represented CBS at the national conventions in 1932. The broadcaster went to England during the summer of
1933 to cover the ill-fated London Economic Conference. Ayear later he
even spoke on aMussolini Black Shirt Band Program originating from
the S. S. Roma. He served as the news department's utility infielder.
In 1934 areporter described the news analyst as having avery loyal, if
not especially numerous, following.' 8His lowly status at CBS as late as
1935 is suggested in aletter from aToledo radio station manager to an
irate listener, who complained that the network "Ha[d] moved him all
over the face of the schedule." After yet another shift, this time to an
undesirable hour early Sunday afternoon, CBS was reduced to justifying
the change "in response to requests from many listeners." 7
After each broadcast an announcer customarily mentioned that the
commentator "could be engaged for apersonal appearance.'" 8Not yet a
prominent radio personality, Kaltenborn made agood living as aspeaker
on current events. He appeared on "America's Town Meeting of the
Air." The newscaster defended democracy against Norman Thomas and
Madame Olivia Rossetti Agresti, aspokesman for fascism. In aless than
rousing speech, he concluded that "the great task of democracy is to train
that intelligent minority for leadership."
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Kaltenborn's first real break in radio came during 1936. While he was
on his regular summer trip, this time to Europe, the Spanish Civil War
began.e The traveler hastened to Irun. After briefly surveying the scene,
he broadcast an assessment of the two sides:
The rebels are led and controlled by the army officers and the aristocrats, aided by the position and discipline of the Catholic Church. ...
The government motor car ...was smeared on all four sides with the
Communist hammer and sickle emblem and the initials of the radical
syndicalist and labor unions that today dominate the Madrid government?
His initial impressions changed after six days: "The Popular Front is
much better organized than it was aweek ago. Inoticed how much more
efficient it was; I noticed there are fewer Hammer and Sickle
signs. ...
22
On September 2 Kaltenborn broadcast radio's first live battle. The
commentator set up his microphone on apiece of French territory that
protruded into Spain near the city of Irun. Kaltenborn stood in neutral
territory during the ensuing battle, yet could see and hear the fighting.
After numerous frustrating technical difficulties, he finally received
permission from CBS in New York to go ahead with the broadcast.
Listeners could actually hear machine gun bullets whizzing overhead and
the thud of bombs in the distance. 23 The newscast, however, came at a
poor hour for most Americans.
In 1938 Kaltenborn was fifty-nine, with thinning hair, rimless glasses,
and acomfortable paunch. A full moustache was set on arather square
face. Invariably, he displayed his Phi Beta Kappa key prominently across
his vest. He resembled somewhat the stereotyped image of ahumorless
old German schoolteacher. The broadcaster's proud description of his
wife's attentions intensified this impression: "Well, in the morning when
Iwake up she runs my bath, brushes my clothes, and cooks my breakfast.
Then in the evening when Icome home she brings me the newspapers,
my bedroom slippers—and then she fixes the fire." 24
To offset the results of this sort of life, Kaltenborn tried to keep his
waistline respectable through regular activity, especially tennis. Photographs show afaded, but loyal wife and her portly husband valiantly
plopping tennis balls over a new—at a suitably fashionable country
club.25
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THE MUNICH BROADCASTS
In 1938, after taking control of Austria, Hitler demanded the cession of
part of Czechoslovakia. When no unified opposition among Hitler's
opponents developed, British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
offered to meet with the Nazis to appease their desire for more territory.
The result was three momentous meetings during September 1938, the
last held in Munich, which led to the peaceful dismemberment of
Czechoslovakia. Kaltenborn's rise to national prominence—and the
beginning of radio as amajor source of information for foreign affairs—
occurred while Chamberlain bargained Czechoslovakian independence
away in return for promises of peace in Europe. Day after day Kaltenborn
slept in aNew York CBS studio, commenting around the clock on the
development and resolution of the Munich crisis. His facility with languages enabled him to translate and evaluate immediately speeches from
French and German leaders as they came over the shortwave receiver.
Speaking at 6:00 A.M. or as late as midnight, the commentator made 102
broadcasts in 18 days. CBS captured the major share of listeners with its
comprehensive coverage. Kaltenborn received all kinds of awards and
50,000 letters of appreciation. He became acelebrity. 26
In the immediate aftermath virtually everyone realized that radio had
contributed something new to the ancient practice of diplomacy, though
few were sure exactly what had happened. Langer and Gleason assert that
"in many years the American public had not been so deeply stirred by
foreign affairs as by the crisis of September, 1938. Day after day, excited
radio commentators had provided an hour-by-hour account of the dramatic and frightening developments.""
The Nation published an article describing the enormous public interest in radio's handling of the crisis. "For the first time history has been
made in the hearing of its pawns," the author declared. He claimed that
the medium had established itself "as our dominant system of news
communication. ""
In October the networks eagerly published detailed information about
the amount and cost of their news coverage. Between September 10 and
29, each major network offered about 150 shortwave pickups. Together
they spent $160,000. More radio sets were sold during these weeks than
in any previous three-week period in industry history. For the first time,
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Americans found it fascinating to listen to foreign news from early
morning until late at night."
Public opinion surveys confirmed intense public interest. An
American Institute of Public Opinion poll released in November 1938
showed that the Munich crisis had been twice as interesting to those
questioned as any other event of the year. More specifically, an investigation of radio versus newspaper as anews source revealed adramatic
change between 1937 and 1938. Seventy percent of those questioned,
divided according to income, both rural and urban, declared for the first
time in October 1938 that they had preferred radio as anews source
during the recent European crisis."
Kaltenborn himself seemed confused by what had taken place during
September. A rereading of Columbia's Munich broadcasts suggests that
the commentator had little understanding of the long-range implications
of what was happening. Radio's coverage of the crisis undoubtedly gave
immediacy to acritical event in Europe for millions of Americans. In this
sense broadcasting helped greatly in creating public awareness of European affairs. But Kaltenborn's own feeling that he had offered aroutine
performance seems correct. Probably the ability of asingle person to
survive eighteen days of almost continuous broadcasting is what captured
the public's imagination, not the specific things said.
Kaltenborn afterward proudly explained that "every one of these talks
was entirely unprepared." 3'
As aresult he frequently advocated diametrically opposed courses of action. On September 17 he noted that
Roosevelt and Hull were apprehensive lest an "incautious word so arouse
isolationist opinion" that Hitler would be certain of strict American
noninvolvement. However, the newscaster added that should hostilities
break out, the United States would "show at least benevolent neutrality"
toward Britain and France. Two days later Kaltenborn declared that "the
United States must stand aloof from acontinent that for the moment is
devoted to the glorification of force.""
Hitler made an important address at the Sportpalast in Berlin on
September 26. Kaltenborn, in summarizing American press opinion
concerning this speech, noted substantial agreement among journalists.
They expressed apersonal antagonism toward der Führer, he felt. As to
the speech itself, Kaltenborn did not find in it either "logic or aclear
conclusion." He did report, however, "each time I've met Hitler, each
time I've heard him, that there is an absolute sincerity there.""
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The next day he filled in some free space with an interview. Charles R.
Hodges, dean of economics at New York University, had just returned
from avacation in Central Europe. The conversation was halting at best:
And Iwonder whether you could give me perhaps just afew of your
impressions about Germany?
HODGES: Imade avery brief visit, Mr. Kaltenborn, to what was formerly Austria.
ICALTENBORN: That is particularly interesting. ...
And you don't find the old
Austrian spirit of cheerfulness?
HODGES: No, it's apretty serious life down there now. 1
"
KALTENBORN:

Too often, this sort of thing appeared in the many slow moments seemingly inherent in round-the-clock broadcasting. One afternoon the commentator even analyzed the Archbishop of Canterbury's prayer for
peace."
By the end of the Munich crisis, Kaltenborn had presented an enormous quantity of rather confused analysis and speculation. If he believed
that there would be no war, his audience would have had difficulty in so
knowing. Until September 30, for instance, the newscaster never discussed what the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia might mean to the
long-term chances for peace.
On October 9he did. "The full importance of the defeat suffered by
France and Britain at Munich is now gradually appearing," he stated."
His IBroadcast the Crisis, containing excerpts from the September
newscasts, appeared near the end of October. In apostscript, Kaltenborn
cited the comment of an eighteenth-century British statesman who had
also kept the peace, but at heavy cost to future security. "Today we ring
the Bells. Tomorrow they will wring their hands!" Robert Walpole had
declared."
The public impact of radio's Munich coverage became even more
apparent a few weeks later. On October 30, 1938, CBS broadcast a
modernized version of H. G. Wells's War of the Worlds." Orson Welles
updated the novel by having Martian invaders land in New Jersey. Many
listeners tuned in too late to hear an announcer explain carefully that what
followed was aHalloween play. A comprehensive public opinion poll
reported that only atiny number of persons heard the program. Of those
questioned, only about 3percent of the sample thought it to be agenuine
news program." Still, some citizens actually ran frantically from their
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homes. Radio stations received hundreds of telephone calls from people
hysterically inquiring about the Martians' landing near Princeton.
The FCC found nothing amusing about these public fears, nor did the
network presidents. In Washington it was agreed that no further radio
programs would use a" 'news broadcast' type of presentation." NBC
promised not to "accept news that will create mental anguish," particularly at "meal times."'° Even if only afew hundred people actually
believed that the Martians had landed, radio networks felt that they must
be more careful to control the content of their programming, apparently
believing that bad news, real or otherwise, was unacceptable. Undoubtedly the Welles broadcast would have frightened some listeners had it
been presented at any time. But most observers have agreed that the
excessive fear it engendered is in part explained by radio's coverage of
the Munich crisis.' The War of the Worlds program offers additional
evidence of how deeply round-the-clock news in September penetrated
the public consciousness.

KALTENBORN LOSES A SPONSOR
In the aftermath of the Munich crisis, Kaltenborn for the first time had
no trouble finding sponsors. On January 1,1939, he began aweekly news
program for General Mills. He discussed the final stages of the Spanish
Civil War, in particular the shortcomings of pro-Roman Catholic factions. Threats by church pressure groups in America led the cereal
company to cancel Kaltenborn's contract after only thirteen weeks.
General Mills was already heavily involved in sponsoring radio shows,
mostly soap operas. The firm also ventured forth with a"Hymns of all
Churches" program, and occasional "Betty Crocker cooking talks. "42
The decision to hire anews commentator thus represented aconsiderable
departure from earlier practice.
The first evening, the corporation's chairman of the board told listeners that "General Mills has pledged itself to preserve untrammeled
...complete freedom of selection and expression."'" Kaltenborn presented the news, plus some institutional puffs of his own creation on
Sundays at 10:30 P.M. over alarge number of stations.
On January 29 Kaltenborn discussed Spain briefly. "The capture of
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Barcelona," he declared, "changes the character of the civil war in
Spain. The struggle is now revealed as apart of the Fascist International's
drive for power. ...Stalin probably realized that the Spaniard was too
much of an individualist to be agood Communist." 44 This alienated a
considerable number of listeners. In fact, the extreme response suggests
that Kaltenborn's well-known antipathy toward Franco, and his many
earlier criticisms of the Spanish church, aroused strong opposition, rather
than afew remarks on Sunday evenings in January 1939."
The commentator particularly antagonized Thomas A. Lahey,
associate editor of The Ave Maria, aCatholic weekly published in Notre
Dame, Indiana. Lahey, in late January, wrote to Henry A. Bellows,
director of public relations at General Mills. The latter had unusual
qualifications for his position. A Harvard Ph.D., he had served on the
original Federal Radio Commission, and as aCBS vice-president from
1930 to 1934. 46 In acorporation that spent agreat deal of money on radio
advertising, he clearly enjoyed considerable authority.
On February 1Bellows wrote Lahey that Kaltenborn had explicit
instructions "to avoid expressions of personal views on all controversial
matters." The commentator, after receiving a copy of this letter,
informed the General Mills executive that this "clearly contradict[s] the
promise of complete freedom which Ireceived and accepted on the
opening broadcast." A stubborn man, the news analyst again talked
briefly about the Spanish Civil War the following week. He noted that the
"collapse of Spanish Loyalist resistance" meant "a stronger position for
the two dictators Hitler and Mussolini.""
The next day, February 6, Lahey prepared adetailed criticism of
Kaltenbom's broadcast. Writing "frankly and with genuine friendliness," the associate editor minced no words. He claimed that a"barrage
of propaganda" had unjustly maligned Franco's position. Lahey then put
aside any pretense of "genuine friendliness":
Ifear very much, Mr. Bellows, that you and your organization will
regret it for along time to come if, as aresult of any future broadcasts,
your millions of Catholic customers get the idea that General Mills is
ever so faintly associated with any activity supporting the Loyalist
cause and what it represents in Catholic eyes."
The same day, Bellows wrote to Kaltenborn enclosing his previous reply
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to the editor. He mentioned having received anumber of similar letters
but said that Lahey's was "a lot more intelligently expressed." The
complaints were "definitely having an effect on some ...Directors,"
he added."
On February 8Bellows informed the Ave Maria spokesman that he
had warned his broadcaster "frankly that our company is much disturbed
by such criticism." He also wired Kaltenborn:
In handling Spanish news this week please remember many listeners
sincerely and intensely believe Franco's victory atriumph for Christianity. While suggesting no limitations on your report and analysis of
the news Ibelieve this is acase where editorial comment or indication
of personal bias should be avoided. 5°
Four days later, the news analyst opened his program with alengthy
eulogy of Pope Pius XI, who had conveniently died that week. "The
world loses avigorous champion of peace and tolerance," declared the
commentator. He also hoped that "for the sake of the Spanish people," a
"disastrous war would soon be brought to an end." 51
The newscaster avoided the subject of Spain during the next few
weeks. In spite of this, the board of directors at General Mills decided not
to renew his contract. On March 7atelegram informed Kaltenborn that
"criticism received from listeners played no part in the board decision but
it was felt that in view of constantly increasing emotional strain of
national political situations sponsorship by us of any news commentator
involves unavoidable dangers. '
'"
On March 27 the newscaster signed aone-year contract with the Pure
Oil Company, to begin April 10. Shortly after, he was attacking Franco in
away he had never done under the sponsorship of General Mills. On May
16 he informed his listeners:
A word from Spain tonight is that General Franco has decided to retain
80,000 volunteer officers in active service as the framework for a
possible Spanish army of two and ahalf million men. That looks like
the creation of an elite Fascist guard on the Nazi model. Every dictator
needs aprivate army to maintain his power."
Following such comments, letters from angry Catholics poured in during
June. Kaltenborn admitted to Pure's advertising director that he disliked
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the Spanish church but added: "There will probably be some occasion in
the near future when Ican say something nice about the Catholic church
and its attitude here in the United States." 54
From the evidence presented, it appears that Kaltenborn lost his
contract with General Mills principally because of Roman Catholic
opposition to his broadcasts. But there were other considerations. David
Clark, during his investigation of Kaltenborn's relations with General
Mills, recently wrote the firm concerning the broadcaster's dismissal in
1939. A company executive, after checking the records of the board of
directors, stated that he did not think that Roman Catholic opposition had
anything to do with the decision. Instead athreatened boycott of Gold
Medal flour by German bakers, particularly in Minnesota, where the
corporation had its headquarters, was responsible." Because of this
response, Clark offers no speculations as to which sort of pressure
group—ethnic or religious—proved more effective. But since there is no
correspondence from Henry Bellows concerning Germans in the Kaltenborn papers, it seems likely that the influential director of public relations
worried more about Roman Catholics than Nazi sympathizers.
The news analyst told acolleague about the activities of both groups.
Hendrik van Loon, in aletter to Roosevelt on April 18, 1939, stated:
"Hans Kaltenborn writes me today that his sponsors too feel obliged to
fire him on account of protests coming from local Nazis and the
Church."" This suggests that the bakers were in part responsible. But in
the absence of any correspondence, one can only assume that the Germans did not rely on aletter-writing campaign to make their views
known.
Clark contrasts Pure's willingness to sponsor acommentator in spite of
continued objections by certain listeners with General Mills's refusal. He
concludes that the former company had agreater dedication to freedom of
speech." Events in Spain suggest another significant difference. In
January 1939 Pierrepont Moffat described a"Lift the Embargo Week,"
with "enthusiasts pouring into Washington from all over the country. ""
To keep the Loyalists from losing the war, American supporters realized
that arms and other goods were urgently needed. At such ajuncture, those
passionately in favor of Franco might be expected to oppose the rebels'
critics with special vehemence. By April, when Pure's sponsorship
began, the Nationalists had won. Franco's supporters knew that the
United States no longer represented adanger to the rebel cause. Roman
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Catholics could afford to start letting acommentator say what he wished.
In addition, someone who had just lost asponsor might well have been
expected to remember "discretion" more easily.
A second difference concerns the companies involved and their products. Kaltenborn proved ineffective in his institutional promotion for
General Mills. The company may have decided that it was awaste of
advertising dollars to sponsor aprogram in which the many male listeners
would scarcely rush out to buy Gold Medal flour. With gasoline it was a
different matter. The news particularly appealed to those who would
purchase automotive products. Pure also felt that Kaltenborn's commentaries would give prestige to a smaller company seeking a national
image." They were willing to take greater risks.

ENHANCING REALITY
Between 1939 and 1941 the newscasts of Kaltenborn and Lowell
Thomas attracted the highest program ratings. A 1940 Radio Daily
program poll named Kaltenborn the more popular. 6°One reason for such
success was an ability to gain attention. By reading the commentator's
broadcasts and following his public life—there was scarely any other—
one quickly concludes that this was aperfect person for an industry prone
to endless exaggeration. When one of the newscaster's books had sold
very poorly, he created aspecial radio program to promote sales. After a
flashy introduction including a"crescendo of rumbling ...then sharp
break," Kaltenborn simulated interviews with Mussolini and Hitler. He
impersonated the dictators' voices as they answered his questions. 61
The blurring of the line separating truth from something alittle shy of it
is exemplified in aletter the broadcaster wrote to his sponsor's advertising agency. He hoped to interest the company in paying for alittle junket:
Ihave decided against taking any vacation. The times are too serious
and Iwould be unable to detach myself from the war in such away
would [sic] be necessary to really enjoy avacation. ...
However, Ishould very much like to utilize athree weeks [sic]
period of absence from broadcasting for the purpose of aquick study
trip of Latin-America at wane
Perhaps the news analyst really believed that he had described the
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truth. If so, he had enhanced reality until he no longer knew what was
fact. The commentator believed personal interviews and frequent trips
made for an informed understanding of foreign affairs. Mostly, however,
he learned little from talking briefly with heads of state. Along with two
other journalists, Kaltenborn interviewed Hitler in 1932. This soon
blossomed into "anyone who, like myself, has repeatedly met and talked
with Hitler knows ..." 63
Kaltenborn loved the trappings of wealth. There is admiration—and
envy—in these lines used to open one newscast: "I flew in from Tulsa,
Oklahoma this afternoon at over two hundred miles per hour in a$25,000
private plane. It was abeautiful all-metal monoplane with luxurious
fittings that is the personal property of an oil magnate."" At the time he
was sponsored by the Pure Oil Company.
In 1939, visitors heard Kaltenborn's voice in the Perisphere at the New
York World's Fair. The broadcaster publicized the affair on aprogram
with André Kostelanetz and his orchestra. The Ethyl Gasoline Corporation sponsored the show. The newscaster declared that the "petroleum
industry" was one of the "research organizations of American industry"
helping to create the World of Tomorrow. An announcer quickly agreed
and went on to commend the "enterprise" of the oil companies for
providing "the world's lowest gasoline prices." 65
Besides praising business, Kaltenborn also loved to be seen with high
society. In 1941 he met the Duchess of Windsor—probably one in alarge
crowd—and hastened to tell listeners about the world of fashion. "The
Duchess' hat," he explained,
looked like askull cap with ablack bow on the back. And just above the
middle of her high forehead where her hair is parted was adiamond
V-for-victory clip. There was another diamond clip at the front of her
high dress. Her feet were tired, poor thing, for she kept wiggling her
ankles the way children do when they don't like to stand. She carried
sables and her corsage of six big red roses was flattened out to look like
agiant camelia. 66
Such descriptions stemmed directly from the newscaster's unwillingness to use aprepared script. Kaltenborn prided himself on his ability to
speak extemporaneously. His handling of the Munich crisis was based on
this talent. In general, however, few benefits accrued from not writing
out broadcasts in advance. Kaltenborn often used the same evi-
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dence to draw exactly opposite conclusions without explaining why he
had changed his mind. For instance, in May 1942 Kaltenborn described
how "with rare propaganda skill, the administration is releasing its
information on the Tokyo raids just alittle at atime." Two days later he
asserted that "this bombing of Tokyo, the Battle of the Coral Sea, and the
Russians' push on Kharkov have all been given more emphasis than they
deserve.
Kaltenborn's opinions about the worth of the Soviet Union followed an
especially erratic course during the months after the Nazi invasion in June
1941. On July 3, for no particular reason, Kaltenborn opened with a
hammer-and-tongs assault. He proclaimed that "Stalin is just as much of
acrook as Hitler." If the Soviets would "recall some of the skilled
saboteurs the Communist International has trained and sent to other
countries," he insisted, "they might be able to organize and execute his
scorched earth policy. "" Two days later, after approvingly referring to
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Herbert Hoover's statement that Russia was " 'a militant destroyer of
the worship of God,' " the commentator suggested that "President
Roosevelt's promise of help for Russia was political rather than practical." After all, he continued, "the Soviet Government has been a
militant destroyer of the worship of God since it came to power in 1917."
On July 10 Kaltenborn urged plain speaking between Soviet Ambassador
Constantine Oumansky and Roosevelt on the subject of "Communist
intrigues in the United States." 69
Three days later, again for no apparent reason, the newscaster
suggested that "it makes good sense, good strategy, good politics and
good diplomacy to cooperate even with aRussian Communist regime for
the elimination of Public Enemy Number One." On July 19 he returned
to amore familiar theme. The news analyst explained that America did
not offer assistance to Russia to "keep either Stalin or his Communist
stooges in aplace of power." He also hinted of internal subversion:
Joseph Stalin's picture is being applauded in American motion picture
houses. Iwas present yesterday when it happened on Broadway in New
York City. It reminded me that we have alot of people in this country
who believe more fervently in Joseph Stalin than they believe in
American democracy. People like that will bear watching."
Gradually, this sort of comment became increasingly rare. By September 14 Kaltenborn supported proposals to supply Lend-Lease
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material to the Soviet Union. Having forgotten his extemporaneous
tirades of months gone by, the newscaster put his beliefs in perspective:
"That is why Ialways considered Hitler agreater menace to the outside
world than Stalin. ...Russia is so rich and powerful it can afford
mistakes." '
Perhaps Kaltenborn's much-vaunted expertise as an extemporizer is
best evaluated by seeing what asubject of his analysis thought of the
commentator's ability. Professor Brooks Emeny presented his views on
the "Town Meeting of the Air" in 1940. The broadcaster summarized
what had been said. Emeny reacted vigorously: "Mr. Chairman, Mr.
Kaltenborn's analysis of my own talk illustrates very well the danger of
trying to put too many ideas into asmall space of time. Because as a
matter of fact, he misinterpreted every single statement that Imade."

"EE-TIS AN EE-PA WK-UL STEP"
Today, listening to afifteen-minute Kaltenborn broadcast produces an
immediate reaction of utter bewilderment. How could such amannered
style have been associated with serious news commentary? To say that he
spoke rapidly in aclipped fashion, or that he minced his words, hardly
approximates the reality of his pronunciation. "It is an epochal step"
became "ee-tis an ee-pawk'-ul step"; "Russia" was "r-rush-sheeia"— the "r" was rolled once. "Europe" came out "yuh-r-up"; "isolation," "isso-lay-shun"; "very" was "veh-r-ry.""
The news analyst's voice in no sense enlarged the content of the words
he chose. Just the opposite. Though adistraction, Kaltenborn's unique
speaking style increased public awareness of the commentator. Some
listeners may have thought such precise diction indicated careful broadcast preparation. Others, detecting aforeign accent, believed that no true
American could understand several languages. Many assumed that anyone who sounded so serious and authoritative must have known what he
was talking about.
Such listeners would have overlooked ideas that seem less compelling
in print. For instance, in 1939 Kaltenborn explained how to keep the
peace: "But, one reflects, since we cannot enter awar until Congress
actually votes to get us into it, it might be argued that with Congress
adjourned there might be less chance of Congress voting us into war."
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On another occasion the commentator reminded his audience:
"Remember that ours is aland where religion is free and where each man
has the right to worship God as he sees fit, and anyone who attacks aman
because of religion or race, that man is false to the fundamental principles
of American liberty. 74
Such analysis was not enhanced by the homely advertising copy that
preceded it. A typical Pure Oil commercial began: "Wherever there's
fire or combustion, you'll find carbon. It doesn't hurt much in afireplace,
but in the innards of your motor excess carbon smothers performance.
...It's molasses in January as far as pick-up goes."
But Kaltenborn also had effective methods for encouraging his audience to take agreater interest in foreign affairs. He gave away war maps
of Europe so listeners could find the location of places he discussed. He
offered free handbooks on defense and the army to help make the
problems of war production clearer to large numbers of people. Pure Oil
dealers reported an enthusiastic response. 76 Although the advertising
copy may have sounded unpolished, the booklets and maps were successful in making the listener concerned about foreign events and aregular
part of the newscaster's audience.
Kaltenborn began with aclipped "Good evening." He then presented
atalk based mostly on wire service reports. In fact, after moving to NBC
in May 1940, his rough drafts consisted of teletype reports glued on
sheets of paper with penciled comments added. When the commentator
wished to emphasize something, he w.ould raise his voice. Sometimes he
would fairly shout aphrase such as the "entire world" so that the
microphone would distort his voice momentarily. Occasionally he was
filled with sarcasm as he pronounced acertain adjective: Russia "pretend[ed]" that Britain planned to attack her. He offered comment by
adding an unconvincing little chuckle before such aword as "obligingly." At other times he spoke so quickly—up to two hundred words a
minute—that the listener had difficulty comprehending just what was
being said."
Listeners had no problem detecting Kaltenborn's opinions. He spoke
of one state governor as "too cheap and too second-rate for people to fall
for." He condemned "the Nazi Jew Baiters" who had again "become a
stench in the nostrils of peaceful decent men." But these were single
pungent references.
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Sometimes he went on crusades, such as his comments concerning
Franco's supporters. He became particularly outspoken on the subject of
alleged abuses by organized labor. "I say to the leaders of union labor,
the people still rule" was a comment in 1942. Such orations, more
appropriate to the rhetoric of the stump speaker, led one Minneapolis
labor publication to feature afront-page headline proclaiming " 'Keep
Poor with Pure' Appropriate Radio Slogan for Kaltenborn.'"9
After the war, Kaltenborn continued to comment over NBC. On
November 4, 1948, he predicted Dewey's victory throughout the evening. The newscaster assured listeners that the farm vote would be decisive. Later, Truman brought him considerable publicity by mimicking
his voice at an Electoral College banquet. Though by 1951 the news
analyst had retired from active broadcasting, as late as 1958 he still spoke
occasionally over NBC radio. He was eighty-seven when he died on June
14, 1965.

A HOUSEHOLD NAME
Like other commentators, Kaltenborn's impact cannot be measured by
numbers of letters sent or conversations held with influential members of
the administration. But his celebrity status following the Munich broadcasts meant that policy-makers in Washington knew of his pro-Roosevelt
sympathies and listened to him on occasion. And such popularity ensured
large numbers of listeners in other parts of the country.
Perhaps the cabinet official most appreciative of Kaltenborn's efforts
was Roosevelt's elderly, conservative Secretary of War, Henry L. Stimson. Kaltenborn is the only broadcaster he mentions having talked with
after taking office in June 1940. In his voluminous diary Stimson
recorded that on Saturday morning, January 4, 1941, "Kaltenborn, a
well-known radio commentator, came in to see me and we had avery
pleasant talk. He seemed like adecent, fair-minded
Kaltenborn's relationship with Herbert Hoover is more fully
documented. He had interviewed the Secretary of Commerce in December 1925. On several occasions he talked privately with Hoover during
his presidency. In June 1938 Hoover invited Kaltenborn along on an annual group camping trip of prominent Californians known as the Bohem-
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ian Club. Hoover listened carefully to the commentator's broadcasts before Pearl Harbor. After 1945 the two became really close friends."
If Hoover's friendship meant overlooking Kaltenborn's support for
Roosevelt's foreign policy, the same cannot be said for certain congressmen. In April 1940 Hamilton Fish erupted on the floor of Congress:
"[Kaltenborn] is more of ajackass than Ithought he was—and that
requires some stretch of the imagination." Fish referred to a"personal
attack" the news analyst had made in one of his broadcasts."
More serious were the efforts of Representative Karl E. Mundt two
months later. He wrote the president of NBC, Lenox R. Lohr, complaining of excessive war hysteria in Kaltenborn's newscasts:
Ihave already had a call from the Vice President of the Columbia
Broadcasting Company assuring me of their sympathy toward my
viewpoint, and giving me the gratifying information that they have
discontinued the war broadcasts of Mr. Kaltenborn, due to the fact that
he was going to excess in the matter of exciting people's emotions
about the war.

Lohr was incensed. "The CBS comments cannot go unchallenged," he
insisted." He believed acompetitor was trying to dump the entire problem of censoring news analysts into NBC's lap. The president's concern
did not extend to his network's commentator. NBC did nothing to defend
Kaltenborn against such charges, thus implicitly agreeing with Mundt.
The newscaster's sponsor, the Pure Oil Company, remained silent as
well. "In deference to the feelings of the articulate minority," wrote a
representative of Leo Burnett, "we have admonished Mr. Kaltenborn to
exercise more restraint in his broadcasts and he has agreed to do so.""
Others did so too. Scribner's Commentator, practically ahouse organ
for America First, featured Kaltenborn's photograph in its November
1940 "Internationalist Hall of Fame." The magazine claimed "his
broadcasts today are as packed with Go To War jingoism as any on the
air-waves." Lord Lothian, British ambassador to the United States,
expressed asimilar sentiment, albeit from adifferent point of view. He
wrote an official in the London Foreign Office in April 1940 that Kaltenborn was "inclined on the whole to be friendly to Great Britain in his
radio talks which reach a vast audience and must be regarded as
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influential to ahigh degree." Wayne S. Cole mentions that America First
tried unsuccessfully to shackle Walter Winchell and H. V. Kaltenbom by
approaching their radio sponsors." This suggests that the principal
group opposing greater American involvement in foreign affairs considered him persuasive.
Kaltenborn's fellow broadcasters held the same opinion. William L.
Shirer referred to "our star foreign-news commentator" in an offhand
manner that suggests that this was a universally acknowledged fact.
Elmer Davis was extraordinarily respectful. In September 1939 he wrote
that Kaltenbom had covered the Munich crisis "with outstanding brilliance." As late as November 1941 Davis protested to the New York
Times the omission of his colleague's name in a story about radio
reporters. This means that he still thought agood deal of his fellow
commentator. Raymond Swing talked of Kaltenbom's having been a
"true gentleman."
What about the public at large? There are three ways of estimating the
broadcaster's appeal to the average citizen. The first relates to his sponsorship by the Pure Oil Company. The firm had its headquarters in
Chicago. Most of its sales were in the Midwest and South." Pure did not
want to pay for broadcasts where it had no outlets. As aresult, Kaltenbom
was heard in New York and Washington only once aweek between 1939
and 1941. The commentator's impact, therefore, after the Munich broadcasts, should be considered as largely regional. For instance, the news
analyst's free war maps of Europe were available only from Pure Oil
dealers, who were not to be found in the East, nor west of the Mississippi
River. This means that Kaltenbom's emotional support of Roosevelt was
more important than it might otherwise seem. He broadcast much more
frequently than Raymond Gram Swing in such places as Chicago. And
his voice and name were better known according to polls of those years.
Such popularity stemmed primarily from the broadcasts of September
1938. After this date only amost dedicated listener would have located
the hour of every Kaltenbom broadcast. In January 1939 he spoke once a
week at 10:30 P.M. EST on Sunday night for General Mills. This was not a
good hour even for the east coast. When Pure took over in April, he
broadcast at the same time on Sunday and Tuesday. On September 25,
1939, the news analyst moved to 6:30 P.M. Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday. In January 1940, in Chicago, he was speaking for CBS Monday,
"6
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Wednesday, and Friday at 5:30 P.M. CST. Tuesday and Thursday he
commented at the same time but over another Chicago station, WIND.
By May 1941 the commentator was heard in Chicago over NBC's
WMAQ at 6:45 P.M. Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. Sunday afternoon he appeared on WIND. But the same month, in New York and
Washington, he spoke only on Sunday afternoon at 3:25 P.M. For atime
he even broadcast at 10:30 A.M., though exact details are lacking."
For Kaltenborn it is possible to estimate which of his broadcasts
particularly appealed to listeners. Earl S. Grow, Jr., examined more than
fifteen thousand letters now in the Kaltenborn Papers to determine which
of the commentator's broadcasts created the heaviest response." Grow
notes ten analyses between 1939 and 1941 that drew the greatest amount
of mail. He feels that all consisted of issues that Kaltenbom had personally created. For two of them, this is hardly the case. Many broadcasts
commented on the merits of providing more aid to Britain in early June
1940. And every commentator discussed Charles Lindbergh's September
1941 speech in which he connected the Jews with support for war in
Europe.
Grow did not see that the broadcasts that attracted the greatest amount
of mail were often those of an emotional nature. On September 22, 1940,
listeners were delighted when the news analyst read a1915 poem entitled
"A Chant of Love for England." Even more responded when the newscaster gave the British lion's tail avigorous twist. "We have no use for
British imperialism in the Far East, or anywhere else," declared Kaltenborn on February 2, 1941.
Kaltenbom's emotional outbursts appealed to those who tuned in. The
excitement of unsupported opinion freed the broadcaster from pedestrian
facts. The platitudes enouraged some listeners to conclude that an understanding of foreign affairs was within the reach of all. In this sense
Kaltenbom's impact differed from what he thought it to be. Instead of
offering analyses he provided ameasure of entertainment. Many people
thought they were getting more.
In one sense they did. Kaltenborn provided asummary of the important
news stories as they happened. After May 1940 he supported all major
administration moves toward greater American involvement overseas.
He saw nothing wrong with the secrecy surrounding the negotiations for
the Destroyers-Bases Agreement. On August 22, 1940, he pointed out
that "no one objects and no one sees anything out of the way in this
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procedure. "" When the agreement was made public on September 3, he
termed it an "epochal step in the history of this country." Four months
later, during the debate over the Lend-Lease Act, Kaltenborn stood
prepared to accept any strong legislation that passed Congress: "The
issue of war or peace does not depend on just what form our help to
Britain takes—we are committed irrevocably to helping the British
cause—that is the major fact." On April 24, 1941, he came out strongly
in favor of convoying:
Britain may lose the Battle of the Atlantic unless we can find some way
to cooperate in getting war materials at least part way across the
Atlantic. . .
It must be perfectly obvious to any thinking person that if
we propose to keep German warships out of our side of the Atlantic by
an effective neutrality patrol we must be prepared to take the risks that
this involves.'
After the President's September 11 "shoot-on-sight" speech, in which
he announced an undeclared war against German ships in the Atlantic,
Kaltenborn insisted that neutrality had disappeared. He likened the supporters of isolationism to "prohibitionists who insisted on preserving the
Eighteenth Amendment even after it became a dead letter." On
November 2, again referring to incidents in the Atlantic, the commentator openly called for adeclaration of war against Germany: "Why do
both countries refrain from accepting the logical consequences of a
situation that has involved acts of war by the navies of both powers?" 92
Regarding Japan he had been equally outspoken. He had favored strong
measures against the Japanese since June 1939. On June 15, 1941, he
went much farther: "If Iwere responsible for our foreign policy Iwould
run the risk involved in an immediate showdown with Japan.""
In other words, full hostilities toward Japan and Germany met with
Kaltenborn's approval well before Pearl Harbor. But such forceful statements must be placed within the context of his regular broadcast style—
his penchant for opinionated appeals and his habit of presenting contradictory conclusions from the same evidence, such as his statements
concerning the Soviet Union from June to September 1941. A systematic
reading of Kaltenborn's broadcasts suggests that although after May
1940 he openly supported whatever Roosevelt proposed regarding Britain, Germany, and Japan, in general the erratic nature of his thought
must have confused the careful listener." Indeed since Kaltenborn did not
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analyze the news, it would be better to describe him as an "opinionator"
rather than acommentator.
Such a conclusion ignores Kaltenborn's major contributions to the
development of radio as aserious news source. After all, he really was the
Dean of News Commentators, as he liked to refer to himself. He had the
ingenuity and persistence to broadcast radio's first live battle from Spain
in 1936. He spent thirty years promoting the occupation of radio news
analyst in an industry where anything serious was considered taboo. And
more than successful promoter, his abilities as extemporizer—however
unfortunate, most of the time—gave him the ability singlehandedly to
provide eighteen days of almost continuous broadcasting during September 1938. The Munich broadcasts represented Hans von Kaltenborn's
greatest moment. In those dramatic days radio became the major source
for overseas news. The newspaper "extra" disappeared—suddenly as
out of date as an old washboard. For a "windbag and abore" this
represented quite an achievement.
The Munich broadcasts represented more than apersonal triumph for
Kaltenborn. In that month American isolationism received ablow from
which it never recovered. Radio as adocumentary medium showed that
the European system really was disintegrating. The obvious conclusion,
which took time to be understood, nevertheless, was that America had to
be involved in the affairs of the rest of the world. In the next few years
radio reported an abundance of news from overseas that suggested the
wisdom of an American foreign policy based on more than simply doing
as little as possible.
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4 Raymond Gram Swing:
"He Isn't the Kind of Man
You Would Call Ray"
At the time of Swing's death acolleague remarked: "He was the
closest thing broadcasting ever had to aWalter Lippmann." Shortly
after Pearl Harbor aNew Yorker cartoon expressed equal admiration but
in agentler way. The General Cigar Company sponsored the commentator. A fashionable suburban housewife, about fifty, was puffing on a
cigar, to the obvious horror of her lady friends. Her comment: "Don't
you think Raymond Gram Swing is just great!" In many places, loyal
followers considered themselves something of aclub. They knew that
Swing prepared his analyses with greater care than almost any other
newscaster. After 1939 surprising numbers of Americans began tuning
in—those normally unwilling to listen to scholarly explanations. Swing's
career as aradio commentator suggests much about the social history of
America during the 1930s. The way he presented his material and what he
said helps make clear what it was like to have depended on aradio
newscaster for interpretation of foreign affairs. Swing became the most
influential commentator on the air before Pearl Harbor for those seriously
interested in foreign affairs—and the only newscaster with aworldwide
audience.
Swing's broadcasts contained no sparkling epigrams. Nor was asense
of humor much in evidence. But he conveyed his enthusiasm for foreign
policy with remarkable success. Listeners also heard adesperately earnest man refer to his deepest convictions on the air. The broadcaster
96
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openly admitted his approach to the news. "As the crisis which ended in
World War II came to ahead," he wrote, "I found myself growing
patriotic to adegree Ihad never been capable of before." 2
His moral righteousness did not please everyone. A cynical New
Yorker profile emphasized the sometimes platitudinous quality of the
newscaster's thought. The writer described Swing as a "hair-shirt
character who relishes pain. ...Failure strengthens him as prayer does
lesser men. He owes his success to it." Two journalists, struggling to
capture Swing's spirit, settled for noting that even the commentator's
close friends addressed him as Raymond: "He isn't the kind of man you
would call Ray.
"4

A PERMANENTLY GUILTY CONSCIENCE
Raymond Edwards Swing was born in Cortland, New York, on March
25, 1887. His father was aprofessor of theology at Oberlin College, a
small liberal arts school located near Cleveland, Ohio. His grandfather
had taught theology at the same institution during its early years. A
grandmother served as the first president of Mt. Holyoke College. An
uncle, after graduating from Oberlin, became adistinguished social
psychologist at the University of Chicago. Even Swing's mother taught at
Oberlin for atime.
The son grew up in afamily that demanded impossible standards in
daily living. Seventy years later, he still had not forgotten the painfulness
of his childhood. "It was something of an experience to pass one's father
in the street," he recalled, "as Ioften did, without his saying aword,
only silently nodding, and striding on without asmile or ahalt." His
parents insisted that he learn the "absolute truth." 3Dinner table conversations centered on religious teachings about morality. Though Swing
gave up Christianity and rebelled against his unbearably strict parents, he
never forgot their emphasis on personal morality. He left home with a
permanently guilty conscience.
In his autobiography the broadcaster reveals something of afixation
about personal sin by describing in minute detail his evil doings as a
child. He smoked, "lied and cheated at home," and stole various things
from drugstores in town. He even played cards against his father's
express command. The final disgrace to his family came in 1906. Swing
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wanted to go to Amherst; his parents decreed that he would attend
Oberlin. He failed his freshman year and had to leave school. He never
received much additional formal education. He could not forgive himself
for humiliating his father and mother. 6
The family disgrace went to Cleveland to look for ajob. He started as a
night reporter for the Cleveland Press. In the next few years, he served as
editor of tiny newspapers in Ohio and Indiana. In 1912 Swing ran the
Indianapolis Sun, anew enterprise, and covered the campaign of the
famous progressive, Senator Albert J. Beveridge. A photograph taken
that year shows ayoung man wearing abowler hat and adrooping bow
tie. His hands stuffed in his pockets, he looks painfully ill at ease.'
Shortly after, a nervous breakdown forced Swing to give up his
eighteen-hour days. The uncle at the University of Chicago offered to
send his nephew to Europe for ayear. Before departing, Swing married a
young Frenchwoman whom his relatives had brought to Chicago to live
with them. In 1913 he began working for the Berlin office of the Chicago
Daily News. As he later recalled, Chicago newspapers were not much
interested in printing stories about foreign affairs:
One of my jobs was to keep apleasant, homelike office where visitors
from Chicago could come to read the Chicago Daily News, and sign
their names on aregister. And the only cables that went from that office
in that year were these names, which were printed in Chicago, so that
the friends of these tourists could keep track of them.'
When hostilities began in 1914, the young reporter accepted the
German White Paper alleging Germany to be the victim of British and
French provocations. Swing's "How Germany was Forced into War"
appeared in the Chicago Daily News on September 4, 1914. The Germanistic Society of Chicago quickly reprinted the article. Although the
reporter discovered soon enough the limitations of the White Paper as a
scholarly source, Victor Lawson, publisher of the Daily News, was
unconcerned. He claimed the article had saved his paper fifty thousand
subscribers.'
Swing went to Constantinople in 1915. He watched the final naval
engagement in the Dardanelles—to him by far the most exciting moment
of his career as war correspondent. Afew days later an English submarine
surfaced in the Turkish Sea of Marmara and ordered the crew and him off
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asmall freighter it planned to torpedo. The commander asked the ship's
name:
"Who are you." Itook this quite innocently and landlubberly as being
apersonal question to me and said Iwas Raymond Gram Swing of the
Chicago Daily News. Whereupon the commander replied, "Glad to
meet you, Mr. Swing—but what is the name of your ship.,,i0

Rudyard Kipling, coming across areport of this dialogue in the submarine's log, wrote a story about the exchange. Swing claims that
Kipling's version soon became "a favorite in naval messes in England." Although the commentator loved to tell the story on himself, his
purpose was not to provoke laughter. His conscience demanded that even
his radio audience know of his inability to say the right thing in apublic
situation.
Swing returned to the United States in April 1917. He had suffered a
complete nervous breakdown. The broadcaster exposed the complexity
of his mind when he described this period nearly fifty years later:
Imight say that being unemployed worked to my benefit, for during
this time Iwent through aseason of severe self-examination, and at the
close of the period, Ihad learned better how to face up to the truth about
myself and the problems of living. Ihave said earlier that Iam not
writing my confessions, and would not undertake to tell how Icame to
be the person that Iam. All Iam inclined to say now is that this period
was to be of enormous value to me. Isuffered and pondered and
somehow gained insight and strength, an experience for which Ihave
ever since been profoundly grateful. 12

Swing apparently believed that self-comprehension demanded an intensity of anguish, even were it to remove him from the world of reality. He
remained obsessed with what Elmer Davis once mockingly referred to as
the Seriousness of the Situation.
Well before this breakdown Swing's first marriage had come to an end.
The divorce became final in 1919. That September Swing handled
publicity for the Hungarian Relief Commission, an organization that
hoped to raise one million dollars to help feed starving children." Before
Christmas he returned to Europe as Berlin correspondent for the New
York Herald. Two years later his friend Felix Frankfurter wrote to ask
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him about German affairs. "Do not become too d— Americanized
[sic]," he jokingly added. Shortly after Swing became one of the three
reporters whom the Soviet Union permitted to visit the famine-stricken
areas along the Volga River. He then moved to London to head the Wall
Street Journal's foreign service.
In the meantime he had married Betty Gram. In 1917 this militant
feminist was arrested in front of the White House while picketing for
women's rights. Betty Gram felt it degrading to take her husband's last
name as her own. For atime Swing and his wife registered at hotels under
separate names. However, even in liberal Weimar Germany few
approved of people with different names staying in the same room, even
though man and wife. Swing offered to take Gram as his middle name if
his wife would become Betty Swing. This arrangement lasted until their
divorce in 1944.' 5
The head of the Journal's foreign service quit in 1924 over amatter of
principle. The resignation stemmed from aquibble as to whether one of
his stories should have reported French francs in terms of their prewar
value or their depreciated postwar condition. This time it proved difficult
to find another position. Finally Swing became London correspondent
14

for the Philadelphia Public Ledger. He stayed with this newspaper until it
dissolved its foreign service in 1934.' 6 Swing covered such important
European conferences as Rapallo during 1922. In England he sent his
children to Bertrand Russell's experimental school. Swing and his wife
were "somewhat alarmed" by what they had heard about "discipline in
the so-called public schools in Britain. "
"7He traveled to the United States
to cover British Prime Minister Ramsay MacDonald's 1929 talks with
Herbert Hoover. In 1930 and again the following year, Secretary of State
Henry L. Stimson, while in London, invited Swing and afew leading
newspapermen to join him for luncheon briefings. After one of these
affairs the Secretary dourly noted that the journalists "told me that Iwas
human after all."
When the London position disappeared in 1934, Swing was fortyseven, with five children from two marriages. Reluctantly returning to
America, he served briefly as an editor for the Nation. His friendliness
toward the New Deal made him suspect to radicals on the staff. His
articles at first concerned domestic affairs—a subject not to his liking.
When he turned to foreign affairs his analyses seemed noticeably more
enlightening. 18
"8
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Swing also worked on aseries concerning American demagogues. In
1935 the essays describing such figures as William Randolph Hearst,
Huey Long, and Father Coughlin appeared together in print. Walter
Millis, reviewing the book for the Saturday Review of Literature, commented favorably, if not rapturously: "This is the case for believing that
fascism lies ahead of us—a case put compactly, readably, and intelligently. "2°Swing's pessimistic conclusions failed to attract large numbers
of readers.
A couple of weeks after giving up his editorial position, the journalist
began aseries on Alf Landon in the Nation. He described the governor as
much closer to the New Deal philosophy than those who considered the
Republican hopeful a"Kansas Coolidge." A New York Times editorial
sarcastically noted that "Mr. Swing" was telling people that "Kansas is
simple and good. ,,21 Many readers were appalled to see such adefense of
Landon appearing in the Nation.
From January 1936 until late in 1937, Swing served as New York
correspondent for the London News Chronicle and Washington correspondent for Britain's The Economist. He occasionally spoke to the
Council on Foreign Relations and the Foreign Policy Association. Swing
also discussed freedom of speech before groups concerned with broadcasting and freedom of the press. A December 1937 letter suggests that
serious topics failed to interest every audience: "For the discouraging
circumstances that confronted you when you arose to speak all of us
present felt heartsick. ...A number of those who left the room
immediately upon the conclusion of Mr. Niles' singing came back to
occupy seats in the balcony.
By 1938 lecturing provided most of Swing's income. In aletter to his
mother he described his hectic schedule:
"22

This last week Ispoke in Delaware University Monday night; in
Philadelphia, Wednesday, and Chicago, Friday. Friday Idid abroadcast for schools in Britain, and then my regular British broadcast
Saturday night. ...In Chicago Imissed my train, the first time I've
done anything like that for fifteen years. Ihad to fly. Iwrote all but the
last minute of my British broadcast in the plane, with the typewriter on
my knee, finishing over Buffalo sometime after midnight.
This week Ihave astill harder schedule. Ibroadcast over WOR
tonight. Wednesday Ispeak for the Foreign Policy Association in Bryn
Mawr, lecture the next noon at the Cosmopolitan Club in Philadelphia,
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and then get back in the evening to speak at the Harvard Club in New
York. The next evening Ispeak in Columbia University, and the
following day do my broadcast to London."

PAPA'S ELECTRIC TRAIN
Though living abroad through the 1920s, Swing had as much interest
in radio equipment as any amateur in the United States. He spent so many
hours tinkering with primitive receiving sets that his family talked of
"Papa's electric train." Swing first spoke over the radio in 1930. He
interviewed an English lecturer for the British Broadcasting Corporation.
That April CBS hired him to comment on the London Naval Conference.
Swing helped Columbia's European representative report British election
returns for American listeners in 1931. Shortly after, he discussed United
States affairs in aseries of broadcasts for British schools over the BBC. 24
In the fall of 1934 Sir John Reith, powerful managing director of the
BBC, visited the United States. Roosevelt complained to Reith that his
policies were consistently misrepresented in Europe. In Britain, for
instance, Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin termed the New Deal an
American dictatorship. The President suggested that the BBC and an
American network exchange broadcasts to help remedy the situation.
Reith agreed providing Swing got the job interpreting the United States to
the British. Though the series did not last long in the original form, ayear
later Roosevelt still felt that "the idea is right.""
Swing began discussing what was "Behind the Week's Foreign
News" for the "Columbia School of the Air" in 1935. Speaking at 2:45
he could hardly have reached large numbers of the general public.
Indeed things were so relaxed that the commentator once had his wife
read his remarks for him. 26 One CBS vice-president listened faithfully.
P.M.,

Swing's content impressed him, but he could not stand the speaking
voice. Swing was offered aposition as Columbia's director of talks but
refused when he learned that he would be unable to do any broadcasting.
Edward R. Murrow got the job instead. At the Democratic national
convention in 1936, Murrow asked Swing to offer anightly summary. He
"received asharp order" saying that the former Nation editor was "not
to be heard over CBS .
""
Swing moved to Mutual in the fall of 1936. He received forty dollars a
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week for one newscast, heard only in New York City. Two years later
there were few listeners to know that Swing had been in Czechoslovakia
during the September 1938 Munich crisis—and unable to broadcast.
When the commentator returned to America, he spoke with Cordell Hull
and Pierrepont Moffat in Washington. The latter recorded in his diary that
Swing "consider[ed] that it was [Georges] Bonnet personally who was
responsible for the French betrayal of Czechoslovakia." Swing reports
that he warned the Secretary not to let the American government take any
credit for the Munich settlement's
On October 18 the news commentator made his first radio address
concerning the crisis. The excellence of his analysis led to an award from
the Institution for Education in Radio, though there was little public
acclaim. Swing minced no words:
Tonight Ihave asense of the almost pitiful limitation of the time at my
disposal, and of my own mind in grasping the full measure of what has
happened. ...Try to think back six months ago when the crisis was
first evident. If anyone had told you then that by tonight Czechoslovakia was to be deserted by its allies, dismembered at their request,
that Germany in this short time was to be given mastery of Eastern
Europe and so of the European continent, that France would voluntarily
step down from being afirst class power to being shut up in western
Europe with only Britain and no further allies to secure it, if anyone had
said this would happen at the point of agun, in terms of an ultimatum,
and would be accepted by Britain and France without the firing of a
shot, you would have thought such aprophet was mad."
Swing believed that in part, Britain and France "preferred to live under
Hitler's domination than to beat him with the aid of Soviet Russia. ..."
He also warned that Western European countries were merely "putting
off the evil day when they themselves will be victims of German expansion." Swing declared that awar fought in the summer of 1938 would
have been much easier to win than what would later take place. 3°In every
way the commentator heaped opprobrium on those who had given in so
readily to Hitler's demands. Swing's October 18 analysis stands well
above the level of other radio broadcasts devoted to the Munich crisis.
In December he condemned Neville Chamberlain, but with sarcasm
rather than vituperation. He noted that the Prime Minister had just
reaffirmed the efficacy of his old methods. "Well, the policy of
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appeasement, if appeasement means giving things, has still plenty of
scope," Swing dryly observed. His harshest comment about Chamberlain's policy came when the Nazis took over the remainder of Czechoslovakia in 1939: "One thing Hitler has achieved. He has stuck adagger
in that word appeasement, and it will not rise again soon to torment the
consciences of the British and French democracies. Now we know that
appeasement was the key to the door of conquest."'''
In spite of such forceful comment, national prominence as anewscaster did not come until August 1939. In that month Swing's principal
competitor, H. V. Kaltenborn, was in Europe and unable to broadcast
daily. Swing found himself practically the only national news commentator offering regular analysis of overseas events. He tried to explain
carefully why the chances for peace did not look good. By the last days of
August he spoke as often as three times aday over anational network."
When war began, Variety insisted that Swing sounded too scholarly
for the average listener. The magazine's reviewer added: "Many of
Swing's broadcasts are described in the trade as masterpieces of trenchant, satiric comment, but it is generally agreed that his style and
manner have shot somewhat over the heads of the masses in this country." The General Cigar Company decided to sponsor the newscaster
anyway. In 1941 White Owl cigars increased in sales twice as much as all
other cigars of its type combined." Apparently the "masses in this
country" did listen. At least, the intellectual elite could hardly have
smoked all of this mammoth firm's output.
What might someone have heard had he tuned in one of Swing's
newscasts before Pearl Harbor? First, the CBS vice-president was right
—Swing had aperfectly dreadful radio voice. One person remembers a
"syrupy unctuousness." He insists that the broadcaster "sounded as
though he were an undertaker." 14 An unfriendly reporter considered that
Swing's "soothing whispery resonance" was "obviously the hallmark
of asuperior person." Overly precise pronunciations of foreign names at
first sounded almost effeminate—and certainly affected. For instance, in
1938 Swing talked of "Fronhs" (France) with agood French "r." By
1941 things were different. The "Saigonh" of 1938 had become plain
old Saigon."
Swing exuded good intentions on the air. When he said, "I cannot
begin to tell you the perplexity and despair," anyone could hear the
honest desire—the utter sadness that no words could express what the
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commentator knew to be true. After 1939 he occasionally moved, if
unintentionally, beyond commendable sincerity to fulsomeness.
"Democracy is ahope, atrust in the future, the means of achieving
something finer," he commented in December 1940. "I am not saying
that faith is the easiest device with which to move amountain," he told
his listeners seven months later. "But as ashield it blunts the sharpest
steel.
Such comments seemed particularly out of place because of the advertising copy that accompanied them. At first Variety described the commercials as "typical thick cuttings of bologna." A great hearty voice
boomed forth at the beginning of the broadcast with: "More men have
enjoyed White Owls than any other cigar at any other price." Years later,
the commentator had not forgotten this slogan. "The announcer had a
36

deep, sonorous voice," he recalled, "and launched this declaration with
compelling force. "
'
37
On the night that Hitler invaded the Low Countries, May 10, 1940,
Swing forced the General Cigar Company to relinquish permanently an
advertisement in the middle of his newscast. Even so there is aremarkable incongruity between the broadcaster's language, his speaking voice,
and the surrounding hard-sell copy. The announcer might begin exuberantly: "Men! If you wanted to test the flavor of areal blended-withHavana cigar, there'd be no better place to go than Havana itself! And
that's what we did." Swing would follow immediately with awhispery,
earnest "Good Evening! Ihope Ihave your approval to talk about
individuals. ..
His prose was scarcely that of apolished professional writer, in spite of
his many years as foreign correspondent. Swing expressed himself
clearly, but in astrange personal idiom. He employed curious adjectives
in his descriptions:
"38

He [Hitler] was trying to be just as disrespectful to Mr. Roosevelt as he
could be without forthrightly lambasting him. He was being sarcastic,
smart, humorous, adroit, Ithought even insulting, having the kind of
good time that askillful man on aplatform can have making acrowd
titter. And those of you who know German and listened to the speech
know that the Reichstag did titter, and Hitler had athoroughly good
time.
Listeners might well have been startled by the opening of one 1939
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broadcast: "This afternoon ateaparty was given in Paris to which I
should love to have been invited, or to have my ears invited.'"9
Swing's news analyses rarely sounded lighthearted. "Even when
making awitty comment," concludes one student of the commentator's
broadcast style, "Swing delivered it with unrelieved solemnity.
Occasionally he revealed acreative cleverness, if not actual wit. One talk
began with an image that might easily have caught any listener's atten"4°

tion:
Every child knows that agas-filled balloon, if released, will sail off
with the wind. And every diplomat knows that if there is any doubt
about the direction of public sentiment, it can be measured by an
experimental move of apublic nature. Such amove is called atrial
balloon.
This is scarcely "unrelieved solemnity." And yet Swing never sounded
relaxed. His words seemed stilted and affected to those who did not hear
the voice of ashy, ill-at-ease man. Leaving for avacation, Swing offered
a"personal word" to his listeners: "To those of you already on vacation
Isay: 'Here Icome!' To those of you who aren't, Isay, 'Join us
soon!' "4'The phraseology seems unfortunate, though expressed with
obvious sincerity.
Swing's broadcasts lasted for fifteen minutes. He read each word
distinctly and carefully. If the commentator received his information
from an individual, he clearly indicated his source. "Ralph Ingersoll,
editor of PM," he would say, "has just flown back from two weeks in
London and has begun ahighly informative series of articles in that
paper." 42 The news analyst placed no stock in conspiratorial explanations. He once told listeners he would swear that "the inside story, the
really true story, almost always is ten times duller than any rumor about
it.
Broadcasts frequently included some personal touch" Swing sincerely wanted listeners to know exactly how and why he had arrived at
certain opinions. He carefully explained just how reliable his sources
seemed to him. In content and preparation his talks were truly scholarly.

THE LIBERAL AS COMMENTATOR
Historians have difficulty agreeing on adefinition of the word "liber-
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al." The dictionary mentions acommitment to "nonrevolutionary progress and reform" and "policies that favor the freedom of individuals to
act or express themselves in amanner of their own choosing." Nothing is
said of which groups should bring about reform—in particular the role of
the state in achieving change—a central concern of American reformers
in the twentieth century.
Several years ago Professor Tang Tsou suggested aspecial characteristic of American liberals in the 1930s. He described Raymond Gram
Swing as typical because of his inability to comprehend ideologies. Such
aconclusion does an injustice to Swing's pre-1941 broadcasts. But the
commentator has willingly admitted to being a "typical liberal. "43
In March 1941 Swing devoted part of abroadcast to defining Chinese
communism. He asked his friend Evans Fordyce Carlson, the first
American military attaché to visit northwest China, to help him:
Ihave pointed out that Chinese Communists are not precisely what the
label means to many people. Having been challenged on that statement,
Iasked Major Evans Carlson to give me his definition of the Chinese
Communists. ...He says the Chinese Communist leaders study not
only Marx, Engels and Lenin, but Rousseau, Jefferson and Sun Yatsen. And the social order they set up where they have control is
compounded of the philosophies of all six, leavened by their own
thinking and experience, and their knowledge of their own people and
customs. Politically, he says, they set up arepresentative government,
since they elect their own officials. Economically, they believe in the
state ownership of banks, mines and communications, but they promote producers' and consumers' cooperatives. "By and large" he
says, "they favor with amazing fidelity the type of state envisioned by
Sun Yat-sen—a state belonging to all the people, controlled by all the
people and with rights and benefits for the enjoyment of all the
people." He points out that the Chinese Communist party does have
representatives in the Third International. But this, he says, has not
affected the application of an indigenous philosophy. ...As to the
reality of the political democracy in the Communist controlled districts,
Major Carlson says the people actually do select their own village and
county officials, and in so doing they have freedom of speech, press
and assembly.'

Carlson's definition left agood deal to be desired, though it described a
Chinese communism Swing wanted to believe in. The Major offered
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description instead of analysis. Phrases such as "belonging to all the
people" could never be explained precisely. Carlson optimistically
accepted apart for the whole: "People actually do select their own village
and county officials and in so doing they have freedom of speech, press
and assembly." Swing might have asked aless romantic observer for
help. Even so, Carlson, himself aprofessed liberal, reveals in his explanation agroping toward some comprehension of ideology. He does not
make the notorious claim of the war years—that Chinese Communists
were only "agrarian reformers."
Swing's belief that communism could promote progress and reform
had definite limits. He spoke favorably of the Soviet Union but explained
that "some instinct kept him from stepping across into the ranks of fellow
travelers." By "some instinct" Swing meant adefinition of liberalism
based on nonrevolutionary change. He made this clear in a1941 commencement address where he eloquently defended the democratic tradition before agraduating class filled with many avowed Communists:
If Iunderstand correctly, some of the liveliest hours you have spent in
Brooklyn College have been produced by aconflict between the advocates of Utopia and the defenders of an imperfect democracy. ...
But
what is notable about this country of ours is not its completeness, but
that the opportunity remains to complete it. The Utopians do not see
this, for their blueprint is complete. ...When they come to do the
building from the blueprints they will be making imperfections, too,
and their dialectical advantage will begin to melt away."
Swing feared that arevolutionary threat from the right existed in
America during the 1930s. His 1935 book, Forerunners of American
Fascism, contained pessimistic conclusions about the potential for fascism in the United States. He saw adanger to personal liberties in such
people as Father Coughlin and Huey Long. Swing voted for the Socialist
Norman Thomas in 1936, convinced that the New Deal was not doing
enough. Only events in Europe turned him into an ardent Roosevelt
supporter after 1939.
The commentator claimed that "most Americans underneath are ...
kindly and believers in the ultimate good.
He predicted that "cultural
values would of course become exciting" if only more "thought and
affection" were put into "serious broadcasting." Swing felt no real
commitment to that "momument of aprosperous, mechanized America,
"48
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the buildings that make up Rockefeller Center in New York. "49 He
considered individual creativity the most important thing aperson could
achieve. He stated that to be amusician or poet was much finer than being
ascientist.
Swing placed enormous emphasis on the necessity of moral commitment:
But there is one loyalty which is still greater than loyalty to acause or to
afriend. Here Ibeg of you not to dismiss that word truth as vague,
abstract, and subjective. Instead of truth, Inearly said moral values,
that agreater loyalty than acause or afriend is the loyalty of moral
values. Ialso nearly said loyalty to oneself. For the sense Ihave of truth
is that it is apersonal judgment based on asense of social obligation, as
well as on ascientific appraisal of evidence."
Germany's treatment of Jews aroused the commentator much more
than it did many Americans. In 1938 ayoung Polish Jew assassinated a
German embassy official in Paris. Swing served on acommittee that
promised to hire a leading lawyer in France to defend the accused.
Shortly after, in abroadcast he made yet another reference to the Nazis'
"cold-blooded medieval destruction of the Jews." And this at atime
when the State Department's Pierrepont Moffat could state that "the
Jews [in America] are demanding that we go more strongly to the bat [sic]
...but no one likes to be subjected to pressure of the sort they are
exerting and the American public does not like pressure in favor of one
particular population or group. "
'"
One of the most revealing indices of Swing's attitudes appears in a
1949 letter he wrote to Albert Einstein. He had interviewed the scientist
and worked with him in publicizing the dangers of atomic warfare. "And
Icame to love your spirit, with its clarity, sincerity, and complete
absence of vanity," Swing wrote, "as Ihave never loved the spirit of any
public man. You have taught me much, which Ihope to be able in part to
learn. Ileft you with asense of wonder and also with affection, and with
abiding thanks." 52
There are obvious difficulties in concluding that these sentiments sum
up the credo of the typical American liberal. The word itself eludes
careful definition. Swing fervently believed in reform. But he was no
radical—he did not seek fundamental change outside established channels of authority. Nor did his zeal for reform extend to proposals for
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what to attempt. He accepted the state as the proper vehicle of change, yet
placed the burden of moral commitment mostly on the individual. He
never saw the contradiction.
In spite of these shortcomings, Swing's respect for honesty and
creativity, his belief in the perfectibility of human nature, his patriotic
love of the democratic way of life, his reluctance to glory in the triumphs
of technology, his acceptance of the welfare state, Keynesian economics,
and his feelings of the necessity of moral judgment and commitment
constitute arough system of belief. In this sense Raymond Gram Swing
can be considered atypical liberal. For certain, the commentator believed
the word "liberal" possessed special meaning and that it described
himself." This says something about the intellectual climate in America
during the 1930s.
After 1945 Swing broadcast much less frequently. Listeners seemed to
tire quickly of his decision to devote one newscast aweek to the dangers
of the atomic bomb. His national prominence ended. In 1951 he joined
the Voice of America. Two years later he resigned, protesting the
"spineless failure" of the Department of State to protect employees
smeared by Joseph McCarthy. For several years Swing served as Edward
R. Murrow's ghost writer. In 1957 he married afourth wife. He retired on
December 31, 1963. After writing his most engaging memoirs, he lived
quietly in Washington until his death on December 2, 1968.

UNOFFICIAL SPOKESMAN FOR THE ADMINISTRATION
Swing had a major impact on both foreign policy-makers and the
general public before 1941. Aside from news analyses on radio, he made
himself known through addresses to prestigious foreign affairs groups. In
the fall of 1937 he spoke before the New York Herald Tribune's Seventh
Annual Forum on Current Problems in New YorK City." He appeared
along with Eleanor Roosevelt, Senators Claude Pepper and Arthur H.
Vandenberg, Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace, and Constantine Oumansky, Russian ambassador to the United States. He was the
only prominent broadcaster whose speeches were regularly covered by
the New York Times.
The commentator occasionally sent letters to important officials in the
Department of State. In January 1939 he told Cordell Hull that he had
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given him an "enthusiastic tribute in abroadcast devoted to your services
to your country."" He urged Hull to talk with British and French leaders
in hopes of changing their nonintervention policy toward the Spanish
Civil War.
Two months later Swing telegraphed Under Secretary of State Sumner
Welles. He requested that the United States grant asylum to six hundred
Spanish intellectuals trapped in Madrid. The commentator was joined by
such people as Albert Einstein. The next day Hull himself replied by
wire. He promised not to remain "indifferent."6
The broadcaster's militant wife made others aware of her husband's
activities. One historian states that Betty Gram Swing was one of three
friends who finally "clinched" William Allen White's decision to
become chairman of the Nonpartisan Committee for Peace through
Revision of the Neutrality Law in September 1939." Mrs. Swing was an
influential member of White's Committee to Defend America by Aiding
the Allies, active in the Union Now movement, a lobbyist for the
National Woman's Party, and instrumental in raising money for Spanish
refugee scholars and artists. One of the commentator's children recalls
her mother as having been more "radical" than Swing himself during
this period."
A most revealing aspect of Swing's political activities concerns the
Council for Democracy. Begun by Henry Luce on July 30, 1940, the
group included the president of CBS and such prominent Roosevelt
advisers as Robert Sherwood. Swing served as chairman of the board for
this organization. Years later the broadcaster claimed that the committee's avowed purpose was "to spur US entry into war.'"6At the time he
felt that it had the same goal as White's Committee to Defend America,
although it particularly concerned itself with "studying, applying,
popularizing, [and] stimulating the application of those democratic principles now endangered by the test of war.' (
1
In January 1942 the news analyst formed another committee, Citizens
for Victory, based on the membership of the White committee and the
Council for Democracy. The first goal of Citizens for Victory, described
by Swing himself shortly after the Japanese attack, suggests clearly the
news commentator's attitude toward the enemy: "We are out to win the
war—fully and completely. No compromises—no lazy appeasement for
the sake of an early but shaky peace. The war must go on, in cooperation
with our allies, until the Axis forces of aggression are blasted out of their
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last foothold." This is scarcely the voice of moderation, or one primarily
concerned with the preservation of democratic principles even in time of
war. It breathes the spirit of the man who tried to join the Department of
State on December 8, 1941. 61
Roosevelt learned of Swing in 1934 when the BBC chose the conunentator to explain the New Deal to Britain. The next year Swing met a
dedicated presidential adviser, Harry Hopkins. The two became good
friends. Before Hopkins's death, he asked Swing to help him with the
biography Robert Sherwood eventually wrote. Sherwood described
Swing as "one of the few" columnists and broadcasters with whom the
Iowan was friendly. One of Roosevelt's speech writers stated that in
October 1940 he talked with Hopkins about getting some additional help
for the presidential campagin. "The major requisites," he adds, "were
to be able to write clearly and forcefully, and to be fully in sympathy with
the domestic and international policies of the President. The first name
that we agreed upon was Raymond Gram Swing.
In March 1942 Hopkins sent amemorandum to the President's press
secretary. Roosevelt wanted acopy of one of the news analyst's broadcasts. Two months later Hopkins and the President listened to Swing
present his evening commentary. At its conclusion Hopkins phoned the
broadcaster and asked him to come over to the White House for afriendly
private conversation with Roosevelt and himself.° Swing attended a
number of White House press conferences. He says that Roosevelt knew
his face and name. It seems likely, however, that this became truer in the
months following Pearl Harbor, when the newscaster moved from New
York to Washington.
Swing's commentaries were heard in many parts of the world by 1941,
particularly in England and Latin America; the administration recognized
"62

the value of analyses so favorable to its point of view. To broadcast
outside the United States necessitated official governmental approval.
And why give such approval to someone who might prove alukewarm
supporter? The decision to let Swing be heard overseas says something
significant about how he was viewed in Washington. In March 1941 the
administration started sending daily Spanish and Portuguese translations
of Swing's commentaries by shortwave to Latin America. A surviving
example of one of these broadcasts, which also could be heard in English,
suggests that Swing did not forsake his careful approach in evaluating
rumors for aworldwide audience. Discussing talk of what the Japanese
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might be doing to promote peace in November 1941, he added that "this
sounds almost too good to be believed and Iam not reporting it with any
recommendation for credence."
Swing enjoyed an enormous audience in England. His fortnightly
Saturday broadcasts at 9:20 P.M. were taken very seriously by many
influential persons. Members of Parliament "formed a'Swing Club' to
listen to the commentaries in the parliamentary lounge." The BBC
rebroadcast Swing's analyses to members of the British Commonwealth.
In January 1940 aphenomenal 30.7 percent of England's adult population listened to his newscasts." Afew months later, the News Department
of the Foreign Office was "bombarded with enquiries" because of what
Swing said in abroadcast. Ambassador John G. Winant, who arrived in
London during February 1941, stated that Swing had a"large listening
public in Great Britain" and that what he said proved "very helpful in
explaining and interpreting American news." Such aresponse prompted
one malicious writer to term Swing's the best-known voice in the world. 65
Perhaps the best evidence for the value of Swing's broadcasts to the
British Foreign Office can be seen from the way arumor concerning
Swing was handled. In May 1940 Lord Lothian, British ambassador to
the United States, reported that he understood that the BBC intended to
terminate Swing's broadcasts because he was allegedly a"hostile influence." Lothian strongly denied the accusation:
He is one of the most powerful voices on the radio in the United States
and is genuinely friendly. We regard his influence as favourable especially because he is temperate and carries conviction. He is definitely
regarded as pro-Ally here, though he is very independent, which is the
reason for his influence. During the last two weeks he moved within
limits of radio code far [sic] in the direction of un-neutrality. 66
T. North Whitehead, assigned to the British embassy in Washington
when the war began, and in the American Department in London after
November 1939, noted that in America he "listened regularly" to
Swing. He added that he "consistently listened" to Swing's English
broadcasts. A superior noted that he too had "listened consistently" to
Swing. He added that "we must certainly find out what is toward and
intervene with the BBC with all weight, if necessary. The matter maybe
urgent.' 67
It turned out that nothing was amiss, save that Swing's doctor had
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ordered him to take alonger summer vacation. John Balfour, head of the
American Department, suggested that "it be privately conveyed to Mr.
Swing how much the British public relish his talks and how much their
enforced interruption will be regretted.""
Before 1941 the commentator also contributed a"Weekly Cable on
America" to the London Sunday Express. Since this paper's daily edition
in 1939 had the largest circulation of any newspaper in the world, the
news analyst's ideas in print reached an enormous number of readers,
even if not everyone finished the column. In December 1941 the Minister
of Information answered a Parliamentary Question by "quoting the
opinion of an impartial commentator. In arecent newspaper article, Mr.
Raymond Gram Swing wrote. ..." 69
While in London during July 1941, Swing was given aspecial dinner,
attended by numerous government ministers, honoring his contribution
to British understanding of America. Swing's factual—though optimistic—broadcasts meant agreat deal at atime when England still doubted
that the United States would assist her war effort enough. Winston
Churchill invited Harry Hopkins and Swing to asmall luncheon during
this visit. After the meal the Prime Minister and the commentator had a
long intimate conversation."
Swing aroused considerable feeling in his American listeners. As he
wrote Herbert Hoover in August 1940: "You would be amazed at the
storm of protests that my broadcasts have brought me. In asense, that
bespeaks only the quick resentment of people at any thought of injuring
Britain. Ihave been roundly abused and accused of taking Nazi money.
..."" In the rest of the world, he was the only American commentator
heard regularly. As such he enjoyed immense influence. In America he
had asmaller audience. In June 1940 Swing received aHooperating of
14.5, extremely high for a newscaster, and comparable to ratings
received by entertainment shows (a 6.0 on this commercial rating scale
was considered good for news analysts)." The broadcaster spoke at 10:00
P.M. for the East; 9:00 P.M. for the Midwest. Both of these were good
hours for reaching alarge audience. However, the Mutual system was by
no means as effective as CBS or NBC in many cities. MBS had powerful
affiliates in New York and Chicago; the Washington outlet was certainly
adequate. But Swing attracted fewer listeners in small towns than commentators on the more powerful networks.
The news analyst spoke once aweek, and only in New York City, from
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1936 until October 1938. In September 1939 he was sponsored nationally
twice aweek. By October 1940 he broadcast Monday through Friday in
New York and Washington. In Chicago, where the Chicago Tribune
owned the Mutual outlet, he spoke only twice a week. Isolationist
Colonel Robert R. McCormick had no choice but to present the viewpoint
of an archenemy on nights when Swing had acommercial sponsor. As
late as November 1941 the newscaster broadcast Monday through Thursday in New York and Washington but still only twice a week in
Chicago."
Of those commentators on the air before Pearl Harbor, Swing was
definitely taken the most seriously by administration leaders. Roosevelt's
confidant, Harry Hopkins, kept in frequent communication with the
broadcaster. Swing and his wife also played active parts in two of the
most prominent pressure groups advocating greatly increased American
involvement overseas. As head of the Council for Democracy, Swing
lobbied for full hostilities from July 1940 on. As a commentator,
however, he made his feelings less public.
Swing's conception of liberalism demanded specific attitudes in his
broadcasts. He believed in the rights of organized labor. During 1940 and
1941 commentators such as Kaltenborn and Fulton Lewis, Jr., frequently
accused labor of unpatriotic strikes that, they insisted, hindered efforts at
national defense. Most of the time Swing rarely mentioned the possible
conflict between labor's right to strike and the need for aunified national
effort toward defense preparedness. But one comment, made in October
1941, suggests where his sympathies lay: "Because of public opinion,
management is encouraged to play up every labor dispute as disastrous to
defense production, and to fly the stars and stripes in resisting legitimate
labor demands." 74
In June 1938, before many persons had begun debating such matters,
Swing delivered ahammer-and-tongs assault on isolationists. Persons of
this persuasion, he claimed, accepted a"narrow, strictly non-ethical,
morbidly suspicious and fundamentally militarist philosophy." He
added that "the isolationist, the hater of foreigners, the suspicious
provincial, the man who doesn't care what happens to anybody else ...
has helped create the world as it is today ."" As aliberal, he felt amoral
obligation to care about what happened overseas. Two months later he
warned that "it is impossible to talk about Europe as though it were a
detached phenomenon." Boake Carter saw any American involvement
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overseas as meddling; he felt the United States should simply do nothing
about what went on in the rest of the world. Swing knew otherwise. He
declared that even isolation "would be an active policy; one needing
action.'
"6

As early as February 1939 Swing declared that the Rome-Berlin axis
"has a third dimension, it links up with Tokyo." A month later he
became more explicit: "After all, there is only one conflict going on in
the world today, astruggle for supremacy in power by one group of states
over another.'
In July 1940 Swing justified Roosevelt's decision to restrict the export
of scrap iron and oil to Japan as "not belligerent and not specifically
anti-Japanese." He claimed that this step was "not an embargo" though
he did not explain why.'s During the next eight months, and as late as the
middle of July 1941, Swing made anumber of references to the existence
of amoderate Japanese faction that had no desire for hostilities with the
United States. On August 25 he gave up on moderation:
"7

Time and again since the invasion of China, the United States has been
told that Japanese moderates were just on the verge of getting control
over their extremists. And each time the extremists succeeded in
exploiting the gain the moderates made in Washington.
As he explained in October:
American opinion toward Japan is less blurred than toward the European war. War with Japan is less dreaded than involvement in war in
Europe. ...War between the United States and Japan would bring the
United States into the European war too. It would put an end to the
mental twists and insincerities of present day popular thinking. People
would sigh with relief that things had become simple and clear."
"Simple and clear"—that is what Swing strove to provide in his
broadcasts. The best example is his unswerving support for each move
Roosevelt made in the area of foreign policy after May 1940. Swing
termed the Destroyers-Bases Agreement of September 3a"signal act of
intimacy and mutual assistance. "" He praised the passage of the LendLease Act. In May 1941, when some accused the President of vacillation
regarding adecision to provide convoys, Swing proved most understanding: "Impatience with Roosevelt in American political life now
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paradoxically becomes part of the Roosevelt strategy." A couple of days
later he explained that if the President openly declared himself in favor of
" 'taking' the country into war, the public would turn on him later.'"'
Yet Swing termed the occupation of Iceland on July 7a"logical development" in American policy. Roosevelt's September 11 "shoot-to-kill"
[sic] speech, the broadcaster claimed, was "about right" for the "majority" of Americans.g2
An extreme example of Swing's faith in Roosevelt is provided by the
President's Navy and Total Defense Day address on October 27, 1941,
and his press conference the following day. Roosevelt aroused considerable furor by claiming to have proof of Nazi intrigue in the Western
Hemisphere—evidence that American security was clearly endangered
by Germany. According to Langer and Gleason, Roosevelt stated "that
he had in his possession asecret map, made in Germany for the Nazi
Government, which allegedly revealed a Nazi plan to divide South
America into five vassal states, one of which would have included the
Republic of Panama." Unable to believe that the President would knowingly use afraudulent map to promote adeclaration of war against
Germany, the historians suggest only that "Mr. Roosevelt had before
him an item of clumsy propaganda wholly unworthy of the notice he gave
it.

83

Swing took amore understanding view. In his broadcast the following
evening, he not only fully accepted the authenticity of the map—
indicating the extent of his credulity about Nazi agents in Latin
America—but demonstrated just how far he was prepared to go in
supporting the President. Swing emphasized Nazi press coverage of
Roosevelt's speech:
The excerpts chosen were mostly those telling about the secret map of a
Nazi-fied Latin America and the plans for aNazi church to replace all
other religions. These were branded as forgeries, as the President had
foreseen they would be. In Washington Mr. Roosevelt at his press
conference today did not throw more light on these two disclosures.
The Latin American map, he said, could not be published because
notations on it would reveal its source. That, he said, might jeopardize
the source and perhaps eliminate afountainhead of valuable information. He also said he could not make public the religious documents.
...The President's speech, Ishould add, pleased the British."
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And well it might have. Some Englishmen probably hoped it might
become another Zimmermann Note.
The map serves as an extreme example of Swing's decision, after May
1940, to become an unofficial spokesman for the Department of State and
the President. Criticisms leveled at the administration became criticisms
of Swing's broadcasts. On December 31, 1941, he summarized
America's foreign policy in the months leading up to Pearl Harbor: "Our
changeover did not come on December 7th, as we may be tempted to
think. December 7th came because of our changeover." He explained
that "step-by-step" progress had been necessary. "If anation was going
to see the issues of the war," he added, "this was the way the panorama
could be taken in."" Roosevelt would have agreed fully.
Swing took his job most seriously. He felt an obligation to enlighten.
He believed fervently in what he said on the air. Such intense convictions
helped make especially persuasive his assessments of American policy
broadcast to Britain and many other parts of the world. Swing "made
journalism ahigh calling" because of the care with which he prepared his
commentaries." Compared to other radio news analysts, such as Elmer
Davis or Boake Carter at the height of his public career, Swing never
reached such enormous numbers of listeners in the United States. Only
conditions abroad frightened Americans enough so that millions, even
those with little formal education, paid attention to his scholarly, sometimes dry, sometimes dull explanations. Roosevelt found it extremely
useful to have someone not officially amember of the administration
offer such deeply felt support for his "step-by-step" progress toward
war.
Swing had aconsistency in his broadcasts that also made him unique.
He had reported the rise of fascism in Europe and believed asimilar
phenomenon had threatened America in the form of Father Coughlin and
Huey Long. As early as 1938 he began his campaign against isolationism
in its various guises. A true Wilsonian, Swing felt America was directly
involved in the fate of the rest of the world; he delighted in showing how
the day's events made such aconclusion logical. Swing simplified the
world struggle so as to give listeners an easy either-or decision. Either
support Roosevelt and aid Britain in every way possible, or look for
fascism's inevitable triumph throughout the entire world.
Swing did not invent internationalism, or interventionism. But he
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could not conceive of Amerca's not being involved in the affairs of other
nations. To him the support of liberal ideas throughout the world was
America's high duty. From today's perspective the difficulty in trying to
impose political and social order on the entire world is all too clear. To
Swing, and this is what makes him a significant spokesman for his
generation, there was asimple way of eradicating threats to liberalism:
full-scale war on fascism all over the world. Such abelief led Swing to
willingly abandon the journalist's obligation to serve as independent
critic. With the entire world threatened, there was no time for false
objectivity; instead America needed asense of commitment—of moral
zeal. Swing's sorrow was the cautious way Roosevelt seemed to respond
to demands for bolder action; Swing's joy was the declaration of war in
December 1941; Swing's pity was that as ajournalist he had been unable
to do more.
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5 Elmer Davis: Radio's Hoosier
His appearance lent itself to easy caricature. Those enormous black
beetle eyebrows, the little black bow ties, the baggy pepper-and-salt
suits. Others saw aresemblance to handsome Cordell Hull, Franklin D.
Roosevelt's Secretary of State. His reply to would-be admirers: "We
both look like Harding." This was Elmer Davis, the Indiana Hoosier
with such acomfortable first name. If how the man looked tells us
nothing of his mind, the reply to flatterers suggests something of his
personality. For two reasons Davis was unique among the major news
commentators broadcasting before Pearl Harbor: he was aprofessional
writer in the finest sense of the word, and he possessed asuperb sense of
humor.
On the air Davis exuded common sense. Though intensely committed
to all aspects of Roosevelt's foreign policy after May 1940, the commentator did not lose his facility for discussing sensitive problems in acalm,
deliberate manner. Listeners felt they could trust his judgment. But there
were limitations. "Although ...for many years an active journalist," a
Nazi propagandist noted, "he has had from his youth on very little
contact with the broad masses." 2In other words, Davis sought to interpret the life and good sense of the average person without having
experienced important aspects of what he wished to describe. If so,
perhaps the news analyst's constant deprecation of his first name was a
device to hide lingering embarrassment over his origins.

HIS MIND SET HIM APART
Elmer Holmes Davis entered the small, peaceful, optimistic world of
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southern Indiana on January 13, 1890. Village names reflected aboundless faith in the future. Aurora, his birthplace, was just afew miles up the
river from Rising Sun. Even today, towns in the vicinity such as Patriot,
North, and Centersquare suggest ahomely rural society concerned with
the problems the commentator was to leave behind, if never entirely
escape.
Elam Holmes Davis was fifty-six at the birth of his youngest son. Born
in Jefferson County, Missouri, in 1834, the father came to Aurora when
five years old. A devout Baptist, he had been licensed to preach the
gospel in the early 1850s, but "never actively entered the ministry
because he believed that aminister should be better educated than he
was. "3 For years he served as cashier of the First National Bank of
Aurora, an important position in abank with but three officials. By 1890
the family occupied asubstantial home in one of the middle tiers of
houses that rose steeply from the Ohio River.
Outwardly, the father seemed cautious and taciturn—the picture of the
conservative small-town banker. Nevertheless, he had abit of Mark
Twain's Colonel Beriah Sellers in him. He became adirector and treasurer of the River View Cemetery Association and director of the Aurora
Coffin Company. Another investment involved a whiskey distillery.
Before his death, this superintendent of the Sunday school learned that a
promoter's instincts and religious scruples made poor bedfellows.
In 1888, years after his first wife's death, Elam Davis married Louise
Severin, daughter of aGerman who had made his way to Aurora after the
Revolution of 1848. 4 A couple of letters she wrote her only child help
suggest the formal, insular spirit of the mother, who became principal of
the local high school. After years of financial security, the father was
nearly ruined when acompany in which he had speculated collapsed in
1910. Louise wrote "Dear Holmes:"
Ifeel that his misfortune is, to some extent, at least, ajudgment on him
for engaging in making whiskey barrels. Maybe Iam atemperance
crank, but Ibelieve that professing christians [sic] have no business to
engage in any business that will help the liquor traffic, in any way.'
Though Davis's protective mother emphasized the value of education,
she indicated her intellectual horizons in aletter to her son two years later:
"Today's paper gave apicture of the Prince of Wales, and said he is ...
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supposed to mingle with the other students on terms of equality. Don't get
too intimate with him, for he might wish to come home with you." 6
The son of aschoolteacher and afather who felt keenly his lack of
formal education, Davis learned early that he should do well in his
studies. In addition, he was quite sickly and had to spend many of his first
fourteen years at home, often in bed. Short of books, he read every bound
volume in his father's complete file of Harper 's Magazine. Louise Davis
taught her son when he could not attend class regularly. He soon showed
himself to be an exceptionally gifted student.
His one outside activity, save an abiding interest in sports, seems to
have been music. He did not demonstrate noticeable talent in either field.
Years later he talked of having been buried in the back row of amale
chorus where nobody could hear him. As amember of an Interurban
Orchestra that played up and down the Ohio, Davis insisted he "just
managed to get under the wire."'
At sixteen he entered Franklin College, asmall school nearly as old as
the state, about twenty miles south of Indianapolis. He achieved a
brilliant record in the classics. His extreme seriousness also earned him
the nickname of "Deacon." 8At college, Davis still talked about excelling in athletics rather than scholarship. Only gradually did he realize that
his mind set him apart from his fellow students. After graduation he
taught Latin at the high school in Franklin for ayear.
He began to question his Baptist upbringing. Disparaging remarks
poncerning the relation of prayer to success in study brought an indignant
reply from his father: "It makes you appear as speaking contemptuously
of prayer, and sounds like you were apeing [sic] some of the idiotic
sayings of the Chicago university professors. Davis apparently did not
enter aBaptist church again save on his wedding day. But his continuing
concern with the problems of religion resulted in anumber of articles and
one full-length novel.
Then came achance to leave Indiana for good. He won aRhodes
scholarship, proving that even at this time not every candidate had
notable athletic ability. When Davis enrolled at Queen's College,
Oxford, in October 1910, it was only the sixth year that the scholarships
had been given. By thriftily arranging passage for all forty-eight Ameri"9

can Rhodes Scholars on the same boat, he received a free pass for
himself.
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At Oxford, he prepared for an examination in the classics, which
required proficiency in both Greek and Latin. For the rest of his life many
of his best essays contained references to the history of Greece and Rome.
Indeed, it has been said that much of the vigor of his broadcast style
resulted from his knowledge of Greek syntax. Aside from regular study,
Davis spent his time debating such timeless questions as whether residence at Oxford involved asubtle disintegration of moral fiber. Along
with John Crowe Ransom and Christopher Morley, he formed agroup
determined to write aspecial sort of novel. Each member contributed a
chapter with the aim of making the plot so complex that the next writer
would be unable to solve it. By the time Davis left Britain, he had decided
to become aprofessional writer.
During these years he traveled extensively. Trips through the Balkans
and much of Central Europe interested him in the problems of minority
groups. Unfortunately, the condition of his father's health forced Davis
to attempt his B. A. exams in June 1912, ayear before it was customary to
do so. He just missed taking aFirst?)
In 1914 he became a reporter for the New York Times. An early
assignment offered afine opportunity for one with an eye for the amusing. Davis joined the group of correspondents who set sail on Henry
Ford's peace ship on December 4, 1915. Apparently the young reporter
could not keep his irreverent thoughts to himself. He so angered certain
delegates that they wished him put off the ship. Although more proper—
the journalist did not forget what paper he represented—Davis's coverage of the ill-fated attempt to bring peace might be compared with another
account of aship filled with the well-intended, the voyage of the Quaker
City described in The Innocents Abroad.
But the sobriquet of "Deacon" existed along with the wit. Aconscientious son, he brought his mother to live with him in New York. He
worked so hard that he began writing queer things to his fiancée. "Are
you really so strange," his future wife asked, "or are you sitting up too
late, and working far too hard to have any normal thoughts." When he
finally married Florence MacMillan, his best man was dour Edward
Klauber, later aColumbia Broadcasting System vice-president noted for
his extreme reserve and bluntness.' 2For the rest of his life Davis projected
in his writings an optimism and good humor—if sometimes a bit
malicious—while often being personally despondent. It is as though one
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Elmer Davis remained in Indiana and poked gentle fun at the pretensions
of another ambitious and deadly serious person who got his start in
Aurora but developed fully in New York.
The serious and creative side of Davis was often frustrated by the
demands of being ajournalist. For atime he attempted two occupations,
working for the Times by day, writing novels in the evening. His first of
fourteen books, The Princess Cecilia, was published in 1915. Rereading
it in the 1960s, Roger Burlingame, himself aprofessional writer, patronizingly—but accurately—dismissed it as "light reading in the romantic tradition." After the United States entered the war, Davis sought to
become aEuropean correspondent. Instead, the Times kept him in New
York. He often spoke of his frustration, even claiming that he really
would "like to get ashot at the Boche!" 3
In 1920 Davis created amemorable character to help cover the Democratic national convention in San Francisco. Godfrey G. Gloom, of
Amity, Indiana, emerged as "the oldest living conventioneer." Fellow
Times correspondents, who had covered the proceedings with appropriate dignity, so enjoyed Mr. Gloom that they called for another Davis
Cup. Every four years this aged Hoosier returned to comment until afatal
accident occurred in 1936. His creator gave Gloom aproper obituary in
the New York Times)**
Davis's newspaper sent him to cover the Washington Conference in
late 1921. After describing the proposals made by Secretary of State
Charles Evans Hughes on the opening day, Davis settled down to listen to
endless droning speeches. His story for January 18,1922 appeared under
the title "Statesmen Show Great Endurance." He claimed to have
experienced eternity.
Throughout the 1920s, Davis attacked impractical and idealistic offers
to guarantee peace, particularly if they emanated from Senator William
E. Borah, whom the writer considered ahumbug and afraud. When the
"Lion of Idaho" proposed to outlaw all war, the Indianan remarked: "If
he will only add aclause providing that on and after January 1next sin,
sorrow and suffering shall be forever prohibited, Iam with him."
By the time Davis quit his newspaper position on January 1,1924, he
had moved from reporting to the editorial page. During those years he
covered all sorts of events, from sports to diplomatic conferences to
national conventions—even reviews of books about ancient Greece—
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with equal competence. In 1921 he produced the official History of the
New York Times, 1851-1921, if not with wit or enthusiasm, at least in a
scholarly and straightforward manner. In sum, Davis had shown himself
proficient in so many areas that he could truly call himself aprofessional
writer. For the rest of his life he demonstrated journalistic excellence in
his articles and broadcasts about current events. And of course, during his
tenure with the Times he polished his sardonic sense of humor.
After he left the newspaper, most of his books, as opposed to his
serious pieces, continued to be frothy and lighthearted. I'll Show You the
Town in 1924 and Friends of Mr. Sweeney in 1925 were gay effusions
that ladies could keep comfortably on abedside table. Of amuch more
serious nature was Giant Killer, published in 1928. This historical novel,
which Davis considered his best, announced on the first page that only
Fundamentalists still believed that David killed Goliath. Giant Killerdid
not prove agreat success. The characters failed to come alive. But the
book was expert in construction, offered an ingenious explanation of who
actually killed Goliath, and represented much labor in describing politics
in the eleventh century before Christ. '
6
In 1933 Davis and afriend attempted another potboiler, Bare Living,
which described life in anudist camp. The last novel, Love Among the
Ruins, appeared in 1935. Davis made his living by producing fiction for
popular magazines, along with occasional serious pieces. An instance of
the former was "She Needs an Older Man." The story described an
ex-brain truster named Adam Adams who late one summer met an
intelligent sweet young thing. Perhaps the author's own sense of advancing middle age appeared in passages such as: "We swam; and when she
talked communism Ilistened patiently."
'''
Davis insisted that no writer was responsible for his characters and that
therefore he revealed nothing about himself in his fiction. Such abelief
helps to explain the faintly sterile quality of his carefully constructed
prose. The idea of waiting patiently before returning to an old job
appeared in other articles of the 1930s. "Come and Eat Lunch Against
Franco," published in 1938, purported to be ahumorous or, at least, a
whimsical piece. It was filled with the sense that we are all developing
paunches and just cannot afford to be as upset about injustices as we were
in our salad days. This feeling certainly appeared in asentence such as
"Once for example, when Iwas lunching indignantly against the South-
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ern cottonmill [sic] owners, or the war-mad Japanese militarists, or
somebody of the sort. ...'''s There was asuggestion of tiredness totally
absent two years later.
Davis's son has said that his father projected an image of failure at
home during these years, in spite of the way he seemed to acquaintances
and in print. He felt that he had been unable to achieve anything important
as awriter. In his son's words: "We felt he was great, but that we needed
to explain why. That his achievements, though solid and really impressive to those who understood the game, had to be reviewed at length
before he could get recognition."
After Davis began his radio career, he openly expressed afeeling of
accomplishment. Other changes occurred as well. The comparison of a
book review in May 1939 with an editorial in 1940 points up one
difference. Rarely did anyone receive a more sardonic review than
Charles and Mary Beard for the third volume of their Rise of American
Civilization. Davis claimed his fellow Hoosiers' intellectual history
"leads up into ararefied realm of political thinking where the theorist has
no rival but Mary Baker Eddy." As to the future of America: "The
Beards know too much to guess at the answer, but they might have spared
us this hint that God is keeping watch above his own. Maybe He is, but
somebody else had better do something about it too." He complained that
an Indianian had forgotten the hallmark of the Hoosier, "a congenital
inability to Realize the Seriousness of the Situation. "2°A little over ayear
later someone else had forgotten his Hoosier heritage. Davis ordained
that Hitler was no laughing matter; therefore Charlie Chaplin's The Great
Dictator was not amusing. He described himself as "one who has no time
to read books unless they deal with the Situation." 21 It was apassing
phase.

A "LOUSY AND MONOTONOUS" VOICE
"Why don't you take some voice Culture," an angry listener once
demanded. "Your voice is as lousy and monotonous as Luella Parsons.' "2 The orthography may be somewhat deficient, but the person
who found Davis's speaking voice disagreeable had just cause. Writers of
solemn mien have noted that journalistic excellence, not voice quality,
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was the prime consideration in hiring radio commentators during the late
1930s. Those who heard Davis for the first time considered that aclassic
understatement. The flat, dry, dull Indiana accent seemed anything but
that of the ideal radio broadcaster. But an easiness about Davis's speech
projected abundant common sense. And the flatness turned out to be an
effective device for delivering quiet bits of humor, even within the
confines of afive-minute newscast. Covering Wendell Willkie's campaign in 1940, Davis quoted the Republican nominee's description of
Senator Hiram W. Johnson of California as a"fighting, fearless liberal."
Without change of tone he added: "Two days ago in Kansas he said that
about Walter Johnson." In 1942 the commentator discussed General
Douglas MacArthur's supporters in America, and their idea of who was
to blame for shortages in war production. The problem could be resolved,
the newscaster noted, if "MacArthur should return to this nation and
overturn the Hopkins's [sic], the Frankfurters, and the Reds inside the
Government. "" Listeners quickly learned to distinguish the broadcaster's interpretation in one or two words or even the slightest change in
modulation.
Though the dryness of the speaking voice proved excellent for sardonic
effects, in general the newscaster seemed completely oblivious to the
aural aspects of broadcasting. Reading Davis was the same as hearing
him—hardly the compliment some well-wishers have assumed. 24 Listeners heard arational discussion, but logic is sometimes better comprehended in written than in spoken form. Davis was adistinguished
journalist who also talked on the radio. He never understood, as did his
colleague Edward R. Murrow, that words can increase intensity of
meaning when broadcast.
An old wives' tale describes James Watt as asmall boy watching steam
rise from atea kettle. To explain Elmer Davis's career in radio there is no
analogous story from his youth. Throughout the 1930s virtually every
news commentator save Murrow began as ajournalist. Davis possessed
impeccable credentials: reporter, then editorial writer for the New York
Times, 1914-1924, and intermittent contributor to that paper thereafter.
He had the additional advantage of an early friendship with Edward
Klauber, afellow Times reporter and best man at his wedding.
According to CBS records, Davis's first radio appearance came in
1930. Few tuned in late in the evening to hear "What is College For" or
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"Optimism." In May 1932, the next time Davis broadcast over CBS, he
described an enormous beer parade in New York. At least one listener
considered it exceedingly clever."
While H. V. Kaltenborn visited Europe during the summer of 1937,
Davis replaced him for seven broadcasts. Variety reported that his first
attempt got cut off in the middle by aRoosevelt speech. Davis "did not
...sound quite as incisive as he manages to be in print," concluded the
critic. After the seventh newscast, the reviewer praised Davis, claiming
he should continue even after Kaltenborn returned.
The real opportunity in radio materialized two years later. Kaltenborn
again had gone to Europe. On August 22, 1939, as the likelihood of war
grew increasingly apparent, the director of news at CBS asked Davis to
help out as aconunentator. 26 From then on, he broadcast virtually every
day.
At first things sounded alittle rough. Each newscast contained numerous distracting "uhs." The Hoosier's pronunciation of foreign names left
the listener confused as to which person was being discussed. Davis
offered considerably more opinion (and afew wild guesses) than two or
three months later. Even so, Edward R. Murrow, with good reason,
wrote his colleague on September 15 to congratulate him for the best
"fair, tough minded [sic], interesting talking" he had heard."
Davis led an incredibly hectic life after the war began. In addition to
several kinds of newscasts, he contributed frequently to the Saturday
Review of Literature, even becoming an editor in early 1940. He was best
known, however, for afive-minute summary and interpretation of the
news that formally began on September 24, 1939. CBS broadcast Davis
over most of its network seven days aweek at 8:55 P.M. EST. For a
number of months in 1939 and 1940, he also presented afifteen-minute
commentary Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6:30 P.M. over WABC
in New York. Finally, he offered extemporaneous analysis on occasion,
as during late August and early September 1939."
Davis developed the ability to compress news commentary into a
five-minute period. Since he gained such acclaim for these brief newscasts, stylistic description is in order. After an ebullient announcer
extolled Gillette's sharper cleaner edges—almost jamming ablue blade
through the listener's ear in the process—the commentary began without
asingle word of introduction. For five straight minutes Davis moved
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briskly from one topic to another, occasionally adding asardonic touch.
For instance, in February 1941 he referred to some group (possibly
opponents of Lend-Lease) as "gratuitous asses," acomment that made
skittish CBS executives wish they had not hired someone with such a
sharp tongue."
Davis took pains to be scrupulously accurate. He would say "quote"
and "end quote" before and after using another's words. He mentioned
by name sources such as Harper's, or Raymond Clapper, or the New
Republic, from which he had gotten specific information. When he felt
uncertain he would admit it: "I can speak only from hearsay. ""
The fifteen-minute newscasts allowed for more detail and occasionally
larger amounts of humor. In 1940 alistener commented on abroadcast
since lost: "Your satire on the Railway Station bombing gave us ahearty
laugh—and laughter is so rare these anxious days." The same spirit
pervades an analysis made on the air five years later that does exist. Davis
described the testimony of Ambassador Patrick J. Hurley before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee:
The crowd enjoyed the exchanges between General Hurley, the handsomest of all our ambassadors, and Chairman Connally, most
Senatorial-looking of Senators; but they were apparently on the
Ambassador's side, and applauded him when he shouted that he didn't
want his government pussyfooting. He shouted agood deal, including
declarations that he wasn't aggressive, belligerent or emotional.
However, after he had been talking some three quarters of an hour
Senator La Follette interposed to ask just what was the issue.''
Davis's written style contained two particular characteristics. Both
appeared regularly in the fifteen-minute newscasts—less often in the
short broadcasts. Davis loved classical analogy; few other political
commentators in twentieth-century America have known enough ancient
history to feel comfortable drawing comparisons between the Peloponnesian War and World War I. In 1917 Davis published an excellent analysis
of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. The Times reporter compared it to the
Peace of Nicias, which Thucydides felt had settled nothing. In an
essay published in October 1939, Davis claimed Thucydides offered
much that would illuminate the difficulties of another war. During May
1940 he changed analogies to indicate a fundamental altera-
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tion of the European situation. Not Thucydides but a Roman historian now provided perspective for Hitler's invasion of the Low Countries:
"Who is so worthless or so indifferent," Polybius asked his readers,
"as not to want to know how and under what system of government it
happened that in less than fifty-three years almost everything in the
inhabited world was subject to the sole rule of the Romans?""
Classical analogies remained more than set pieces to be wheeled out in
troublous times; they became part of Davis's mental process. When the
broadcaster visited London in May 1941, he made notes to himself
concerning the "restoration of immediacy" in England that had been
known to ancient civilizations, but lost since the Renaissance." Fascination with the classics, however, meant total respect. Davis, so alert to the
amusing aspects of current politics, thought of the distant past in terms of
rational and stately discourse. Perhaps he believed in the Greeks too
earnestly—and in the process cut off the humor that so enlivened their
culture.
Everyone recognized Davis's wit. It sometimes took the form of
religious allusions. His 1938 review of abook describing how to sell
vacuum cleaners included phrases such as: "If the end product of his [the
salesman's] labors is such an appalling slaughter of the innocents as is
going on at this writing in Barcelona" or the reviewer's feeling that he
should go "into the wilderness to live on locusts and wild honey" after
reading about salesmanship. Davis's essay about his disappearance and
presumed death during the New England hurricane of September 1938
included another gentle spoof on religion: "No cataclysm of nature,
except possibly Noah's flood, ever afflicted aregion populated by so
many professional writers; and most of them were prompt to cash in on it,
especially if they carried no wind insurance." 34
The Indianan occasionally tried adifferent sort of irony. That same
essay concerning the hurricane employed adevice that, if not carefully
used, turns into the chuckling we're-all-too-human spirit of the Reader's
Digest:
How often when Iwas ayoung reporter have Icalled up abereaved
family for information about the deceased, to be told that he was one of
Nature's noblemen and the kindest husband and father that ever
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lived. ...A man who had read his own obituary will never be quite the
same again."

Davis occasionally relied on less subtle devices, including unfortunate
puns. In an article about the La Follettes, he described Julius Heil as an
inept Wisconsin politician who "usually puts his worst foot foremost.
Nevertheless his worst foot was good enough to boot Phil La Follette out
of office. .. " In an impish mood, he actually responded to asilly
listener's complaint about pronunciation. A man claimed Davis failed to
say bauxite properly as "bo-zit." "As none of us here have [sic] ever had
any personal dealings with Bauxite," replied the broadcaster, "we have
to follow the dictionary." 36
This sort of attitude, along with acompelling desire to comprehend the
real import of political events, made Davis's broadcasts and writings
before 1941 unique. Humor is extraordinarily difficult to handle properly. Too much destroys the seriousness of asubject. If too caustic, only
aparticular turn of phrase may be remembered. With infrequent lapses,
Davis managed to lighten serious subjects without destroying the content. Few commentators have possessed his admirable touch.

THE MAKING OF AN INTERVENTIONIST
In 1938 not many Americans sensed any urgency about European
affairs; in 1941 most did. In 1938 not many intellectuals felt committed to
Franklin D. Roosevelt's foreign policy; in 1941 most did. Elmer Davis
remained a noninterventionist—that is, he opposed greater American
involvement overseas, including "all aid short of war" for Britain—until
Hitler's invasion of the Low Countries in May 1940. Then Davis changed
his mind. He joined the militant Century Dinner Group of William Allen
White's Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies. He ceased
functioning as an independent observer of the news and became, in
matters of foreign policy, a Roosevelt partisan. The commentator's
conversion turned almost entirely on European events; he generally
ignored the Far East in his writings and broadcasts."
Though Davis did not begin broadcasting regularly until August 1939,
he published several assessments of European affairs before the beginning of the war. He contributed aseries of articles to Harper's in which he
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placed particular emphasis on Czechoslovakian affairs. In June 1937 he
noted that Britain and France seemed ready to make ever-greater concessions to Hitler. Davis felt that the Czechs could not hope to win against
Germany alone and might therefore have to accept "surrender and
alliance" with the Nazis."
His mild disapproval turned to indignation following the September
1938 Munich crisis. Davis spent much of "The Road from Munich"
indicting a"considerable part of the British governing class" for giving
up Czechoslovakia "without afight." Noting that Soviet Russia had
been excluded from the Munich deliberations, he added that this was
"good news for the English; especially the rich and well-born, who are
ready to give him [Hitler] three cheers whenever he starts out against
Russia, the enemy of God and property." After quoting apassage from
Mein Kampf in which Hitler seemed to predict exactly how he would
dismember Czechoslovakia, Davis drew an unflattering historical
parallel:
Europe ...at the end of 1938 stands about where it stood at the end of
1811, with this difference: in 1811 England was not only the implacable but the impregnable enemy of the man who dominated the Continent. The England of 1938 is something else, strategically and
morally."

He turned to gentle sarcasm in acolumn for the New York Times on
January 4, 1939:
1938 was such abig year for the Germans that it is not surprising that
their language grows alittle flowery. ...Marshal Goering says that it
"sticks out above the centuries like agranite obelisk, and overshadows
all events in German history like agigantic oak tree." Non-Germans
may be inclined to feel that it sticks out like asore thumb, and that if it is
an oak, it is of the poisonous variety; but allowance must be made for
the point of view.

The following month he published two pieces in the New Republic and
the Saturday Review of Literature concerning the implications of
Munich. Davis declared that American assistance to Britain could only
strengthen Neville Chamberlain's government. That thought "makes me
sick at the stomach," he admitted. Davis added that "before Munich I
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thought it would be less costly to stay out. "Now he was certain that the
British might sell their fleet to Germany to prevent war.'° In asecond
article, he pointed to adilemma confronting Roosevelt. If the United
States did nothing to help France and Britain, both might become tools of
Hitler. If assistance were offered, he continued, Chamberlain's forces
might sell out America anyway. Davis sensed no "hysterical urgency" in
coming up with asolution to this "Democratic Dilemma."
When the Nazis took over the remainder of Czechoslovakia in March
1939, Davis discussed the meaning of the action in alengthy letter to the
New York Times. "But always remember," he concluded, "that if
Europe cannot save itself we cannot save it; that whatever we may find it
necessary to do for England and France is done only for our own safety,
and that we should help them no further and no longer than our own
interest seems to require." 4'
Hitler's invasion of Poland in September 1939 and the Russo-Finnish
War affected Davis's views. He now favored giving Britain "all aid short
of war." But his conversion remained abit uncertain. Writing in Harper's, he asserted that "the interest of the American people requires us to
keep out of the war for two sound reasons: we have unfinished business of
our own to solve; and furthermore, past experience makes it doubtful if
we could do Europe much good." He then added an important qualification:
Suppose the Germans win the war, or begin to win it. In that case, our
policy would have to recognize that the world situation had completely
changed, that some of the comfortable buttresses of our security have
been pulled out from under us. If the British navy is defeated or
seriously threatened with defeat, we had better think hard about what
that will mean to purely American interests, and take whatever action
might seem advisable to require complete participation in the war. ...
That any American interest would be served by again sending an army
to Europe seems to me inconceivable."
On April 4, two days before Hitler invaded Norway and Denmark,
Stanley Hornbeck, the Department of State's political adviser on Far
Eastern affairs, wrote Davis concerning this article. He urged the broadcaster to do "a lot more thinking" about his assertion that" 'there is no
point in intervening' in a war 'again if the job has to be done over
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every twenty years.' "Hornbeck pointed out that this sort of logic might
lead one to stop "eating breakfast" since the same thing would have to be
repeated at "noon and again in the evening."'"
Davis replied that he was "far from convinced" by Hornbeck's analogy. He declared that "if we have to fight in defense of our own interest,
let's limit our action to what that defense requires, and not delude
ourselves with the belief that we can effect anything like adurable
settlement of the affairs of Europe." On April 22 Hornbeck wrote again.
He repeated what he had said before, though agreeing that "with regard
to most matters there is and can be no such thing as complete and
permanent crystalization. ""
On April 22 Davis discussed the possibility of changing his position.
He told listeners that "the American people want to keep out of the war,"
but then described
ageneral realization for the first time that the Germans may win this
war. ...Most people in this country want the Allies to win and believe
that it will be on the whole to our interest if they do win. No doubt a
good many of you who are listening do NOT feel that way, but Iam
talking about the majority opinion. And the unrecognized premise of a
good deal of American isolationism was aconviction that the Allies
were going to win anyway so we needn't worry about how the war
would come out. That conviction, recently, has been shaken; and
accordingly alot of people are worrying, for the first time."
A listener who opposed America's ever going to war praised the commentator's "calm manner" in this broadcast. She contrasted it with the
" 'Pro-British' " remarks of "The Kaltenborns, Swings, etc.""
Four days later, Davis again discussed why the United States should
not enter the war. He turned to the war debts argument, declaring that the
Allies this time "are getting supplies from us that they badly needed, but
they are paying for them. The same day, he wrote another listener that "it
is clearly advantageous to us to keep out of the war. ...[But] to give
whatever help we can to the Allies without going to war is another matter,
and seems to be ahighly intelligent national policy." 4'On May 6he still
believed America should stay out of the war, even though "it looks as if
the British, more likely than not, may lose the war." He returned to
attacking England's upper class with its "invincible ignorance" for
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bringing about such a catastrophe. He also claimed that "there are
millions of decent Germans who don't like the way the Nazis are behaving at home or abroad.""
In the next couple of days he wrote areview of Charles A. Beard's A
Foreign Policy for America. Davis praised the historian's theory of
Continentalism, which differed, he felt, from "head-under-thebedclothes isolationists." The reviewer declared that Beard meant only
that "the United States, either alone or in any coalition, did not possess
the power to force peace on Europe and Asia."'" He repeated that
American policy would need major revision if German hegemony in
Europe became likely.
The Nazi invasion of the Low Countries on May 10 forced Davis to
face this eventuality. That evening he offered no special comment except
to report that "the first day of the German blitzkrieg against the Low
Countries seems to have met with only very moderate success." Three
days later he quoted Churchill's phrase that he had nothing to offer but
"blood, toil, tears and sweat [sic]. "" The next night Davis declared that
"in Washington there was aspreading realization that this country is
none too well prepared for hemisphere defense." On May 22 he reported
with obvious approval Edward R. Murrow's statement that "the British
revolution occurred today peacefully and constitutionally when Parliament passed abill giving the government full control over all individuals
and property." 5I
Davis now believed that America should formally enter
the war against Hitler out of self-interest. But few listeners would have
known about such afundamental change in position from listening to his
radio broadcasts.
Davis presented his new faith more openly in aSaturday Review of
Literature editorial published on May 25. He explained that not
Thucydides but Polybius offered understanding as to the May 10 invasions. He wanted every reader to realize that the Nazis, like the ancient
Romans, would soon control" 'everything in the inhabited world.' ""
The broadcaster explained at greater length, in an article published on
June 29, why he had changed his mind. He asserted that most Germans
now approved of Hitler. The invasion of Norway, he felt, served as a
"psychological turning-point" which convinced "a large part of the
German population ...that once more the Führerwould bring home the
bacon." He stated that May 10 had marked "the beginning of the other
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kind of war, the war that German and Italian leaders truly call the world
revolution." There was abig difference, too, in Davis's attitude toward
the British:
It looks at this writing as if the survival of what has hitherto been called
civilization must depend chiefly on the British and American peoples.
...Under pressure the British have at last achieved that unity and
resolution which we still have to attain. ...We are far nearer that
point, so far as popular sentiment goes, than would have been dreamed
of by the wildest enthusiast six weeks ago. ..."
Clearly this represented quite atransformation from what Davis had
been saying in April. He now implicitly advocated full hostilities against
Germany. He no longer accused the British of being controlled by a
narrow upper class. He insisted that virtually all Germans supported
Hitler. The "Democratic Dilemma" had been resolved—it had become
possible to separate good from evil, with civilization the good that Britain
and the United States together could preserve. For the first time he spoke
openly of an Anglo-American alliance. He placed no limits on what form
the partnership should take, or how closely the two countries should
work. He left those decisions to Roosevelt and Churchill.
Davis's conversion does not reveal remarkable powers of analysis.
Once having changed his mind, he accepted a set of arguments to
accompany his new position. He became an administration booster in the
process. When he talked of "unity and resolution," he also meant
suppressing "wrong" opinions and conflicting counsel. He demonstrated the truth of Randolph Bourne's belief that "War is the health of
the State."
Davis demonstrated his continuing support for Roosevelt's foreign
policy repeatedly in the months after May 1940, though he found the
Chief Executive's handling of the third-term nomination most distressing. At the convention, the President devoted his acceptance speech to a
careful discussion of problems that America might have to face in its
relations with the rest of the world. Davis praised the speech, but believed
its spirit weakened by political maneuvering. 54 Davis felt that the
Destroyers-Bases Agreement of September 3represented another example of the devious methods Roosevelt employed to gain his ends. The
commentator did not oppose the agreement, but considered it
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"regrettable" that the President did not "get aCongressional vote.""
Following the November elections, Davis stopped making any sort of
criticism of the President's methods. After the fireside chat of December
29, when Roosevelt talked of America's becoming the "great arsenal of
democracy", the news analyst declared that such an obligation had
already been "generally accepted by the American people." He
explained that "the American people have recognized in the past few
months asudden wholly unforeseen danger to American security.' "6
On February 11, 1941, Davis reported the testimony of Wendell
Willkie in support of Lend-Lease. The broadcaster insisted that only
Hitler could determine whether increased aid to Britain would result in
full hostilities. He wrote Philip F. La Follette about the sort of person who
opposed giving aid to Britain. The former governor replied: "If Icorrectly get the 'burden of your sermon,' it is this: My opposition to the
President's foreign policy has put me in bad company.""
In May Davis spent three weeks in England. On June 14, 1941, the
Saturday Review reprinted his broadcast summing up his impressions of
Britain and what America's duty should be. Davis declared that he knew
of no "informed person who doubts that an eventual collapse of England
would seriously endanger the security of the U.S." As to convoys, he
said that their use might "mean shooting, but if Hitler should win this
war, there's likely to be some shooting afterwards which would no longer
be on the other side of the Atlantic. "" In short, he did not seem alarmed
by the possibility of full hostilities. Three months later he belittled talk of
Roosevelt's September 11 "shoot-on-sight" speech as being particularly
provocative. Davis stated that the President had spoken "only of shooting in the protection of the waters essential to the defense of the United
States. '9 His support of whatever Roosevelt wanted to do did not waver
before December 7.
Shortly after Pearl Harbor, Davis proved his wartime patriotism by
giving up broadcasting to enter government service. He became director
of the Office of War Information, charged with regulating war news for
the home front as well as information about America to foreign listeners.
He did not prove a conspicuous success. His lack of administrative
experience, plus his feeling that people within the agency acted insubordinately, led to the resignation of gifted employees and strong opposition
in Congress.
After the war Davis presented newscasts for the American Broadcast-
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ing Company. He no longer spoke daily. He lectured more frequently at
college campuses. As he explained to his friend Felix Frankfurter in
1953:
Ihave been very academic lately—Yale, then the New School, then the
Phi Beta Kappa oration at Harvard. (As my colleague Mr. Winchell
would say—Oration? Huh!) However, it seems to have been asuccess,
as one of my listeners said to me afterward. "That was a marvelous speech, Mr. Ri

6
°

The following year Davis finally published abest seller, But We Were
Born Free, ironically not the novel he had attempted so often, but aseries
of essays in defense of freedom. Davis told Americans frightened by
McCarthyism, "Don't let them scare you." It was an eloquent book, and
full of sensible ideas. It is also what alater generation remembers most
about the Hoosier. Davis did not attempt to be clever. He considered
freedom of the mind, like ancient Greece and Rome, aserious topic.
Occasionally he sounded abit too earnest—even waving the flag in afew
places—which suggests one reason why he had used humor before 1941.
In this sense, these essays, though filled with steadying judgment, do not
represent his finest writing.
During the last few years little was heard of the person who when asked
by areporter if he had anickname, once replied: "No. Why should I?
Isn't Elmer enough?" Afflicted with a variety of illnesses requiring
serious operations, Davis felt the doctors were needlessly prolonging his
life. He died on May 18, 1958; the funeral took place at the Washington
Cathedral. As the minister intoned "The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh
away," amicrophone crashed to the floor. Raymond Swing said he could
not help thinking Davis himself had given it ahearty shove. 6'

FIVE-MINUTE UBIQUITY
Franklin Roosevelt, like most listeners, was first attracted to Davis's
newscasts because of their cleverness. Robert Sherwood quotes aparticular broadcast, made in early 1942, which delighted the President:
There are some patriotic citizens who sincerely hope that America will
win the war—but they also hope that Russia will lose it; and there are
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some who hope that America will win the war, but that England will
lose it; and there are some who hope that America will win the war, but
that Roosevelt will lose it!

The Chief Executive thought this marvelous. Besides repeating it to
friends, he mentioned it several times in letters sent shortly after Pearl
Harbor.
62

A couple of months later, Roosevelt needed someone to head the
Office of War Information. He thought of "the fellow with the funny
voice. Elmer—Elmer something." It is possible that the President himself decided on aman without administrative experience to head the new
agency. But perhaps acouple of Davis's friends had more to do with the
decision. Felix Frankfurter wrote Roosevelt on March 12, 1942: "Much
as Ilove Bob Sherwood, even he could not seduce me with asuggestion
unless Itruly believed it to be right. And so when he suggested Elmer
Davis to head up Information something clicked in me and Ijust know it
is right—and right for you from every angle. "63 Davis got the job.
He had other influential supporters. By 1937 he was well acquainted
with the State Department's Stanley K. Hornbeck. In August 1940 the
latter described him as a "brilliant expositor—with a real sense of
humor." In April 1941 Hornbeck sent Davis an extended memorandum
he had prepared recently. The news analyst thanked him for "hav[ing]
begun my education on the Far East." In the next two years Hornbeck
provided the commentator with excerpts from books and articles he found
informative." Each held the other in high esteem, though Hornbeck's
enthusiasm and concern for the Far East did not lead Davis to increase the
amount of space he devoted to Japan and China in his broadcasts.
Many in the administration listened to Davis as well. In August 1940
Henry Morgenthau, Jr., particularly liked one of the Hoosier's newscasts. He asked the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury to locate acopy
for Roosevelt. During August 1941 Davis sent adetailed memorandum to
the President's press secretary urging less British censorship of war
news. 65 The newscaster was too practical aman to have prepared such a
statement had he known that nobody would ever read it. Two months
later Henry Stimson and Davis exchanged acouple of letters. In the early
part of 1942 Sumner Welles praised Davis for his commentaries. "One of
your constant listeners—when present conditions make it possible," he
declared. A few months later Felix Frankfurter told Davis about "a close
reading of much that you have written during the last twenty years."66
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In June 1940 Davis demonstrated his support for adeclaration of war
against Germany. He joined the twenty-two-member Century Dinner
Group, the more militant part of the Committee to Defend America. The
only radio commentator in the group, he proved particularly useful in
publicizing their beliefs. But he later had second thoughts. Mark Lincoln
Chadwin, in The Hawks of World War II, states that by the winter of
1940 Davis was one of several members who felt "their usefulness as
objective analysts of foreign affairs would be impaired by continued
association with a"pressure group.' "6'
A reading of Davis's broadcasts indicates that in spite of what he might
have done privately, on the air he tried to avoid extreme British partisanship. Of course it depended on who listened. No reader protested when
the Nation's pro-British literary editor, in May 1940, said that Davis and
Swing were the two best news analysts, particularly because of the
"remarkable" objectivity in their broadcasts." Actually Davis's sympathies lay with the British. It is not surprising that by early 1941 the BBC
broadcast commentaries by both Swing and Davis to a"large listening
public" in Great Britain .e An August 1941 example of what Davis told
his English audience at 9:20 P.M. on Saturday evenings suggests that for
the BBC he abandoned all constraints in expressing his feelings about the
necessity of American intervention in the war. "It's becoming plainer
and plainer," he declared, "that what is going on in South America, and
in South-Eastern Asia, is directly related to the war in Russia, for they are
all parts of one single Great World War." He claimed that the Japanese
occupation of Indochina on July 25 was "certainly encouraged, if not
directly arranged by Hitler." He urged changes in the Department of
State:
There is an increasing demand that the President and Secretary Hull get
rid of the unteachable group in the State Department of men who have
not learned, after ten years of experience, that appeasement has never
worked anywhere, at any time. The second plain fact is that every bold
step by the Administration gets overwhelming public support.
When Davis announced that "moderation and appeasement have never
stopped Japan yet," he, like Swing, was telling the English what they
wanted to hear.'°
Davis's written work increased his radio audience in two important
ways. His frequent contributions to Harper 's and the Saturday Review
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made his name familiar to readers of these two influential magazines.
And both periodicals reprinted broadcasts or described his radio career,
along with urging subscribers to listen. Unlike other newscasters, Davis
had acouple of articles reprinted in Reader's Digest. Thus, even as a
writer, he occasionally reached an enormous audience.
His chief impact on the average citizen came through his nightly
five-minute broadcasts. Davis rose to national prominence with amazing
swifmess. In October 1939, Variety felt that next to Swing, "the man
who has most imprinted his personality on the public as aresult of
broadcasting war news this fall is probably Elmer Davis." In other
words, though having joined agroup of prominent newscasters, he had
not yet become ahousehold name. A Fortune survey in January 1940
asked the respondent to name his favorite radio news commentator.
Davis came in seventh. But another poll from the same period put him in
third place behind H. V. Kaltenbom and Lowell Thomas. 72 0bviously the
two surveys contradict each other; the surprising thing is that any national
poll could indicate this much awareness of anewscaster who had been on
the air for only three months.
At least part of the explanation, aside from the quality of reporting,
stems from the mechanics of broadcasting. Davis spoke daily—more
often than any other news analyst—with the resultant increase in public
exposure. Since he appeared on CBS, he was assured of alarge number of
powerful stations all over the country. He had the same hour every day
and agood one for the East, Midwest, and West. Finally, the brevity of
the program made his comment uniquely different from others on radio.
By December 1940, aHooperating reported aphenomenal 24.3 for
Davis. His commentary was heard an average of 3.6 times per week.
Compared with ratings for other newscasters, it seemed incredibly high,
particularly during this year. Advertisers took note. Colgate Palmolive
Peet signed acontract in March 1941. The company agreed to sponsor
Davis over ninety stations six days aweek. Variety commented that it
represented the first time CBS had ever had a"contract for news broadcasts of such proportions."" Businessmen knew who was reaching
millions of citizens nightly.
Davis was one of the two best-prepared radio commentators discussing
foreign affairs before 1941. If he often slighted events in the Far East, he
showed great concern over American policy toward Europe. Before May
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1940 he doubted whether America should play an active role in European
affairs. After Hitler's invasion of the Low Countries, Davis consistently
favored more aid for Britain than Roosevelt provided. He did not differ
from other influential Americans; before December 1941 he never
explicitly advocated sending an army overseas. But his summaries of the
news subtly led listeners to look favorably on such apoint of view.
Sumner Welles sensed Davis's complete support for administration
foreign policy. "I have yet to remember an instance when you have
rocked the boat," he wrote the commentator shortly after Pearl Harbor. 74
It is hard not to admire aman who expressed himself so well. Davis's
greatest contribution, however, came from his ubiquity during the twenty
months before Pearl Harbor. He broadcast more often and over stronger
affiliates than any other commentator. His conversion to militant interventionism provides a good example of what happened to many
Americans—both intellectuals and average citizens. Davis expressed the
shared assumptions of many liberals in an exceedingly lively fashion.
This makes the study of his style very important. He used his wit to point
up serious subjects. Otherwise he would be remembered as ahumorist,
not as apolitical commentator who could turn aphrase with such felicity.
Davis's contribution to the making of foreign policy is similar to that of
his colleague Raymond Gram Swing. Davis had amuch larger audience
at home; he was heard less frequently in other parts of the world. Davis
was not considered the unofficial voice of the State Department, though
his support for Roosevelt's foreign policy was no secret. Davis did not
make foreign policy, but like Swing, he made an interventionist foreign
policy possible by relating the events of the rest of the world to the need
for American involvement. An independent commentator, he too abandoned objectivity in the twenty months before Pearl Harbor. He used his
wit to lampoon those who dared to suggest that America had too many
problems at home to worry about the rest of the world. The careful
listener had no difficulty telling what Davis favored. He consistently
showed the need for an end to isolationism. Davis and Swing contributed
importantly to the shift in public mood from isolationism to interventionism, because both not only reported the overseas news but explained
specifically what such news meant for American foreign policy.
Davis was fully committed, but thanks to his sense of humor he
successfully maintained his persona as an independent commentator who
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happened to believe in what Roosevelt wanted to do. This indirect
support proved far more valuable in combatting isolationism than direct
propaganda. Davis with complete honesty could say that only the world
crisis had made him abandon isolationism. Nightly he explained to
listeners that the facts demanded American involvement overseas.
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6 Fulton Lewis, Jr.:

"We Never Put 'Em to Sleep!"

A journalist who worked with Lewis during the early 1930s considered him "the most verbose human being now inhabiting the earth. ...
A helpless gabbler." In 1949 afellow reporter offered an only slightly
more flattering assessment: "Fulton, for all his bloated sermonizing on
the touch-me-not purity of The American Way is ashrewd and tireless
reporter. ...He's aterrific guy with the negative stuff—I mean he really
rises high when he can lambaste something or other."' Drawing no such
distinction, the commentator himself once proudly described his radio
style: "We never put 'em to sleep!'" Controversial news presented in
such amanner brought afanatical following. The broadcasts also aroused
intense hatreds.
Those who still remember Lewis's name probably recall his notoriety
during the early 1950s. He was one of Senator Joseph McCarthy's most
vigorous defenders. In those years some writers made much of the
newscaster's opposition to American entrance into World War II. They
remembered how he had encouraged Charles Lindbergh to make his first
radio broadcast in September 1939. Others, incensed by Lewis's tactics,
recalled his series of broadcasts for the National Association of Manufacturers in 1941. For them, that was enough to damn the news analyst. Such
passions are misplaced when considering Lewis's activities before Pearl
Harbor. He did oppose Roosevelt's foreign policy, he did offer fawning apologias for big business under the auspices of NAM, he did find
much favor with acertain stripe of congressman. Lewis's career demonstrates the techniques and commercial benefits of sounding controversial. But before 1941 his national audience was rather limited.
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Raymond Gram Swing's opinion seems sound. Before Pearl Harbor his
colleague was "a phenomenon more than an influence.
isolationist who lacked an audience.

"4

Lewis was an

A WASHINGTON SOUTHERNER
On April 30, 1903, Fulton Lewis, Jr., was born in Washington, D.C.
His father enjoyed alucrative law practice. The family owned asubstantial home in Georgetown and asummer residence on the grounds of what
is now the Washington Cathedral. A maternal grandfather had been
Lincoln's Chief Clerk of the Treasury, a position corresponding to
today's Treasurer of the United States.
Like many other long-time Washington residents of the period, the
Lewises considered themselves Southerners. When their son was ready
for college, the University of Virginia seemed a natural choice. He
entered in the fall of 1920. The following spring, unwise speculations by
the father temporarily placed the family in straitened circumstances.
Lewis, Jr., remained in Washington the next year for lack of funds. 5An
indifferent student, he chose to leave college in 1924 without graduating.
A part-time position playing atheater organ in alocal movie house seems
to have been his chief memory of the Charlottesville years. In an
authorized biography, Lewis recounted how, though never having played
an organ in his life, he got the job:
He looked over the controls, found the one which—he hoped—would
disconnect the foot pedals, pulled out all the rest. Then he ripped into
"Margie."
As he beat the bass keys with his left hand, his feet literally danced on
the disconnected pedals. Music boomed out in the cavernous empty
theater, and the manager couldn't keep his amazed eyes off those flying
feet. When Fulton finished, the theater man shook his head in admiration and awe. "Gee," he breathed, "you really can play those things!"
Fulton got the job, to begin the next day. From the theater he went
straight to the organ at the University chapel and sat down at the
console. He cut all classes, missed all meals, and got no sleep that
night, but when he reported for work the next day, he could play the
organ!
It has been like that ever since.'
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It was. He showed an impressive ability to bluff his way through almost
any situation. His career as newscaster was a"cinch"—the only requirement was an ability to talk.' A quick person could learn enough to play a
theater organ in aday—as long as the manager or audience was sufficiently ignorant.
In the fall of 1924, Lewis enrolled in the George Washington University School of Law. He quickly decided that his father's career would not
be his. He became areporter for the Washington Herald, at eighteen
dollars aweek. His industriousness, self-confidence, and general ebullience served him well. In three years he was city editor. In 1928 he
became part of the Washington Bureau of Hearst's International News
Service. 8
The following year he met his future wife. Alice Huston was the
daughter of Claudius Hart Huston, aChattanooga millionaire who once
served as chairman of the Republican National Committee. Before the
Great Crash, Alice allegedly had amillion dollars in her own name.
Lewis met her while covering an important tennis match at the exclusive
Chevy Chase Country Club. The sporting event was his story alone: he
was the only reporter in Washington who belonged to the club. Through
his fiancée he came to know President and Mrs. Hoover. When the
marriage took place in June 1930, the First Lady and the Vice-President
of the United States attended the ceremony. A few notes Mrs. Hoover
sent to Alice Lewis suggest that she felt agenuine fondness for the
younger woman. 8
Shortly after his marriage, Lewis began gathering information concerning the manner in which Postmaster General Walter F. Brown and
large airlines worked together in handing out airmail contracts. Through
most of 1930 and 1931 the journalist collected data proving collusion and
fraud. Thinking his research had provided amajor story for his employer
(and made him famous in the process), he was terribly disappointed when
Hearst not only refused to publish his findings but took offense at what
the young reporter had uncovered. It turned out that Arthur Brisbane,
Hearst's leading editorial writer, was the Postmaster General's close
personal friend. The investigator sensed that his tenure as a Hearst
employee would be limited.'°
Still upset by this turn of events, Lewis finally gave his 398-page report
to Senator Hugo Black in 1933. The Alabamian used its contents in an
investigation of airmail contracts that fall. The following February,
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Roosevelt, with calamitous results, ordered the army to fly the mail. The
journalist then persuaded the chairman of the House Committee on
Military Affairs to suggest his name to the President for membership on a
committee to study the "whole problem of aviation under the Black
Bill.'" Nothing happened.
A rare surviving letter from Lewis to his wife provides a further
indication of the reporter's intense ambition during these years. He had
been sent to Cuba by Hearst in 1933.
Today I'm to interview President Machado, as you probably will have
found out by the papers before this reaches you.. ..
Mr. Hearst is very
much interested in this thing personally, and Ibelieve strongly the job
may do us much good. He might even want to talk over with me about
what Ihave seen and found out here. Iam informed indirectly that
Sumner Welles, whom Ihave talked confidentially with many times, is
very much pleased with the investigating Idid, and wants me to see the
President when Iget home. That of course would come about on
invitation from the White House, but wouldn't it be swell if it did?' 2
Lewis continued as aHearst employee. He wrote asyndicated column,
"Washington Sideshow," filled with inside information, much of it pure
gossip. A story about Hoover's vice-president, Charles Curtis, out of
office, suggests the reporter's style: "He has alackadaisical law-office
down town. Lonely. Not much company these days. Lunch at adrug
counter. Sandwich and coffee. Chats with the soda-jerker. After all, has
to have somebody to talk to."
Two articles concerning Cordell Hull suggest Lewis's willingness to
express any opinion that might be salable. In 1934 he prepared astory
describing the Secretary as "a kindly, lovable, monumentally sincere
man." There were no takers. The journalist tried another tack. A more
ambitious piece, "Cordell Hull: Errand Boy," was also returned. The
editor of the American Mercury felt "it fail[s] to go deep enough into the
man. It is ...not asufficiently sage analysis.'" 4
Early in 1936 Lewis published "How the Republicans Hope to Beat
Roosevelt" in reactionary Bernarr Macfadden's Liberty Magazine. The
journalist suggested that the Democrats could be defeated "if the Great
American Voter grows sufficiently weary of the towering beanstalk of
national indebtedness, [and] if his breathing becomes labored in the
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stratosphere of brain-trust theories." In athoughtful touch, Lewis then
concluded that Macfadden was one of seven "real probabilities" for the
Republican nomination that year.' 5Though the prediction proved inaccurate, he was asked to contribute to Liberty on later occasions.
In sum, the Hearst employee tried his hand at many things during these
years. He spent a great deal of time helping to expose John Semer
Farnsworth, an honor graduate from Annapolis convicted of selling naval
secrets to the Japanese in 1936.16 As in the case of the airmail scandals, he
received little recognition for his careful investigation. The reporter
decided that he possessed special abilities to uncover wrongdoing—with
unfortunate results. During his radio career Lewis led many crusades. He
rarely found especially worthy subjects. Many of his later exposés were
believable only to listeners convinced that there were conspiracies all
about, especially in the highest government echelons.

SUBSTITUE GLOBE-TROTTER
Lewis's first contact with radio apparently came in 1927. He read
Herald "news flashes" over aWashington radio station. Nine years
later, achance to do acomplete news broadcast materialized. Hearst's
Washington Globe-Trotter always read apoem during the middle of his
fifteen-minute program. When the regular man took his summer vacation, Lewis offered to substitute without pay. Instead of poetry, he tried
something more exciting:
Fulton took amicrophone to the Department of State. He read the
straight news part of the program. Then, instead of reading apoem, he
brought before the mike adepartment code clerk with amessage from
the cruiser. It was in code—not asecret code, but akind of wireless
shorthand—and the clerk read it as it came in, then translated it for the
radio audience. It concerned the actual rescue of American citizens in
war-torn Spain."
He handled the newscasts so effectively that William B. Dolph, manager
of Mutual's Washington outlet and director of radio for the Democratic
National Committee in 1936, decided to test Lewis as aradio personality.
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The reporter, having recently quit Hearst's International News Service to
try public relations, gladly accepted Dolph's offer.
Lewis's first program concerned fishing, not the Department of State.
He offered his talks intermittently over WOL during the fall of 1936.
Listeners learned that star-drag reels could be had for less than four
dollars.' Attempting alight touch, the angler wrote "laugh" into his own
scripts. After not broadcasting for several weeks, he began: "It seems
like three months instead of three weeks since we last went fishing over
the air; this old microphone here almost has cobwebs, so far as I'm
concerned."
"9

Lewis's regular news commentaries began on October 28, 1937. He
started on alocal station at twenty-five dollars aweek. By December he
had gained anumber of additional Mutual outlets. Though speaking at
7:00 P.M., he could not get a sponsor. Years later, the broadcaster
explained why:
It was only after along, long time that Irealized what the trouble was.
My competition on the other three networks at that time was Amos and
Andy, Easy Aces, and Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians, and Iwas the
only person in radio stupid enough to take that time slote
Not until October 1939 did his news analyses find a buyer. Detrola
Radio, aDetroit firm, purchased the program over fourteen stations. A
Variety reviewer felt that Lewis, who read his own commercials, had
"the knack of not saying anything very new or very controversial, yet
making it listenable. That's usually considered commercial. "21

ADJECTIVES ARE NOT THE NATURAL ENEMIES OF NOUNS
In 1949 the following seemed agood description of the commentator's
broadcast style:
His favorite preliminary tactic in attack and counterattack consists in
characterizing the enemy as something like "a piddle-paddle, doubletalking, CIO-Communist backed, left-wing crackpot." (Lewis has
never subscribed to the theory that adjectives are the natural enemies of
nouns.) If his target should be an academician, Lewis commonly
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includes in his initial thrust "inexperienced, impractical, theoretical
college professor." Aman known as an aesthete is likely to bob up as a
"thyroidal poet" or "Greenwich Village expert on art and culture with
acapital C." When he is genuinely aroused about someone, Lewis
generally adds "shyster," "bum," "gibble-gabble phony," or a
"shilly-shallying fuzzy-duzzy.""
Such colorful language, made with equal parts of slang and cliché,
proved immensely appealing to some. But this is the mature Lewis in
action.
Broadcasts before 1941 were adifferent matter. In 1939 Lewis talked
about a"ten-dollar word." He introduced atopic with "and while this is
not generally known." A boat was "designed to dish it out but not to take
it, as one naval expert told me today. "" By the fall of 1940 he had started
using atheater organ selection to begin and end his program. He spent a
major part of one newscast describing asmall theater in Virginia (the
topic alone suggests one difference between broadcasts done this year
and several years later) in an unconvincingly lively fashion:
The American theatre was tottering from acombination of malnutrition
of the box-office [sic] as aresult of the depression and body blows from
the booming movie business. The lights were going out on Broadway.
Because the theatre was one of the first luxuries, Mr. America pared it
off the family budget. 24
A year later, after carefully explaining that Roosevelt had refused to
give him background information at apress conference, Lewis told his
listeners: "I got the background from other Washington sources by long
distance telephone." On December 8, 1941, he covered Roosevelt's
"Day of Infamy" speech. He familiarly described "Jimmy" Roosevelt
helping his father up the aisle. Shortly after the President finished his
remarks, Lewis turned to "a most amusing experience here, ladies and
gentlemen" and began discussing in detail whether he did or did not have
the right to broadcast congressional debate over aDeclaration of War."
His technique needed polishing.
A 1946 transcription of anewscast devoted in large part to the sins of
Henry Wallace shows the fully developed Lewis rhetoric to good advantage. The commentator directed his remarks to those "State [Department] pink-tinged frustrates" busy with their "mission for
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Moscow." Numerous clichés helped pad out the rapid tumble of words:
"So the jig was up and [Chester] Bowles threw in the sponge"; "how
does that jive," and "set that one." The voice—clipped and insistent—
conveyed a sense of presenting information from special sources available nowhere else. Someone listening might have pictured Humphrey
Bogart playing aparticularly tough gangster.
The commentator breathed hatred in his venomous attacks. A popular
article on Lewis titled "Voice with aSnarl" captured the way he said
"admiiiire." When the news analyst employed sarcasm, he offered a
deprecatory little chuckle or lingered over asyllable. He said "appointive" in such amanner that the listener understood that only loafers and
time-servers were appointed to office. Words came so quickly that the
newscaster often stumbled as he read. His pronunciation was generally
unaffected, though "order" became "oughter"; "rather," "rahtheh";
and "article," "oughtikle." Lewis liked alliteration. He emphasized the
same initial sound in "put off the politics," "piece of parchment,"
"Baltic and Balkans," and "mirror in the moving.
Before 1941 and in numerous instances thereafter, regular broadcasts
often seemed tedious." Long descriptions of machines and their products
failed to fascinate every listener. The "helpless gabbler" revealed himself in abroadcast concerning the Pratt & Whitney Company and its
"26

problems with machine tooling. Lewis mentioned that "it's been impossible to know just what the facts really are and that's the reason Iwent
yesterday to Hartford, Conn., to try to get afirst-hand picture for you as
to just what the real story is." He then expanded his travelogue:
First of all, by way of giving you ageneral picture, that [Pratt &
Whitney] plant is now turning out about 800 engines amonth, which
may sound like avery small number. You may picture the plant as one
little medium-sized building, with agroup of men using hand tools.
Get that thought out of your head, right now. The actual buildings of
that factory cover 30 acres of ground—that's the actual ground space—
and the daily pay roll is 13,000 men. Thirty acres is agood sized farm in
some parts of the United States."
In May 1941, the NAM hired the commentator to present aseries of
testimonials concerning big business and its efforts toward national
defense." Each Wednesday at 2:00 P.M., Lewis's programs originated
from adifferent plant. He was one of many doing the same sort of thing.
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As aVariety reviewer noted, it was hard "to be able to speak admiringly
of aradio program devoted to 'propaganda' for business. So many of the
radio attempts have been either transparently biased and smug or cautious
to dullness." 3°
Broadcasting from the Van Norman Machine Tool Company "in the
historic city of Springfield, Massachusetts," Lewis demonstrated the
latter defect:
And what about the floor space, sir?
[president of the company] Well, we've added 12,000 square
feet to the building and six months ago we bought another factory with
200,000 additional square feet. ...
Our oscillating grinder is used by
all manufacturers of ball bearings.

LEWIS:

SCOTT:

A few minutes later, the commentator indicated why some considered
him atool of the NAM: "Mr Scott confided to me this afternoon that he is
just 39 years old—from blueprint boy to president at that age—a little real
life answer to those who will want to tell you that today there is no
opportunity for American youth.'"' Speaking from the Swift meat packing plant in Chicago about amonth later, Lewis found kind words for his
host: "This is headquarters for the luscious beef steaks and the thrifty,
nutritious cuts, and the hickory smoked hams and bacon, that make the
American people the best fed on the face of the earth ...anotable
monument to the American system of free enterprise. "" Had this typified
all of his broadcasts, he might have gained areputation as radio's most
effective soporific.
A good example of the news analyst at his best—both because of the
subject matter and the manner of presentation—involved a 148-page
pamphlet published by the Department of Agriculture in 1943. It was
hard for the administration to talk of acritical paper shortage while its
own agency came out with acopiously illustrated publication, "The
Fleas of North America." Lewis could scarcely restrain himself:
Oh, wait aminute. Listen to this carefully, because this proves that
ALL government scientists and writers are not extremists or exaggerators ...this fellow is aconservative from way back:
"Fleas are probably best known as household pests. Their presence
in house [sic], UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, MA Ycause the
occupants great annoyance. ...In the United States (mind you, this
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is no reckless generalization ...we're confining ourselves to the
United States)— In the United States, fleas are serious pests of dogs,
cats, and poultry. Dogs may be greatly annoyed by fleas, and when
attacked, spend much time, gnawing ...the back near the root of the
tail.""

Listeners relished this exposé, though it proved difficult for Lewis to
find more monumental examples of wrongdoing by government officials.
Lewis devoted many broadcasts to reports of his private investigations.
Though related to the theme of official bungling or boondoggling, the
actual instances proved inconsequential. In 1944 the commentator made
aflying visit to Mexico City. He promised to explain his findings "just as
soon as it is safe to reveal them." Two years earlier, Mrs. Roosevelt had
been behind some crackpot scheme in which the Office of Civilian
Defense "hired Miss Mayris Chaney to teach dancing to the nation's
youngsters so that they might be better able to protect themselves against
bursting bombs." In June and July 1942 he devoted endless broadcasts to
discussions of how to manufacture synthetic rubber. Seventeen complete
analyses were reprinted in the Congressional Record, but few listeners
can have been as fascinated as some congressmen apparently were. 34 In
fact, those whose minds tended to wander would not have been regular
listeners to Lewis's programs. The talks were too detailed to interest the
average housewife unless she, like the broadcasters, had an inexhaustible
enthusiasm for stories meant to embarrass New Dealers."
At the end of the war, the Writers War Board, consisting of such
authors as Clifton Fadiman and Franklin P. Adams, summed up Lewis's
contribution to the war effort. They termed his "radio period 'a shockingly isolationist, intolerant and divisive program.' "No official action
was taken. The news analyst went on to greater successes as the friend
and confidant of Joseph McCarthy. In 1954, when Edward R. Murrow
openly attacked the senator on "See it Now," his immensely popular
television program, McCarthy chose Lewis's radio newscast to offer a
formal rebutta1. 36 Critics later remarked that it was the last time radio had
been used to present amajor news story.
In this comment lies part of the broadcaster's commercial difficulties
in the later 1950s. His television show enjoyed some success for atime.
But an unsmiling Lewis—with his long face, Roman nose, and slicked-
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down hair—looked ill at ease on the newçr medium. He apparently
refused advice about how to improve his image. The broadcaster's mouth
drooped open, accentuating awell-developed jowl. Undercover agents
appeared on television with him. Investigators such as Major Racey
Jordan looked so furtive that it proved doubly hard to believe their
incredible tales of how Roosevelt and such traitors as Harry Hopkins and
Harry Dexter White had given uranium and atomic secrets to the Soviet
Union in 1944."
A diminishing group of the faithful avidly followed the radio analyses.
Lewis described his supporters in a1958 television interview with Mike
Wallace:
You use the term, "extreme right." Iprefer the term "conservative."
But Ifind avery considerable amount of lunatic fringe that adheres like
lint to the coattails of the conservative side of the American picture.
Why Ican't say. Unfortunately, Mike, you cannot control who follows
you down the street or who writes you letters."
By 1960, he had to travel from city to city looking for sponsors." His
open espousal of McCarthyism made advertisers leery of buying his
program. At the time of his death, on August 21, 1966, he still found
favor with acertain sort of person. Some of the more prominent gathered
in Washington in 1962 to honor the commentator's twenty-fifth anniversary on radio. J. Edgar Hoover paid homage to the one broadcaster who
had vigorously opposed communism in the United States. Most Americans were unaware that Lewis was still on the air.

MUTUAL'S ISOLATIONIST: THE LINDBERGH BROADCASTS
AND INTRIGUE IN HAVANA
Not agreat many pre-1941 Lewis broadcasts have survived. Of those
that have, quite afew concern the need for national defense—a topic on
which all found it easy to agree. Aside from these NAM-sponsored
programs, there are testimonials from senators and representatives commending Lewis's distaste for Roosevelt's foreign policy and the New
Deal in general. The newscaster's name was often mentioned on the floor
of Congress. It is not difficult to demonstrate Lewis's isolationist sympathies.
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At first he did not strongly ciritcize Roosevelt. For instance, he sent a
fish to the fellow angler in 1935. The President was apparently delighted:
"Just anote to tell you that Black Bonito was perfectly delicious. They
have been very elusive when Ihave tried to catch them. Thank you ever
so much." The following year, Lewis won the admiration of other
reporters, and the President as well, by predicting in apress pool that
Roosevelt would win every state except Maine and Vermont. The reporter's son was born the same year. He told his fellow journalists that he had
another President. Shortly after, aphotograph arrived from the White
House inscribed: "To Fulton Lewis III, as one President to another.
Franklin D. Roosevelt. "4°In January 1940 the Chief Executive began his
press conference with some general banter. He wanted acopy of arecent
Lewis dinner speech because he "could then steal afew of the quips." He
added: "You know, Ihave no scruples about stealing things, absolutely
none." 4'
The President's comments might have been less lighthearted had he
realized that just four months earlier, Lewis had arranged for Charles
Lindbergh to make his first radio appearance opposing American intervention in the European war. William R. Castle, Under Secretary of State
during Hoover's administration and abitter Roosevelt opponent, held a
dinner at his Washington home on August 23, 1939. He invited Lindbergh, recently returned from Europe, and the broadcaster." His two
guests enjoyed each other's company. As Lindbergh reports in his Journals, the three felt the same way about dangers inherent in the crisis:
We are disturbed about the effect of the Jewish influence in our press,
radio, and motion pictures. It may become very serious. Lewis told us
of one instance where the Jewish advertising firms threatened to
remove all their advertising from the Mutual system if acertain feature
were permitted to goon the air. The threat was powerful enough to have
the feature removed.°
On September 10 the aviator, who had long resisted all attempts to
persuade him to talk on the air, decided to accept Fulton Lewis's offer."
Two years later, when this story appeared in Life, some sponsors dropped
the newscaster temporarily." But asurvey of the coverage of Lindbergh's
initial speech by Variety and newspapers in several large cities shows that
nobody mentioned Lewis's name, not even the Chicago Tribune. Only
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Time credited the commentator with helping to arrange the broadcast."
Mutual hoped to have an exclusive, but Lindbergh insisted that CBS
and NBC be included. In the end all three major networks carried his
remarks though he spoke from an MBS studio. 4'Once again Lewis was
denied the publicity he had sought for so long. No wonder Roosevelt
sounded jovial about Fulton Lewis, Jr., in January 1940. He knew
nothing of the latter's connection with Charles Lindbergh.
Within a few months Lewis's true feelings about the Roosevelts
became better known. In April 1940 he broadly hinted that the American
Youth Congress, one of Eleanor Roosevelt's projects, was aCommunistfront organization. Lewis noted that the "main horde" that poured into
Washington included mostly "Polish or Russian" names. Those who
had come did not simply listen to Roosevelt on the White House grounds,
"they swarmed the south lawn in amisty drizzle." Accusing the group of
having done more in "three days to prove the Dies Committee charges"
than Congressman Martin L. Dies had been able to do in two years, the
writer concluded that "altogether, the Youth Congress champions—
except for unflagging Mrs. Roosevelt—began to have their doubts about
its [sic] guiltlessness of Communism which she had, in effect, guaranteed."
If the syntax was garbled, the meaning was clear. Mrs. Roosevelt
promoted the cause of subversive Communist organizations in America.
Lewis's conclusion fit nicely with the magazine's lead editorial that
issue. Publisher Bernarr Macfadden warned his readers that only those
who favored "dictatorship" would vote the New Deal."
On July 4, 1940, Lewis offered aspecial program devoted to foreign
policy alternatives. Pretending it was 1776, he made obvious reference to
the current political scene:
As you well know, that caused aterrific controversy in Congress. ...
There are two widely separated factions ...
one is what you might call
the isolationist group ...they believe that we should break with the
old world ...we should live our own life, and we should NOT involve
ourselves in affairs across the Atlantic and we should NOT submit to
dictation and interference and meddling FROM across the Atlantic ...
these isolationists say that we should govern ourselves, and make our
own place in the world ...and they were the ones who have been
supporting Mr. Lee of Virginia. ...
The other faction is what might be called the appeasement group ...
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it is the Tory party, really ...
they believe that we should try to reach a
peaceful settlement with King George.

The talk's popularity encouraged the broadcaster to present substantially
the same thing on later anniversaries of American independence."
The climax of the Battle of Britain in September 1940 led many
Americans to sense aspecial urgency in sending additional assistance to
England. CBS correspondent Edward R. Murrow offered descriptions of
acity subjected to nightly air raid attacks. Lewis attempted to belittle the
damage. He described a "three-hour" interview with Major General
George V. Strong ("a wiry slender little fellow"), chief of the War Plans
Division of the Army and head of aSpecial Commission of American
Military Observers ("the picked brains of the Army") who had just
returned from amonth in Britain. Lewis promised his audience "a bit of
cold hard fact as to what is the real situation in England." The commentator had to combat an image many Americans had come to accept:
"Now you've doubtless seen pictures of these various sites, buildings,
ruins and blazing fires because those are the only things photographers
take pictures of. There's no news interest in taking pictures of the
buildings that are not injured." He added that newsmen set up their
cameras to "show the damage most efficiently."
Lewis admitted that bombs hit London occasionally but that was "just
atragedy." He quoted General Strong as saying that "something less
than one percent" of the city had been bombed. The German attacks
were "not nearly as efficient as they have been advertised." If somehow
glass shattered, no matter. It meant "a boom time for the glaziers."
Indeed the Nazis actually helped the business: "Glass mills are turning
out glass as fast as they can." Anyone listening to Lewis's account would
have thought that it was "business as usual" in London.''
Perhaps the commentator's most overt attempt at attacking Roosevelt
took place in July 1940. Lewis covered the second meeting of the Foreign
Ministers of the American Republics in Havana. On July 26 the German
chargé d'affaires in Cuba sent along message to Berlin in which Kurt
Sell, embassy press adviser in Washington, discussed an idea of Fulton
Lewis, Jr.'s. The commentator allegedly wanted Hitler to address ashort
telegram to Roosevelt, suggesting the President urge Churchill to give up
ahopeless fight. Roosevelt would of course make arude reply, but it
would help keep America out of war." Alton Frye, in his discussion
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of Nazi intrigue in the United States before 1941, makes much of this
report. He concludes that "the incident is an interesting revelation of a
well-known American publicist's apparent readiness to cooperate with
the Nazis in discrediting the United States President."" But Frye made
no investigation of Lewis's influence before 1941.
A few weeks after the telegram of July 26 had been received, Berlin
wrote Hans Thomsen, German chargé d'affaires in the United States, for
information concerning Fulton Lewis, Jr. Thomsen's reply, which Frye
discusses, should have encouraged the historian to look elsewhere for
Nazi spies:
He [Lewis] attempts to support the isolationist line in his commentary
on foreign affairs. He takes an attitude toward Germany which is
factual and unprejudiced, so that the proposal in question was certainly
well meant. On the other hand, in contrast to some leading American
commentators, no political importance is attached to L. The proposal in
question, therefore, probably arises mostly from adesire on the part of
the personalities involved to gain attention.'4
In 1950 Hubert Humphrey publicized the July 26 telegram in hopes of
making trouble for Lewis. The commentator, in a lengthy rebuttal,
termed Humphrey's "statements ...falsehoods out of the whole
cloth."" The defense proved convincing only to Lewis's followers.
Actually, there seems no question that such atelegram was sent to Berlin
and that Fulton Lewis, Jr., made asuggestion to Kurt Sell to the effect
that Hitler should wire Roosevelt. The message demonstrates the news
analyst's interest in keeping the United States out of the European war
and some extremely unethical behavior. But Thomsen's belief that the
entire affair was apublicity stunt provides further proof that the commentator was not taken seriously by many in 1940.

-A

PHENOMENON MORE THAN AN INFLUENCE"

It is not necessary to rely on the German chargé's assessment of
Lewis's importance. A Fortune survey asking for one's favorite radio
commentator in November 1939 failed to include Lewis's name as a
possible response. Nor was there any mention of this broadcaster in
Radio Daily's popularity poll released in January 1940. A year after,
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Lewis's Hooperating was amodest 3.8. As late as March 1941, he was
sponsored in only twenty-three cities.%
The frequency with which he broadcast in Chicago and New York tells
asimilar story. In Washington, D.C., Lewis spoke five nights aweek at
7:00 P.M. from 1938 until Pearl Harbor. For citizens in the nation's
capital, he was amost important commentator. But in New York, he did
not broadcast at all during most of 1941, and only sporadically before
that. In Chicago, he appeared at adizzying variety of times. In January
1940 he spoke at the unpopular hour of 11:15 P.M. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. In October he was off the air. By May 1941 he appeared
on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday at 6:00 P.M. In November 1941 his
number of listeners must have been minuscule. True he appeared five
days a week at 6:00 P.M., but on W59c, a shortwave station in part
experimental. This sort of coverage in major metropolitan areas proves
that Chargé Hans Thomsen sent accurate information to Berlin when he
belittled Lewis's importance."
Along with trying to make himself known to the President, the commentator cultivated the friendship of other administration leaders. In both
1938 and 1939, the broadcaster persuaded Harold Ickes to substitute for
him during avacation. In December 1939 he arranged for Sumner Welles
to speak on an hour-long Mutual program "designed as aChristmas and
New Year greeting to the American people and the American services."
Ten months later he discussed with Pierrepont Moffat aBritish corporation that sought to make purchases in the United States.% After October
1939 there is no further indication of contacts with State Department
officials.
He did earn the admiration of Bernard Baruch. On April 20, 1942, the
financier sent Lewis anote of thanks. "You squeezed alot of information
into your broadcast and it was all so understandable," he wrote. In 1947
Baruch praised the commentator for his realism: "I must confess that I
always wanted some broadcast coming from America, stating facts, in
order to meet the lying propaganda that is continually preached from the
other side."
"9

Lewis proved particularly effective in cultivating the friendship of
Herbert Hoover, whom he had first met in 1929. The ex-President
opposed the New Deal and, after September 1939, what he considered
the prowar attitude of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Hoover felt ignored by the
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regular press. Beginning in 1939, he paid careful attention to what Lewis
said on the air. On several occasions before Pearl Harbor he wrote Lewis
seeking publicity for speeches he planned to make or urging the commentator to include specific items in his broadcasts. Lewis was eager to help.
In April 1939 Hoover told the newscaster that he would be
"delighted" to discuss the "national situation" with him. 6°Nine months
later Lewis devoted part of abroadcast to Hoover's attempts at providing
relief for the Finnish people. The news analyst mentioned his source of
information (and made sure to send acopy of his remarks to Hoover
himself): "It so happens that Isaw Mr. Hoover myself while Iwas on my
way through New York on this trip. We had quite a long chat. ...
Incidentally, he told me that he has received more than amillion-and-ahalf dollars, in the Finnish Relief Fund, to date." Hoover expressed
special satisfaction with Lewis's 1943 attack on the Four Freedoms, in
particular Freedom from Fear and Freedom from Want, which the commentator considered socialistic measures. As he put it:
Let me remind you that Joe Louis didn't become the most famous and
the most powerful fighter in the world or in world history by lying in
bed twenty-four hours aday and having agovernment of college
economists in Washington serve him his meals on atray.
He called for afifth freedom, "freedom of individual enterprise." 6'
Lewis enjoyed great popularity among many congressmen. As one
magazine commented in 1943: Constant association with politicos has
given 39-year-old Fulton Lewis many of their mannerisms. He indulges
in deep senatorial guffaws, interminable telephone calls; gives his autograph freely and smokes his incessant cigarets in along black holder.' 62
In February 1939, though still looking for his first commercial sponsor, Lewis received aletter of appreciation from Representative John J.
Dempsey, Democrat of New Mexico. Five months later he made himself
better known. He persuaded Congress to allow the introduction of radio
facilities similar to the press galleries. The commentator arranged a
formal opening, even managing to get amessage from the White House
for the occasion. He thanked his friend John Dempsey for his untiring
efforts and invited fellow broadcaster Boake Carter to say afew words at
the end of the ceremony.6'
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Soon after, Mutual released apoll concerning Congress's favorite
commentators. It showed that Lewis was favored by 39 percent of the
legislators, as opposed to 18 percent for second-place Lowell Thomas.
An impressive number of testimonials from Congressmen lend credence
to the poll's findings. Senators as different as Arthur H. Vandenberg,
Claude E. Pepper, and Henry Styles Bridges all agreed that they benefited greatly from Lewis's news analyses.m
In October 1939, during the congressional debate over revision of the
Neutrality Act, Lewis came up with another way to promote his name on
Capitol Hill. He purchased fifteen thousand copies of apamphlet put out
by the House Foreign Affairs Committee containing pertinent resolutions
and existing legislation printed in parallel columns. He told his listeners
that "Mr. [Sol] Bloom was furnishing them.
Representatives spent the
better part of an hour arguing whether it would be possible to get the
publication from Lewis for nothing or if it would be necessary to appropriate money for printing additional copies. Lewis gained valuable publicity in the process.
An even better opportunity presented itself in early 1942. Congress
had voted itself a handsome pension, but there was agood deal of
unfavorable public comment. Lewis jumped in with an impassioned
defense of the hard-working solons:
"65

I've seen many aMember of Congress spend his whole life in the House
or Senate, and finally go out of office abroken, penniless old man, and
it's hard to understand why they shouldn't be allowed the same pension
arrangement the regular civil-service employees enjoy.'

The obvious justness of these remarks was immediately discussed on the
floor of Congress.
A few months later, the newscaster began acrusade concerning synthetic rubber, which presented an opportunity for attacking Oil Coordinator Harold Ickes as well. Many members of Congress became
convinced that here was acommentator who spoke to their needs and
desires. In one sense Lewis was bound to have alarge following in
Washington. After all, he spoke five days aweek from the beginning of
1938. Only Elmer Davis broadcast with greater frequency. But Lewis's
assiduous cultivation of congressmen and his willingness to defend their
every action greatly increased his popularity.
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Congressman Charles A. Eaton of New Jersey sent ahandwritten letter
in July 1942, which no doubt expressed the sentiments of others as well:
"You have long been my favorite commentator because of your absolute
fairness, your painstaking endeavor to get at the truth of every situation
you discuss, and, above all, because of your courage in always 'hewing
to the line.'
There is no question that this was sincerely meant.
Senator Gerald P. Nye found the broadcaster's newscasts extremely
informative. Lewis, he wrote aconstituent, "is one of the very few of
these commentators who has been able to hold an even balance during
these trying times and to deal sensibly with current events. That is why he
carries such real weight when he digs into the rubber question as he
has.
Thanks to his friends in Congress, the news analyst's right to stay on
the air became relatively secure by the middle of 1941. Isolationists
expressed delight when in late April Lewis belittled stories that 40
percent of "the material that we have sent, and are now sending, to
Britain under the lend-lease program has been sent to the bottom on the
way across." Gerald Nye fully accepted the broadcaster's corrective and
cited it in a speech on the Senate floor. The commentator's evidence
consisted of "three unidentified government sources." Lewis told his
listeners that he was providing this information merely "to keep the
record straight.' 69 Actually Lewis hoped to prove that American naval
vessels were not needed to convoy merchant ships across the Atlantic.
One listener told of Lewis's daily assertions that Roosevelt opposed any
use of convoys. 7°
Such clever misinformation about what was happening led to rumors
that the administration hoped to force Lewis off the air. Reports that
Lowell Mellett, of the office of Government Reports, had tried to end
Lewis's broadcasts were the subject of serious Senate inquiry in May. By
September, Time referred to "Isolationist Fulton Lewis, Jr.," without
many sponsors growing fearful. After all, he had been chosen one of the
ten outstanding young men of 1939. And in 1943 acommittee of judges
headed by the president of Washington and Lee University even decided
to give Lewis the first Alfred I. Dupont award for "aggressive, consistently excellent and accurate gathering and reporting of news." 71
Lewis's national prominence came mostly in the period following
Pearl Harbor. By July 1942 he had quite afollowing, particularly in
Congress. During the early Cold War years he had millions of listeners.
"67

"68
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By 1954, however, he attracted aspecial audience. As an official Pulse
survey that year showed: "Fulton Lewis, Jr. has great appeal among
retired people and among professional and business men. On the other
hand, his audience is made up of abelow-average number of so-called
working class people. ""
This survey suggests that aside from conservative, elderly businessmen, few could listen nightly for twenty years to stories of government
ineptitude and Communist conspiracy. Fulton Lewis, Jr. made acareer
out of proving that New Dealers never acted as they publicly claimed.
Accordingly, certain congressmen, and persons such as Herbert Hoover,
listened regularly to the commentator and approved of what he said. But
Lewis's own crusades had little to do with the news. His coverage of
foreign affairs consisted mostly of stories that would seem to prove
American participation in European affairs unnecessary. Had Lewis
considered being pro-Roosevelt salable before 1941, he might willingly have traded his isolationist label for that of administration spokesman.
Lewis typified the attitudes of more than one commentator on the air
before Pearl Harbor. He generally ignored what took place in the Far
East. He may have sounded fierce and full of righteous indignation, but
that was mostly good showmanship. News broadcasts became vehicles to
advance his career—and being controversial seemed the best way to
attract attention. It is thus more important to understand what use Lewis
made of the news than to remember exactly what courses of action he
favored." Radio was amedium where skills in self-promotion mattered.
Only an "inexperienced, impractical, theoretical college professor"
would be silly enough to care seriously about what was said. On the other
hand, Lewis's willingness to serve as publicist for Herbert Hoover and
Charles Lindbergh suggests that before 1941 there were influential
Americans who found his radio broadcasts avehicle for furthering their
particular points of view. They cared seriously about what Lewis said,
but only because he reinforced beliefs they already held. Lewis was an
isolationist—one of two on the air after 1939—but his impact was no
greater than that of Boake Carter after September 1939. The importance
of Lewis comes from realizing how little he influenced the average
person—no matter what many congressmen thought. Only in Washington, D.C., did Lewis make radio news and isolationism seem closely
related.
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7 Edward R. Murrow.

The Foreign Correspondent
as Broadcaster

He seemed inordinately proud of aphotograph given him by Carl
Sandburg, inscribed "To Ed Murrow, reporter, historian, inquirer,
actor, ponderer, seeker." Yet the same person once admitted: "Never in
my life have Ihad ahorizon that extended beyond 90 days." At fifty he
felt: "For my own part, Ihave not yet reached the age where reminiscences fascinate me. One of the advantages of reporting through a
medium as fast as radio is that you don't have the time or the inclination to
look back." 2 Such is not often the characteristic of the philosopher or
historian.
Murrow was sometimes bitter, often purposely unreflective, in success
mightily unsure of himself. He remained troubled about his occupation:
"My father does not go so far as to say that there's something dishonest
about aman making aliving merely by talking. But he does think there's
something doubtful about it. Withdrawn, pretentious, eloquent, manly
and virile, grasping, self-consciously antiintellectual yet alive to the fine
points of protecting individual liberties, he seemed an impossible mass of
contradictory tendencies. As Eric Sevareid noted, he "was aremarkable
"3

and remarkably complicated personality." 4
He had amagnificent voice—better than virtually any other commentator who has ever worked in radio and television. Indeed, Murrow's
sense of how to speak made him recognizably superior to his colleagues
from almost the first time he broadcast. Unlike most radio news commentators of the 1930s, he never worked on anewspaper. In content and
179
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approach to the news, too, he differed from others on the air before Pearl
Harbor. As aforeign correspondent in England, he brilliantly captured
the sounds and spirit of apeople living with daily air raids, bombings, and
the ever-present threat of invasion. His newscasts still convey what it was
like to live in London after the outbreak of World War II. He employed
the medium of radio to promote interventionism in abrilliantly creative
fashion.
Murrow felt that he spent his most valuable years in Britain, particularly before 1941. "And you were living alife, not an apology" was the
compliment he sometimes paid the English.' In print, this seems overly
rugged—the spirit of the executive who thinks himself an outdoorsman
for donning an expensive plaid wool shirt on weekends—but Murrow
sometimes created this impression while trying to talk in amanly way of
courage he considered admirable. No newspaper coverage equaled Murrow's ability to make events in Europe seem immediate and compelling
to millions of Americans. And his talents extended beyond reporting.
After 1945 he became apowerful CBS vice-president.

HE DROVE HIMSELF TERRIBLY
Egbert Roscoe Murrow was born near Polecat Creek, Guilford
County, North Carolina, on April 15, 1908. His mother displayed the
true Southerner's penchant for unusual names. She called Egbert's
brothers Lacey Van Buren and Dewey Joshua. During the Civil War a
grandfather had been one of Stonewall Jackson's staff officers. Egbert's
family should have been prosperous. But the father failed as afarmer. A
big, laconic man, he seemed unable to make up his mind easily. A
relative remembers that Roscoe disliked Polecat Creek. He was "restless
and always 'looking away, wanting to go. ' But he remained in North
Carolina for years.
"6

He let his tiny, nervous wife make most of the decisions. Ethel Lamb
Murrow frequently suffered from asthma. She made her sons read aBible
chapter every night. Years after, the broadcaster described his mother as
so religious that she feared to say hello when answering the telephone
"because one syllable of that tells the name of Satan's home. She says
'hey-yo.' "
In 1913 the entire family moved to the state of Washington. Ethel
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Lamb had acousin there who made the area sound promising. At first the
Murrows lived in atent in this relative's backyard. Happy to give up
farming, the father became alocomotive engineer for alogging camp
near the then primitive settlement of Blanchard, seventy miles north of
Seattle.
The Industrial Workers of the World were active in the area. Later the
commentator occasionally spoke of aradicalism imbibed from being near
such people, but it seems to have been an afterthought. Murrow enjoyed
the outdoors for the rest of his life. He spent an entire year between high
school and college working with his father as alogger on Beaver Lake,
about one hundred miles west of Seattle. But the news analyst's
enthusiasm was for the woods and the sort of person who worked in
lumber camps, not radical movements.'
For instance, when Murrow entered Washington State College in
Pullman, Washington, in 1926, he faced two years of compulsory
ROTC. He liked the drilling so much that he remained in the program all
four years. As asenior he became acadet colonel and taught acourse in
machine guns his final semester. Although this was the extent of his
military experience, he never forgot its pleasures.'
In 1926 Washington State College was exceptional in few respects. It
did, however, have agood speech department, and offered one of the first
college courses in radio broadcasting given anywhere in America. Murrow had been an excellent debater in high school. Now he found his voice
continued to be an asset. He debated, became active in dramatics, and
even made a reputation for himself as a local sportscaster. A loyal
fraternity man and campus leader, he served as president of the student
body his junior year. In 1928, tired of endless jokes about his name, he
changed Egbert to Edward and shortened Roscoe to amiddle initial.
Thanks partly to high marks in military science and speech courses, he
graduated amember of Phi Beta Kappa in 1930.'°
He had been elected president of the National Student Federation in
1929. In June the following year, he moved to New York City. As
president, he received no salary. There was aliving allowance of twentyfive dollars aweek. Duties consisted only of those he managed to create.
For instance, Murrow sent atelegram to the Secretary of the Interior
proclaiming the federation's approval of an action taken by the Secretary
of State." The student leader and afriend persuaded CBS to let them
present aradio program promoting their organization. In September 1930
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alecture entitled "Looking Forward with Students" was heard by asmall
group at 3:30 in the afternoon. Two years later, "Youth in Revolt," no
doubt attracted more listeners."
During the summer of 1930, Murrow made his first trip to Europe. The
Washington State graduate arrived fashionably attired. "I wore astraw
boater and carried acane. No one laughed at me, at least not openly," he
recalled." Back in New York, it proved difficult to live on twenty-five
dollars aweek. As arecent biographer puts it, Murrow "retired" from
his presidency in 1932. 14 He became an assistant to Stephen P. Duggan,
director of the Institute for International Education. Carnegie and Rockefeller funding provided most of the financial support; Murrow quickly
learned about the world of foundations. His duties often seemed abit
dull. He edited amonthly magazine and prepared for publication alist of
all those who had held American Field Service fellowships at French
universities. He wrote atreatise entitled Fellowship Administration.'5
Some tasks proved more interesting. In 1933 he helped set up the
Emergency Committee in Aid of Displaced German Scholars. Afterward
he described himself as "the youngster who did the donkey work. "16
'
16

Another assignment involved planning exchange programs between the
United States and Europe. During the summer of 1934 agroup of students
studied in the Soviet Union. Despite its success, the Russians abruptly
canceled a similar arrangement the following year. In 1954 Joseph
McCarthy tried to prove that Murrow was aCommunist because he had
helped arrange atrip to Leningrad in 1935.''

In October 1934 the broadcaster married Janet Huntington Brewster, a
graduate of Mt. Holyoke College. They had met in 1932, when both
attended a National Student Federation conference in New Orleans.
Later, Mrs. Murrow was not very sure why the marriage actually took
place: "I think Ed was trying hard to avoid it. He was ayoung man who
thought he had few prospects at the time.""This may have been true. But
Murrow explained himself differently in a letter he sent his fiancée
around 1933: "I'm no boy wonder, but I've driven myself terribly in the
past few years to get where Iarn." 19
It is hard to be certain what kind of person Murrow was during these
years. At the institute he seemed aconscientious, deferential, somewhat
colorless administrative assistant. He also could be found wearing
clothes of the dandy. One person remembers seeing him about 1935
addressing agroup of German exchange students. He was decked out in a
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light-beige gabardine suit with aNorfolk-style jacket, abrown shirt, and
a canary yellow tie. In London, a few years later, the broadcaster
decorated his den with "Navajo Indian blankets, totems, [and]
tomahawks."" Yet aformal photograph from this period shows arather
ill-at-ease young man, sitting at adesk. He holds abrand-new, carefully
sharpened pencil. An unused pad of paper is in front of him. He seems
unsure what to do next."
A manufactured vita that Murrow used before 1941 provides agood
indication of his determination to impress others. He apparently felt too
young to be working for the Institute of International Education. Accordingly, he changed his birth date to 1905. A speech major from Washington State College did not sound like much in New York. He claimed to
have taken courses at the University of Washington and to have received
an M.A. from Stanford. His undergraduate major became political science and international relations. One year as alogger blossomed into
"two years as compassman and topographer for timber cruisers in Northwest Washington, British Columbia and Alaska." Also afavorite pastime in New York involved numerous trips to ashooting gallery in Times
Square." Perhaps such tendencies during the 1930s explain how Murrow
later became aCBS executive.

HE NEVER WORKED ON A NEWSPAPER
Murrow's radio career began in September 1935, when he became
Columbia's director of radio talks and education. Though he had no
journalism experience, he was used to arranging speakers. He edited
Talks, which reprinted network radio broadcasts of an educational sort.
He also endured innumerable heated discussions with politicians seeking
radio time. In November 1936 he went to Hyde Park to help facilitate the
transmission of any statement Roosevelt wished to make on election
night." In general, his job, which permitted no broadcasting, lacked
excitement.
In February 1937, CBS asked him to become its European director.
César Saerchinger, who had held the position for several years, wanted to
return to the United States. He felt the assignment offered no chance for
advancement. In 1937 this was not an unwise judgment. One did little
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more than line up children's choirs or soloists to fill program time that
Columbia could not sell. The pace was leisurely. The rewards consisted
largely of travel abroad. Murrow accepted, even though he realized that it
meant something of astep down from director of talks. Overseas events
soon made his decision seem amazingly prescient.
At first, instead of broadcasting himself, Murrow hired others to do so.
Occasionally, however, he offered afew remarks on the air. In July 1937
he described an encampment being held in the Netherlands for boy scouts
from all over the world. During abank holiday shortly thereafter, he
conducted aman-in-the-street interview at Brighton Beach in England.
On Christmas Day 1937, from London, he read aprepared translation of
Haile Selassie's season's greetings. 24
His first important news broadcast came in 1938, when the Nazis
marched into Vienna. On March 14 CBS presented its first European
roundup. Murrow was in Vienna; his assistant, William L. Shirer,
regularly speaking from Berlin, found himself in London. Hearing commentary from several countries on one program seemed remarkable to
those who tuned in. Five days later, Murrow presented an analysis of
what had happened in Austria. His remarks included some effective
imagery:
I'd like to be able to forget ...the thud of hobnailed boots and the
crash of light tanks in the early hours of the morning on the Ringstrasse,
and the pitiful uncertainty and bewilderment of those forced to lift the
right hand and shout "Heil Hitler" for the first time. I'd like to forget
the sound of the smashing glass as the Jewish shops were raided; the
hoots and jeers aimed at those forced to scrub the side wa lk.25
Sometimes what ajournalist writes is not based entirely on what he
really believes. This passage came from intensely felt personal experience. Shirer reports that on the evening of this particular broadcast, he
and Murrow entered abar for atalk. They did not remain long. As the
European director explained: " 'I was here last night about this time,' he
said. 'A Jewish-looking fellow was standing at that bar. After awhile he
took an old-fashioned razor from his pocket and slashed his throat. '26
Though radio's Vienna coverage appealed to network executives and
some listeners, in the immediate aftermath, Murrow went back to London to arrange special events. In July 1938 he covered Howard
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Hughes when the aviator landed in Paris on his round-the-world flight. In
November Murrow returned briefly to the United States. In aspeech
before the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations he discussed familiar
differences between state-controlled radio in Europe and independent
networks in America. He reminded his audience that the first thing taken
over by the Nazis in Vienna was abroadcasting station."

MUSICIAN OF THE SPOKEN WORD
By the time that war began in September 1939, Murrow commented
from London almost every day. He also helped arrange for broadcasts by
others from a variety of European capitals. One of several persons
speaking on anightly fifteen-minute newscast, Murrow rarely talked for
more than acouple of minutes. A description of his style makes clear just
why he differed from other news analysts on the air during these years.
He began with "This is London." It quickly became his hallmark.
How he said these three words explains why he was so much better than
his competitors as abroadcaster. Time tried to depict the aural sense as
"This (pause) is London."" But there was not really apause. "This"
was the powerful opening; "is London," was unaccented. The latter two
words fell away naturally from what preceded, suggesting aperfect
example of natural speech patterns. There was no affectation. Rather, in
these words could be heard the sounds of aman alive to aproper sense of
timing. Many have written about the nuances and shadings of which the
spoken word is capable. Anyone who listened to Murrow heard aperson
able to manipulate these nuances properly. Murrow was actually a
sensitive musician of the spoken word. He realized that the duration of
sound—the distance between two words, for instance—could make a
listener's imagination enlarge the meaning of what was said.
Unlike any other news commentator on the air before 1941, Murrow
understood the difference between broadcasting and the printed word. He
dictated his commentaries, to find phrases with special aural appeal.
Sometimes he used avivid image that required no special presentation.
For instance, in June 1940 "Mr. Churchill needed only wings and an
engine to take off as he talked of the air force. ...' 0n other occasions,
the way Murrow said certain words became of critical importance.
'29
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Discussing the problem of building airfields in one country a month
earlier, he explained that "most of Norway stands on edge. "" Not only
was the image good, but because he said "stands" and "edge" incisively, listeners heard pointed words creating the feeling of sharpness. A
radio broadcast in afew seconds made people aware of logistical problems that anewspaperman might need pages to describe.
Murrow's sense of timing is exemplified in adescription of Parliament's reaction to an address by adiscredited leader on May 2, 1940:
"When Mr. Chamberlain concluded his speech there was adead, flat
silence." The news analyst sensed exactly how long to wait after "dead"
and "flat." When he got to "silence," the audience knew the utter
failure of the Prime Minister's program because of two momentary
pauses.
In the same broadcast, Murrow noted the reactions of one important
participant to Mr. Chamberlain's remarks: "All during the Prime Minister's speech, Mr. Winston Churchill slumped in his seat playing with his
fingers and watching the House and its reactions with great interest. —3 '
In
print, this sentence seems of no particular interest. On the air, Murrow
placed special emphasis on the word "slumped." It followed the clause
"All during the Prime Minister's speech," read in a straightforward
manner. Suddenly the newscaster's speech pattern collapsed. As the
figure slumped, the listener was jarred with the sense of cadence interrupted. Suddenly more than Mr. Churchill's body was involved: an entire
policy of apolitical opponent fell from official (or rigid) acceptance.
Another example further demonstrates Murrow's sense of timing. "I
reported to you yesterday concerning the increase in the 'get on with the
war' sentiment in this country," the foreign correspondent declared in
1939.32 He lingered ever so slightly between the "the" and "get." Then
"get on with the war" came out hurriedly. The listener heard impatience
expressed with extraordinary clarity. Murrow understood that, as in
music, the duration of arest must be used to point up, not expand out of
context, what precedes or follows.
The voice itself proved to be amarvelous device for broadcasting
images. In 1965 James Reston called it a "voice of doom." Earlier
someone described it as "apocalyptic."" Neither is agood description.
Many announcers have afulsomely rich vocal quality. They attempt to
persuade by enveloping the listener with broad tones and false
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friendliness. Murrow might have developed such acommercial sound,
but never did. He made no attempt to ingratiate. Instead, one heard an
honest baritone, at arather low speaking level. There was aconvincing
rugged truthfulness. As one popular magazine concluded, an "outsize
sense of responsibility fill[ed] Murrow's work with conviction and sincerity." 34
The news analyst enunciated clearly. In the process, pronunciation
occasionally sounded abit unnatural. For instance, "bellicose" became
"bellycose." When he said "school," one could see the protruding lips.
As he lingered over the final"1" of this word, he seemed to savor what he
was saying. Murrow made effective use of alliteration. He subtly played
with the change in sound following the initial "v" in "those vague
voices." Careful listeners heard the "a" and the "oi" and immediately
sensed how the same initial consonant had been slightly transformed by
different vowels. Murrow also spoke slowly enough to make comprehension easy.
Murrow used emotion-charged adjectives and words sparingly. For
example: "He fairly spat the words at jeering Labor members on the
opposite side of the house.'"6Listeners heard the explosive "p" and the
short "t" in "spat." The news analyst's mouth opened wide as he said
the "eer" in jeering."
In spite of his speaking ability, as late as 1938 Murrow had not
developed the radio style for which he became so well known. A visit to
the Maginot Line included the following dull recital of detail: "This
subterranean building is really very comfortable. It is air-conditioned and
has central heating; moreover, it is bomb, shell and gas proof."
Murrow rarely attempted to be humorous on the air. A 1941 broadcast
suggests that he was not always adept at the light touch:
While the diplomats are busy and the soldiers wait, Britain's inventors
are active. One man advocates anew style in glasses, the lens and
blinders are to be made of cardboard. Naturally that prevents you
seeing anything at all, but this particular gentleman insists that if they
are worn consistently day and night you won't notice the blackout."
And not every broadcast overflowed with original imagery. In 1939 he
felt war might "spread over the world like adark stain of death and
destruction." In 1941, on the air, the newscaster chose to introduce a
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colleague with some flowery poetry. In flat Indiana accents, Elmer Davis
quickly returned matters to amore sensible level:
MURROW: "Who tells me true though in his tale lay death Ihear him
as he flattered."
DAVIS: Ican't

tell you much about London for I've been here less than
twenty-four hours."

Those who listened regularly to Murrow's commentaries knew that he
had his dull or unorganized moments. Just before leaving Britain in 1941,
he found himself at the end of abroadcast without having said very much.
As the newscaster admitted, "Here Iam at the end of this rambling talk
without yet having decided what should be said. '"° But such lapses were
infrequent.
Murrow's abilities as a broadcaster are particularly evident in his
nightly descriptions of London during the Battle of Britain. From the
beginning of the war, however, his images had been good. In September
1939 he suggested what the outbreak of hostilities meant to Britain:
London as usual is black tonight. One gets accustomed to it, but it can
hardly be called pleasant. Idon't know how you feel about the people
who smoke cigarettes, but Ilike them, particularly at night in London.
...For amoment tonight Ithought Iwas back in the London of Mr.
Pickwick's time. Iheard avoice booming through the stark London
streets. It said, "Courtland Place, all's well." It was an air raid
warden; he had shouted to someone to cover their window, they had
done so, and so he was telling them that no more light came through.4'
Almost ayear later Murrow more openly praised the heroism of British
civilians under bombardment. "If the people who rule Britain are made
of the same stuff as the little people," he declared, "the defense of
Britain will be something of which men will speak with awe and admiration so long as the English language survives." 42
On August 24, 1940, he located himself outside ashelter on Trafalgar
Square. Listeners heard traffic noises and the unearthly lingering sound
of an air raid siren. Murrow described aman stopping to light acigarette
in front of him. He told of ared double-decker bus coming around the
corner with afew lights on top. "I'll just ooze down the steps and see if I
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can hear the ghosts shoed with steel shoes," he added in a rather
theatrical touch.°
Hitler's nightly raids increased in intensity. Two weeks later Murrow
described how "huge pear-shaped bursts of flame would rise up into the
smoke and disappear. The world was upside down." Still optimistic, he
reminded listeners that "several days of terror bombing will not cause
this country to collapse." On September 13 he explained what it was like
to live in acity under constant bombing attack:
One night Istood in front of asmashed grocery store and heard a
dripping inside. ...Two cans of peaches had been drilled clean
through by flying glass and the juice was dripping down onto the floor.
...Today Iwent to buy ahat—my favorite shop had gone, blown to
bits. ...Iwent to another shop to buy flashlight batteries. Ibought
three. The clerk said: "You needn't buy so many. We'll have enough
for the whole winter." But Isaid: "What if you aren't here?" There
were buildings down in that street, and he replied: "Of course, we'll be
here. We've been in business here for ahundred and fifty years.' 44
In achange of pace during the same broadcast, Murrow reported a
comment concerning Winston Churchill's siren suit, "one of those blue
woolen coverall affairs with azipper." He added: "Someone said the
Prime Minister must resemble abarrage balloon when attired in his siren
suit." Two nights later he discussed afire bomb that had hit the House
of Lords: "I heard aparcel of people laughing about it when one man
said: 'That particular bomb wouldn't seriously have damaged the
nation's war efforts.'
The intensity of the raids caused even such pro-British commentators
as Raymond Gram Swing to despair of Britain's holding out for long.°
Murrow never doubted that the Germans would fail. On September 24,
1940, he presented athirty-minute broadcast from London "during a
blackout" that brought him special acclaim. The CBS correspondent
stood on arooftop "looking out over London." Colleagues interviewed
people in various parts of the city, including an air raid shelter in the crypt
of St. Martin's-in-the-Field. Listeners heard bombs exploding and
antiaircraft guns in action. The next day the Christian Science Monitor
"46

praised the spectacular broadcast. The editorial stated that "the simple
words of people sheltered" in St. Martin's crypt "conveyed amessage
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which newspapers, even with the most brilliant reporting, photography
and editing, cannot deliver." 48
Such creative broadcasting involved obvious danger. Murrow seemed
to feel that risking his life improved the quality of his reporting. Worried
CBS executives ordered their man to remain under cover. He insisted on
speaking from rooftops, even in the midst of battle. In 1940 he wrote his
brother Lacey about what drove him to keep testing himself:
Have reached point where hands shake so much, can't even read my
own writing. ...Hasten to say that overwork and no sleep is responsible, not fright. ...Am going to Dover again tomorrow. No particular
reason for going but just can't stay away. Maybe it's because that
shelling shakes me up abit and Iwant to find out why."
Eric Sevareid suggested that Morrow found a"certain release" in the
fact that he quite literally faced death so often in London. His studio was
bombed anumber of times. He once explained why he had never gone
into an air raid shelter: "I was afraid of myself; Ifeared that if Idid it once
Icould not stop doing it."" Murrow seemed to believe that it was
unmanly not to risk his life on adaily basis.

"MERELY A RECORDING TAPE"
After the war, the correspondent returned to Columbia as avicepresident. In fact he received alarger salary during the 1950s than the
president of CBS himself. Two television programs, "See it Now" and
"Person to Person," became extremely popular. Involved in many
projects, the television celebrity soon needed agood deal of assistance.
For years Raymond Swing and Edward Bliss wrote most of the copy for
Murrow's newscasts. So much ghostwriting led one careful listener to
dismiss the broadcaster as "merely arecording tape. ''51
As aCBS executive, Murrow became involved in some unpleasant
situations. In 1948 he fired his friend William L. Shirer, the only news
analyst on amajor network to oppose the Truman Doctrine. Many people
thought that the dismissal was for political reasons; Murrow himself felt
that his colleague had stopped doing his best work." Deeply embittered,
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Shirer six years later published afictional account based on the affair. In
Stranger Come Home, Murrow appeared before aSenate subcommittee
investigating the alleged pro-Communist sympathies of acommentator
Shirer intended to be autobiographical. One senator asked:
'Mr. Fletcher [Murrow], the charges here are that Mr. Whitehead
[Shirer] was aCommunist and aSoviet agent. Having known him over
many years and having worked with him closely, would you say that
either accusation or both of them—were true?'
'Senator, Iam not here to pass judgment. That, sir, if Imay say so, is
your task.' Bob [Murrow] replied."

The same year that this book came out, Murrow openly attacked
Joseph McCarthy on his "See it Now" program because of the senator's
army investigation. But Murrow waited until the proper moment. He
later admitted that he could have destroyed McCarthy or been destroyed
himself. It was all amatter of timing." Thus it appears that some uneasy
ethical compromises, emphasized in Shirer's novel, have acertain truth.
Murrow could have kept his colleague on the air in 1948; instead he got
rid of him completely. In 1945, for no particular reason, he fired his old
superior, Paul White, formerly head of Columbia's news department. In
other words, Murrow as executive did not remain immune to the cutthroat tactics of the advertising and broadcasting world. But acomplete
tool of the industry would never have risked anything so dangerous as a
program exposing McCarthy in 1954. He never would have openly
condemned the commercialism of his own network's news department in
amajor address before the prestigious Radio and Television News Directors Association in 1958. He never would have resigned from aposition
that paid hundreds of thousands of dollars ayear."
In January 1961 Murrow became the director of the United States
Information Agency. To the public, he was probably John F. Kennedy's
best-known appointment. After years of intimidation, Voice of America
employees expressed delight at having someone with such enormous
prestige in charge of those assigned to publicizing the United States
abroad. In terms of agency morale, the commentator proved awonderful
success as director. He was less able as an administrator. After lingering a
couple of years, in and out of hospitals, he died at his home in Pawling,
New York, on April 27, 1965.
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"THIS IS LONDON"
Murrow knew how effective his broadcasts were before 1941. He
made Americans personalize an ideological struggle against the Nazis in
terms of the Battle of Britain. His depiction of English heroism provided
effective imagery—or propaganda—for an administration committed to
aiding Hitler's enemies. Murrow's listeners numbered in the millions,
including persons close to Franklin D. Roosevelt. Felix Frankfurter
understood the importance of Murrow's work. And Robert Sherwood
wrote elegantly—if abit inaccurately—of Harry Hopkin's careful attention to the commentator: "From the outbreak of war, when he had lain in
the Mayo Clinic believing that he was soon to die, Hopkins had listened
to Murrow's grim voice announcing, `This—is London,' in atone which
seemed to suggest the thuds of German bombs. ""
When Hopkins visited London in January 1941, he talked for along
time with Murrow, particularly concerning "personalities" and "public
morale" in Britain. The President's personal representative returned to
England in July; he again discussed the war with the news analyst. He
brought back to the United States afilm, This is England, whose commentary was written and spoken by Murrow. It played in more than two
hundred movie theaters in New York within asingle week."
Murrow's broadcasts—which dealt only with European affairs and
required the prior approval of a British censor—became increasingly
outspoken between September 1939 and December 1940. He employed
the device of describing changing English attitudes as to what America's
role in the war should be. It took no special effort on the part of listeners to
detect Murrow's complete agreement with the increasing militancy of the
opinions he reported. In September 1939 he claimed that most Englishmen believed Congress would repeal the arms embargo and that "eventual American participation is not to be ruled out enfirely.' "8He did not
expand this remark; in daily broadcasts he concentrated on depicting
British courage. In March 1940, he noted an extended attack on American ambassador Joseph P. Kennedy that Harold Nicolson had written for
the Spectator. The commentator explained that lack of American support
for England would lead to worsening relations between the two countries
in coming months."
The Nazi invasion of the Low Countries on May 10 resulted, the
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broadcaster declared, in an intensified British hatred of not just Hitler but
even the average German:
A few weeks ago German prisoners of war in this country were
receiving packages of food and clothing from British civilians. German
prisoners arriving in this country were greeted with silence or goodnatured jests. But yesterday when twenty-two German airmen were
landed at a southeast coast port, an angry crowd, including many
women, shouted, "Shoot the murdering swine!"

In June he took seriously the likelihood of aNazi invasion. He described a
circular sent to "millions" of "British homes" ominously titled "If the
Invader Comes. "6°
Throughout the summer and early autumn he reported
the Battle of Britain, continually indicating to his listeners the courage of
the British and, by implication, the obligation of America to assist such a
brave people.
On December 3, 1940, he explained England's need for more than all
aid short of war:
A theory advanced by certain British and American journalists in the
weeks preceding the American presidential election has perished. That
theory was that the United States would be greater help to Britain as a
nonbelligerent than as a full-fledged ally. ...You must expect
repeated references in the press and in public statements to the British
belief that ademocratic nation at peace cannot render full and effective
support to anation at war. 61

A careful listener could scarcely help realizing that if a "democratic
nation" did not remain "at peace," the result might be full hostilities.
And this several weeks before Roosevelt had raised publicly his plan for
Lend-Lease—in theory no more than all-aid-short-of-war.
Throughout 1941 Murrow described British unhappiness with the
slowness, size, and kind of American assistance being provided. When
H.R. 1776 passed Congress in March, the commentator described the
unenthusiastic reception in London: "There was no dancing in the streets
here. ...
The gap between legislation and realization can be very wide."
He stressed England's belief that America must not remain "nonbelligerent" but become a"fighting ally .
"e For Murrow, adeclaration of war
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against Germany—for which "fighting ally" was anot-so-subtle substitute—could not be considered certain with the passage of Lend-Lease.
During the next months he kept trying to find new ways to express the
same thought: America must become afull belligerent.
Just before Pearl Harbor Murrow returned to the United States for a
visit. On December 2, 1941, the president of CBS held adinner in New
York to honor the commentator's work in Britain. Over one thousand
people attended. Archibald MacLeish declared that "you burned the city
of London in our houses and we felt the flames that burned it. ...You
destroyed the superstition of distance and of time." 63 Murrow discussed
what America's policy toward Britain should be: "The position is quite
simply that lend-lease is not enough, that unless the United States enters
this war Britain may perish or at best secure astalemate peace—a delayed
action defeat."" His blunt words were broadcast all over the United
States and Great Britain.
Franklin Roosevelt sent atelegram expressing sorrow at not being able
to be present. Ordinarily this might seem but another of those polite
gestures that Presidents are constantly called upon to make. In this case
Roosevelt apparently meant what he said. Five days later he invited
Murrow to aprivate dinner at the White House. It turned out to be quite an
evening: the date was December 7, 1941. Roosevelt himself did not make
the meal. Finally, after midnight, Murrow talked alone with him. The
commander-in-chief asked about Churchill, Britain, and the air attacks."
Roosevelt apparently believed that Murrow's broadcasts from London
had helped greatly in making Americans accept the possibility of a
declaration of war.
Aside from Hopkins, one administration supporter in particular has
recorded his impressions of the commentator's work. When John G.
Winant was appointed the American ambassador to the Court of St.
James's in 1941, Murrow wrote him that "this is indeed good news!"
Winant claimed that Murrow's broadcasts "became akind of institution." He added that information given him by Murrow and several
others "was invaluable to me in my official position and their reporting
was an all-time credit to American journalism."" Since Murrow was in
Europe from 1937 to the end of November 1941, he had few chances to
become personally acquainted with other major figures in Washington.
In determining the news analyst's impact on the average citizen, one
consideration is Britain itself. The BBC asked Murrow in February 1941
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to offer fortnightly interpretations of the United States to a British
audience. Like Raymond Gram Swing and Elmer Davis, he offered
listeners hope that more United States aid would soon be forthcoming. A
Variety reviewer complained only that the correspondent should be used
in this role more often."
Many Englishmen heard the broadcasts sent nightly to America. In
December 1940 amember of the Ministry of Economic Warfare questioned Murrow concerning the morale of the German people. Notes from
the conversation were sent to the Foreign Office. In the preface to
Reflections on the Revolution of Our Time, written in the months following Pearl Harbor, Harold J. Laski summed up the feelings of many in
Britain. He dedicated his book to the CBS commentator and went on to
say:
Our country owes an immense debt to Mr. E. R. Murrow. Day and
night since before the war began he has done everything that courage
and integrity can do to make events in this country aliving reality to his
fellow citizens of the United States. Iam only one of the many
Englishmen who have found in his faith and truth in our people anew
power to endure and hope. 6°
In the United States, Murrow's "courage and integrity" did not go
unnoticed. Listeners quickly learned that the CBS European roundup
included something not to be found on other radio news programs. In
September 1940, when the news analyst made his first broadcast from a
rooftop in London, his remarks were already being carried as news
dispatches by New York's PM. The paper's headline read: "Murrow
Ducks Bombs in London" after this particular commentary. In April
1941 anumber of broadcasts appeared in book form." This is London
included acollection of Murrow's most effective descriptions of Britain
over aperiod of eighteen months. It sold surprisingly well.
The average American could hear areport from London nearly every
day unless weather conditions made reception impossible. Murrow
offered a special Sunday broadcast in which he attempted to provide
longer discussions of British affairs. His September 1940 air raid broadcast is an example of this. So too, was aMarch 1941 attempt to sum up
what England should expect for the rest of the spring. But in general, the
foreign correspondent spoke once, and sometimes twice, six or seven
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days a week. After September 1939—Murrow broadcast only rarely
before then—he appeared on "The World Today." The network's principal overseas news program, it was carried by virtually every CBS
affiliate. This meant that Murrow's comments could be heard all over the
United States. The hour was good: 6:45 P.M. in New York and Washington; 5:45 P.M. in Chicago. The program came on in the early evening on
the west coast. The time remained the same six days aweek for nearly
two years. Listeners learned to depend on news at this hour. Occasionally
the news analyst also broadcast in the morning. Columbia's "News of
Europe" appeared at 8:00 A.M. on the east coast; an hour earlier in the
Midwest. In sum, only Elmer Davis was heard over so many stations with
such frequency. 7°
Edward R. Murrow offered unique broadcasts before 1941. More than
any other newscaster, he successfully depicted what England was
experiencing. Nightly, listeners heard that wonderful voice begin "This
is London." What followed made clear the urgent need for additional
American assistance. Speaking from Britain, Murrow spent his time
depicting what it was like to live in acountry under German attack.
Intertwined with the description was prescription as well: Murrow's
belief in England's cause led him by December 1940, in radio broadcasts,
to urge adeclaration of war against Hitler. Even so strong afriend of the
British as Raymond Gram Swing did not go this far on the air before
1941. When Murrow used aphrase such as "fighting ally" in March
1941, only the obtuse failed to get the meaning.
Murrow's partisanship should not obscure the brilliance of his description of London under attack. Not only did these broadcasts find tremendous public acceptance, but as examples of aural imagery they remain a
model for radio journalism that has yet to be surpassed. Murrow's fame
was greater—his salary even more so—in the period after 1945, but it is
not surprising that he felt his greatest usefulness came in the months
before Pearl Harbor. Roosevelt had aspokesman no isolationist could
match; Murrow, for possibly the only time in his life, had acause to
believe in.
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Six Commentators
and Their Medium

In television news departments there is awidespread feeling that the
late 1930s represented a "golden age" for radio news commentary.'
Then, so the legend goes, brilliant independent analysis of the news
proved radio the equal of even the most distinguished newspaper. Aclose
reading of the broadcasts of six prominent commentators on the air before
Pearl Harbor suggests that the soothing effects of aremembered past have
obscured what was actually said. But the legend, like most legends, has
some basis in fact. Murrow, Davis, and Swing displayed abrilliance and
creativity rarely seen on television today.
This book does more than simply demonstrate the deficiencies of past
journalism. In retrospect, with primary and secondary sources available,
it is easy to point out—rather smugly—that in days gone by, public
information left much to be desired. Not many students of foreign policy
would gain startling insight into the major crises of the late thirties from
listening to the analyses of any of the commentators who have been
discussed. But the specialist is expected to know more than the journalist
trying to offer perspective in the heat of the moment. Each broadcaster
described major news stories from all over the world as frequently as
seven times a week. All made mistakes; all sounded superficial on
occasion. Some were uninformed most of the time even if they made up
in self-confidence what they lacked in preparation.
By any objective standard, the commentaries of all six newscasters
contain serious shortcomings. Perhaps most noticeable is the lack of
attention given to news about the Far East. Davis, Lewis, and Carter
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barely mentioned even major changes in the Japanese cabinet during
1940-41. With the exception of Swing, information about China consisted of occasional ritualistic pronouncements as to whether or not
Chiang Kai-shek was ademocratic leader. Again with the exception of
Swing, those who depended on radio news would not have known that the
Chinese Communist party even existed—which indicates how little the
civil war in China was understood.
Even critics like Carter and Lewis, who so vigorously opposed American involvement in the rest of the world, at the same time praised
administration attempts at restricting the export of raw materials to Japan.
No commentator questioned whether an embargo might make the Japanese consider war with America the alternative to national dishonor; none
asked whether apolicy of increasing firmness might be unwise. Carter
insisted that the United States must not "meddle" in the Orient but failed
to explain what the word might mean in practice. After late 1939, Lewis
opposed American involvement overseas yet disliked Japan enough to
applaud a"get-tough" policy toward that country. Kaltenborn, Swing,
and Davis were delighted when Roosevelt abrogated the Japanese trade
treaty in January 1940 and froze all Japanese assets in America eighteen
months later. They termed such actions nonprovocative or long overdue.
All six news analysts readily linked Tokyo's aggression with that of
Berlin and Rome. After the Tripartite Pact was made public on September 26, 1940, even Carter and Lewis considered Japan and Germany one
and the same. As Kaltenborn put it on November 3, "Japan has now
joined Germany and Italy to conquer the world." 2 After dividing the
world into good and bad nations, the commentators gave little thought to
distinguishing between what German and Japanese aggression hoped to
accomplish and what chance either had of clearly threatening American
security. Radio's benign neglect of the Far East did not help bring about
the attack on Pearl Harbor, but it is important to note that no commentator
urged apeaceful settlement for the Far East or tried to explain the limits of
America's commitment toward the Chinese people.
Radio's impact on foreign policy-making is the way it contributed to
maintaining or changing the climate of opinion in the United States. This
process, so difficult to be precise about, cannot be measured more
accurately by reference to public opinion polls even though they reveal a
general trend from isolationism to interventionism after 1939. In these
early years of the scientific poll, respondents gave self-contradictory
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answers in the area of foreign policy. On August 20,1939, the American
Institute of Public Opinion (AIPO), headed by George H. Gallup,
released this question: "If there is another general European war, do you
believe the United States can stay out?" Sixty-two percent said "yes";
38 percent answered "no." Ten days later asecond question was made
public: "Do you think the United States will be drawn into the war?"
Sixty percent of those who had an opinion said "yes;" 14 percent had no
opinion. Nor is this an isolated example.' The most convincing way to
gauge the impact of radio news is to look at how widely and how often
individual commentators were heard as well to assess their general
attitudes toward foreign policy issues. When such attitudes were repeated
in daily broadcasts for months on end, it is reasonable to assume that
listeners learned to identify aparticular commentator's beliefs.
Before the Munich crisis of September 1938, radio commentators
attracted, for the most part, little attention. Swing broadcast over one
station in New York City once aweek; Davis substituted on radio at most
afew times ayear; Murrow was in Europe, but with the exception of
several excellent broadcasts from Vienna after Germany's annexation of
Austria in March 1938, was not heard regularly. Lewis was without a
commercial sponsor and thus subject to cancellation at the whim of any
local affiliate; Kaltenborn also lacked asponsor and aregular time.
Boake Carter was amajor and notorious exception. Between 1935 and
1938 he had asponsor, broadcast over CBS at agood hour, and had a
regular following of millions of persons. At atime when radio news was
in its infancy Carter made violent opposition to Roosevelt acommercially
acceptable commodity. He represented an extreme form of isolationism;
his foreign policy prescriptions so worried the administration that they
forced him off the air. Carter was radio's greatest contribution to American isolationism. He deserves at least as much credit as the Chicago
Tribune or William Randolph Hearst's chain. Carter said what most
people wanted to hear: don't get involved. The message was simple, and
events in the rest of the world suggested to many that America had more
than enough to do at home.
The Munich crises of September 1938 changed radio's role. Indeed
round-the-clock coverage of this crisis did irreparable damage to
isolationism; this time you could hear international diplomacy being
practiced. Foreign affairs attracted continuing popular interest because
Munich was not the end but the beginning of final European disintegra-
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tion. There is another reason why European affairs received such complete and careful coverage from September 1938 on: all of the commentators (aside from Lewis) had lived in Europe for aconsiderable amount
of time. They found the specifics of European events fascinating; they
conveyed this feeling to listeners with evident enthusiasm. Once war
began in September 1939, news analysts described Hitler's invasions,
stated what America's response to the Nazis should be, and urged greater
defense preparedness along with less labor unrest. Radio news dominated
the public's understanding of what was going on in the rest of the world.
The change produced some unique features. The serious news commentator developed commercial possibilities. Radio now offered news
and analysis at the same time. Before Munich, Carter stridently advocated isolationism; after Munich, Swing, Davis, Murrow, and Kaltenborn all gained tremendous followings; just as important, they all gained
commercial sponsors and alarge number of station affiliates. From a
medium where one isolationist dominated news commentary, radio
emerged as amajor source of interventionism.
Carter and Lewis, speaking over the weakest of the three national
networks, formed radio's ineffectual opposition after September 1939.
The two were remarkably similar in political beliefs, vocal mannerisms,
and preparation of broadcasts. Both learned early that being controversial
attracted listeners, and that attacking the New Deal made them newsworthy. Many broadcasts of both men are excellent examples of what Daniel
Boorstin has termed pseudo-events, news which of itself has no value,
but gains artificial importance from the medium's need to present something every day. 4 Why should anyone remember acase involving an
American sailor named Lawrence Simpson? Who cares about Lewis's
attacks on Rubber Coordinator Harold Ickes? What scholarly account
makes much of such events? Both Carter and Lewis traveled around the
country. On the air they told where they had been. Often they used anews
broadcast as avehicle for personal reminiscence. They went on crusades
so listeners would tune in to find out what happened. The crusades were
pseudo-events; they consisted of what physicists term "noise"—random
and persistent disturbances that obscure what is actually taking place.
The actions of Carter and Lewis make it easier to understand the difficulties of decision-making in ademocracy.
Both men abused the right of the journalist to criticize those in office.
The exposés were based on misinformation. Tremendous self-assurance
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convinced the ignorant that what was said must be true. Carter and Lewis
stirred up trouble; they did not offer constructive opposition. They lacked
the powers of reflection needed to come up with carefully considered
alternate courses of action.
Kaltenborn is harder to assess. His commentaries contained little
analysis. He had agood mind, but prepared his newscasts carelessly.
Using the same evidence, he often contradicted himself. He presented a
great deal of unsupported opinion. But he also pioneered radio news
commentary in the 1920s. He broadcast from Spain in 1936 in the midst
of battle. His facility with languages enabled him to discuss European
affairs in ways most of his colleagues could not.
Kaltenborn's most important contribution came during September
1938. His daily broadcasts captured the public's imagination. After 102
broadcasts in 18 days, radio replaced the newspaper as the major source
for foreign news. From that time on, and particularly after September
1939, most people in America listened to the news before reading about
it. Kaltenborn's contribution to interventionism is regional after 1940;
his commercial sponsor marketed in the Midwest and South, and in these
two areas Kaltenborn spoke with particular effectiveness. His stilted
delivery was passé even in 1940, but his public reputation ensured his
commercial success through 1945.
The commentaries of Elmer Davis and Raymond Gram Swing lend
themselves more easily to historical treatment. Neither understood the
difference between the spoken and printed word; reading their broadcasts
was the same as hearing them. Both had terrible voices; both provided
scholarly explanations, though Swing's formal education ended after one
year of college. Davis lavished great care on finding some way to slip in a
humorous remark about the day's news. He loved to ridicule talk of
conspiracy—a favorite claim of the President's opposition. After May
1940 Davis used his first-rate mind and wit in urging full and unquestioning support for every proposal of Roosevelt's toward greater intervention
in Europe and the Far East. He believed that Germany would conquer
Europe as aprelude to invading the United States. Accordingly the
problem of stopping Hitler became not that of what policies to follow—
whatever Roosevelt did gained his support—but making listeners understand that Germany represented a clear and present danger both to
Western civilization and to American security. By 1941 Davis spoke
more often and over agreater number of stations in America than any
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other commentator. He remains the only news analyst that radio or
television has produced who understood the subtleties of sarcasm and
humor as explanatory devices.
Not Swing. He took his job with the utmost seriousness. On the air he
sounded terribly earnest; arather dull newscast occasionally resulted. His
commentaries would never have appealed to the average citizen during
normal times. Indeed, the fact that Swing found millions of listeners in
America before 1941 suggests how grave the international situation
seemed to most people. Swing made himself an unofficial spokesman for
the Department of State. He justified American policy to British listeners
fortnightly over the BBC. He was the only commentator whose remarks
were rebroadcast by shortwave to Latin America and most of the rest of
the world. Swing produced the most thorough analyses of anyone on the
air before Pearl Harbor; he also explained the correctness of every move
toward greater overseas involvement made by Roosevelt.
Both Swing and Davis stopped serving as independent critics—the
journalist's supposed function—after the spring of 1940. They, along
with Kaltenborn and Murrow, came to believe in one course of action so
fervently that they lost the capacity for objectivity; they ceased offering
even constructive criticism of administration foreign policy. At the time
they thought they restrained themselves in their remarks; today it is clear
that the implication of what they said could only be full-scale intervention. Stopping Hitler had become, they felt, asacred obligation of the
American people. They became tools of the administration. They did not
worry about whether massive amounts of aid for Britain might lead to a
declaration of war against Germany. After May 1940 full hostilities, to
them, became anecessary risk the United States had to take. These four
commentators felt that the news they were reporting demanded such
conclusions; the isolationists never had much foreign news that supported their belief that America had no business worrying about the rest
of the world.
Edward R. Murrow occupied aunique position in news broadcasting
before Pearl Harbor. A foreign correspondent, his job did not differ much
from that of such persons as Eric Sevareid, Max Jordan, and William L.
Shirer. But Murrow's broadcasts from London in 1940-1941 to this day
have retained their effectiveness thanks to his ability to employ the
medium of radio to enlarge the meaning of words. It is likely that
Murrow's broadcasts, not the only brilliant radio news coverage by any
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means on the air before Pearl Harbor, will nevertheless continue to be
regarded as the best of the lot, and with reason: he was unique, and
anyone who listens to commercial recordings of his broadcasts from
those years is likely to agree even if the listener is unable to explain
precisely what makes them so good. Speaking from London, Murrow
made Americans think of the Battle of Britain as aprelude to the bombing
of New York or Washington. Nobody else conveyed urgency so successfully. On September 23, 1940, Fulton Lewis, Jr. offered adull recital of
detail to prove that Nazi bombing raids had hardly damaged London. He
summarized at length his interview with arecently returned American
military observer. Even his method made ineffective use of radio as a
medium. The next night Murrow stood on arooftop in London. As air
raid sirens sounded, listeners heard bombs dropping on unknown points.
Those who tuned in suddenly felt personally the unpredictable terror of
bombing raids. The sense of waiting helplessly is something television
can never depict as well; radio's ability to make the listener feel he had
actually stood by Murrow on that rooftop is what Marshall McLuhan was
getting at in his phrase about the medium as the message. In adifferent
way William Stott makes the same point when he singles out Murrow's
broadcasts as superb examples of the social documentary: they "increase our knowledge of public facts, but sharpen it with feeling.
...They sensitize our intellect or educate our emotions about actual
life.'''
Not every listener was so taken with Murrow's broadcasts in 1940, nor
was every broadcast brilliant. But because of their ability to make the
listener adirect participant, Murrow's broadcasts were especially effective in creating a favorable climate of opinion toward Britain. By
December 1940 he called for adeclaration of war against Germany; his
statement, made three months later, that America must become Britain's
"fighting ally" left few listeners confused about what Murrow stood for.
After the war in Europe began, Murrow came to admire deeply English
bravery. Hearing even one of his broadcasts during the Battle of Britain
convinced listeners that England stood ready to sacrifice all to prevent
German victory. Murrow made abstractions like patriotism and national
honor seem real.
Radio news came to serve as an integrating force in America by
helping create anational foreign policy consensus. As one student of
popular culture has stated:
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The mass culture is left to find its own taste level which while generally
lowering the "high culture" level for many, also tends to heighten the
"low culture" level for others. The net result is ageneral tendency
toward a"cultural consensus" or atype of mass popular culture whose
major function is to help maintain an equilibrium in society. 6

This is what radio did by making America's moral commitment to fight
fascism seem the only sensible thing to do.
In two respects all six news analysts were alike. First, each was a
pioneer; each developed a reputation in afield where there were no
accepted rules about how to do the job. Each had an opportunity for
experiment denied to those who came later. Second, each developed a
large following by promoting personal idiosyncrasies. All had voices that
made them instantly recognizable. All loved the publicity and prestige
that came from being acommentator, no matter how often they claimed
otherwise. The style of these men is as important in understanding their
impact as what they said. Listeners associated acertain spirit with each
man. For Davis it was the twit; for Swing, asense of religious experience; for Kaltenborn, the opinionated blast; for Lewis and Carter, special
inside information; for Murrow, the bravery of the British people. In
short, style explains how each of the six contributed to achanging climate
of opinion; style made the medium the "massage." As the Chicago
Tribune noted, after September 1938, "inflamed by commercial radio
commentators," Americans began sensing an urgency in events taking
place overseas.' The medium originally designed for entertainment had
developed anew function. For news about the rest of the world, the age of
the electronic media had begun. Before Pearl Harbor, radio supported
demands for an interventionist foreign policy in every possible way; how
different from the mass media's position on American foreign policy
during amore recent time.
Radio made the news personal and immediate in away television has
never been able to equal. Bertold Brecht once wrote of radio in this way:
You little box, held to me when escaping
So that your valves should not break,
Carried from house to ship from ship to train,
So that my enemies might go on talking to me
Near my bed, to my pain
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The last thing at night, the first thing in the morning,
Of their victories and of my cares,
Promise me not to go silent all of asudden.
Nobody would write such apoem about television.

NOTES
1. For aparticularly good example, see Michael J. Arlen, "The Eyes and Ears
of the World," New Yorker, January 6, 1975, pp. 52-56.
2. NBC broadcast, November 3, 1940, Kaltenborn MSS.
3. For example, Dorothy Borg, The United States and the Far Eastern Crisis
of 1933-1938: From the Manchurian Incident Through the Initial Stage of the
Undeclared Sino-Japanese War (Cambridge, Mass., 1964), footnote 38, p. 625;
the AIPO questions from Hadley Cantril and Mildred Strunk, Public Opinion
1935-1946 (Princeton, N.J., 1951), p. 966.
4. Daniel J. Boorstin, The Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America
(New York, 1964), pp. 7-76.
5. Stott, Documentary Expression and Thirties America (New York, 1973),
p. 18.
6. Garth S. Jowett, "Popular Culture and Concept of Consensus," Popular
Culture Methods, n.d. [Spring 1973], p. 21; see also Warren Breed, "Mass
Communication and Socio-Cultural Integration," Social Forces 37 (December
1958): 109-16, and John G. Cawelti, "The Concept of Formula in the Study of
Popular Literature," Journal of Popular Culture (Winter 1969), pp. 383-90.
7. Quoted in Walter Johnson, The Battle Against Isolation (Chicago, 1944),
p. 2.
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PART II: RADIO AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEWS BROADCASTING
Though not always readily accessible, vast quantities of material concerning
radio and thousands of broadcasts, in recorded and written form, have survived.
Professor Lawrence W. Lichty, Department of Speech, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, afew years ago prepared ahelpful mimeographed guide to the location
of broadcasts, which he will send upon request. The Broadcast Pioneers Library
has moved from New York to Washington, D.C. The resulting disorganization
means that its published list of holdings, prepared in 1969, is of little use. The
library contains all sorts of information about radio in the 1930s and has an
extremely knowledgeable director. The Television Information Office, in New
York City, has nothing useful for the period before 1945. Columbia University's
Oral History Project has over two thousand pages concerning the history of radio
in asection entitled "Broadcast Pioneers' History Project." The reminiscences
of anumber of commentators are in the same place. For those interested in the
technical development of radio to 1925, the Clark Collection of Radioana, now in
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the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., is a major source. Clark's
material fills hundreds of boxes, but is organized according to acomplicated
Navy filing system used in World War I. The Lee De Forest and Stanford Hooper
Papers, both in the Manuscript Division of the Library of Congress, include
material relating to the Navy's use of radio, technical matters, and the organization of the Radio Corporation of America. The Eric Sevareid Papers, in the same
place, contain correspondence describing news broadcasting in the late 1930s.
For the business aspects of radio's development, RCA's David Sarnoff Library,
Princeton, New Jersey, is very complete. Boxes 437-448 in the Secretary of
Commerce's Official File, Herbert Hoover Library, help make clear Hoover's
role in the regulation of radio, particularly his radio conferences of the 1920s. The
PPI and Post-Presidential Subject Files contain material about many aspects of
radio after 1932.
The headquarters for NBC and CBS in New York City have enormous amounts
of information concerning the history of radio and the development of news
broadcasting, haphazardly located in numerous offices. Also, written permission, not always given, is necessary before using the resources of either network.
CBS seems to have saved almost no programs or recordings before 1941. Its
library on 57th Street however, includes bound volumes of frequently hard-tofind publications such as Radio Daily. In the same place are copies of many
pamphlets that the network published during the 1930s. Columbia's Program
Information Department, on 52d Street, is invaluable to the student of radio.
Index cards in avariety of filing systems give the full title of aprogram, its exact
date, the number of stations over which it was heard, and changes in sponsor, for
virtually everything heard on CBS before 1941. An IBM system simplifies
locating information for broadcasts after 1945. The office also has anumber of
file drawers with documents pertaining to programming before 1941. Each year a
Black Book was prepared, with atyped list of all programs broadcast, arranged in
anumber of useful categories.
NBC's equivalent of Program Information is Program Analysis. Like everything but the network warehouse, it is located in Rockefeller Center. File cards
give complete information for all programs on the air before 1941. Some of this
office's mimeographed publications from the 1930s are located in the NBC
Program Reference Library. For those interested in foreign news broadcasts,
compilations such as one listing every news program that originated overseas
from 1924 to 1936 could prove extremely useful. The Program Reference Library
has stored numerous pamphlets published by NBC before 1945 in several
unmarked file drawers. In the same place are bound volumes of mimeographed
lectures presented to NBC employees between 1939 and 1941. These cover
virtually every aspect of the company's operations, frequently with considerable
candor. Central Records includes agreat deal of material that researchers generally cannot see. (It depends on each individual's persuasiveness.) But anyone
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who gets into NBC can use the microfilm collection in Central Records, which
includes every broadcast from 1927 on for which a copy was submitted in
advance. The warehouse, on 56th Street, houses thousands of recorded broadcasts; Central Records has acomplete index. Taped copies of these transcriptions
may not be made, and an employee must be present while anything is being
played. The NBC Research Department has a number of file drawers with
information relating to the 1930s. In sum, NBC has massive amounts of material,
but no centralized place for keeping it nor any sort of proper organization. The
enormous NBC collection at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison,
proved of little use. Its thousands of recordings and printed materials mostly
concern the period after 1945.
There is no place where MBS material can be easily obtained. The WOR
Recording Service, 1440 Broadway, New York, New York, has some Mutual
broadcasts from before 1941 of which they will sell copies. For most MBS
material it is necessary to go through the pages of Variety, the holdings of such
places as the Broadcast Pioneers Library, or the papers of individual commentators.
The FCC Radio Division, RG 173, National Archives, has quantities of
information to 1932, organized according to individual station call letters. After
that date, FCC records, also arranged by station, are found at the National
Records Center, Suitland, Maryland. Once materials are ordered from Suitland,
they must be used at the FCC Reading Room, 1919 "M" Street, N.W., in
Washington. The FCC dockets apparently include only documents pertaining to
license renewals.
The Roosevelt, Hoover, Truman and Eisenhower libraries all have quite a
number of folders concerning radio. Information may be filed according to
network, or by the name of the program or individual. At each library aknowledgeable staff will gladly help locate materials for researchers. For the period
1941-1945, the holdings of the Office of Government Reports (RG 44) and the
Office of War Information (RG 208), both at Suitland, Maryland, are helpful.
Numerous news broadcasts, starting in January 1942, are quoted verbatim in
daily summaries, found mostly in RG 44. A major source of complete broadcasts
for 1936 and early 1937 is the Federal Trade Commission (RG 122), National
Archives. Though confusingly arranged—in some instances by station, in others
by network—there are transcripts for almost every national program on the air at
the time. The Recorded Sound Section of the Music Division, Library of Congress, has thousands of broadcasts from the early 1930s through 1945. The James
A. Farley Collection, for instance, has recordings of numerous public figures
with whom the Postmaster spoke. The enormous Office of War Information
collection of recordings is currently being catalogued. The staff will be happy to
explain what is available.
Twenty-five hundred private collectors in the United States and Canada have
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recorded broadcasts—the problem is locating them. A good place to begin is
Dennis William Walker III, "A Representative Catalog of Old Radio Programs
Held by Private Collectors" (Master's thesis, Memphis State University, 1972),
acomputerized list of the contents of 104 of the largest collections. J. David
Goldin, Bronx, New York, has thousands of broadcasts, from the 1920s on, for
sale. A list, not updated since 1969, with an exact description of each item he has,
can be found in the Broadcast Pioneers Library. Radio Yesteryear, Croton-onHudson, New York, also has acatalog of broadcasts for sale. The following
periodicals have extensive sections of classified advertisements where collectors
offer broadcasts for sale or exchange: Hello Again, North Haven, Connecticut;
Reminiscing Time, Atlanta, Georgia; and Radio Dial, Cloquet, Minnesota. A
good source for further information about recorded broadcasts in private hands is
Mr. Les Waffen, Audiovisual Archives Division, National Archives.
A number of institutions have begun collections of radio recordings, based in
many cases on gifts from local network affiliates. Northwestern University's
Radio Archive Project contains more than twenty thousand items, partly
catalogued, mostly from the years before Pearl Harbor. Professor Marvin R.
Bensman, Department of Speech and Drama, Memphis State University, has
prepared an unalphabetized list of several hundred broadcasts in his Radio
Archive, which he will send on request. Finally, amajor source of newscasts for
the war years, with aconvenient published guide to the exact contents of each
broadcast, is Washington (State) University. Phonoarchive, History in Sound: A
Descriptive Listing of the KIRO-CBS Collection of Broadcasts of the World War
Il Years and After, in the Phonoarchive of the University of Washington (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1963). Mr. Daniel Godfrey, curator of the Milo
Ryan Phonoarchive, will tape broadcasts ordered from the catalog at minimal
cost. A brilliant introduction to the meaning of radio news in America during the
1930s is William Stott, Documentary Expression and Thirties America (New
York: Oxford, 1973), in particular pp. 5-17, 75-91.
There is no monograph concerning the history of radio or news broadcasting
that is clearly superior to the records of participants published in the 1930s and
1940s. Accordingly the following printed sources have been arranged in asingle
alphabetical list. Two complete issues of the Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, both edited by Herman S. Hettinger, include a
number of articles on various aspects of radio. See "Radio: The Fifth Estate,"
177 (January 1935): 1-223; and "New Horizons in Radio," 213 (January 1941):
1-215. Gleason L. Archer, History of Radio to 1926 (New York: American
Historical Society, 1938) and Big Business and Radio (New York: American
Historical Society, 1939), are long, turgid accounts, basically official company
histories of RCA and NBC. Merlin H. Aylesworth, NBC's first president,
published afour-part series in Collier's, beginning on April 17, 1948, which
provides many amusing and revealing anecdotes about the network's early years.
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A fine study of an early station that reveals much about broadcasting in the 1920s
is William Peck Banning, Commercial Broadcasting Pioneer: The WEAF
Experiment, 1922-1926 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946).
Erik Barnouw, A Tower in Babel, The Golden Web, and The Image Empire, the
three volumes of his A History of Broadcasting in the United States (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1966-1970), include many entertaining anecdotes. A
good history of broadcasting in Great Britain is Asa Briggs, The Birth of
Broadcasting, The Golden Age of Wireless, and The War of Words, the three
volumes of his The History of Broadcasting in the United Kingdom (London:
Oxford University Press, 1961-1970). The best of many articles concerning the
relations between the press and radio in the early 1930s is Giraud Chester, "The
Press-Radio War: 1933-1935," Public Opinion Quarterly 13 (Summer 1949):
252-64. Elmer Davis, "Broadcasting the Outbreak of War," Harper's 179
(November 1939): 579-88, is an excellent account of news broadcasting as World
War II began. A dry but thorough treatment of its subject is the second edition of
Walter B. Emery, Broadcasting and Government: Responsibilities and Regulations (East Lansing, Mich.: Michigan State University Press, 1971). The editors
of Fortune published several substantial articles concerning various facets of
radio in the 1930s. See, in particular, "The Radio Industry," 17 (May 1938). The
second edition of Sydney W. Head, Broadcasting in America (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1971), pp. 103-84, contains afine introduction to the history of radio in a
relatively small number of pages. L. S. Howeth, History of CommunicationsElectronics in the United States Navy (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1963), describes the Navy's role in the development of radio during
World War I. Glenn A. Johnson, "Secretary of Commerce Herbert C. Hoover:
The First Regulator of American Broadcasting, 1921-1928" (Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Iowa, 1970), based on athorough search of the Hoover Library
holdings, explains Hoover's role in the development of radio. Max Jordan,
Beyond All Fronts: A Bystander's Notes on This Thirty Years War (Milwaukee:
Bruce Publishing Company, 1944), stresses the patriotism of its author, the
German director of NBC's European operations accused by some of being
pro-Nazi. A classic account of the social and intellectual limitations of those in
the radio business is E. J. Kahn, Jr., "At Home with the Paleys," in E. B. and
Katherine S. White, eds., A Subtreasury of American Humor (New York:
Coward-Mc Cann, 1941), pp. 624-7. Alexander Kendrick, Prime Time: The Life
of Edward R. Murrow (Boston: Little, Brown, 1969) contains some helpful
information about radio before 1941, though the emphasis is on alater period. A
detailed history of a major station is Lawrence W. Lichty, " 'The Nation's
Station': A History of Radio Station WLW" (Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State
University, 1964). An important collection of material, much not found
elsewhere, is in Lawrence W. Lichty and Malachi C. Topping, eds., American
Broadcasting: A Sourcebook on the History of Radio and Television (New York:
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Hastings House, 1975). The increasing influence of radio in America between
1925 and 1935 may be gauged by comparing Robert S. and Helen Merrell Lynd,
Middletown: A Study in Contemporary American Culture (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, 1929), with their Middletown in Transition: A Study in Cultural Conflicts
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1937). A useful study of amajor figure in radio is
Eugene Lyons, David Sarnoff: A Biography (New York: Harper & Row, 1966).
There is plenty of detail in the 1,354 pages of William McKinley Randle,
"History of Radio Broadcasting and its Social and Economic Effect on the
Entertainment Industry, 1920-1930" (Ph.D. dissertation, Western Reserve
University, 1966). César Saerchinger, Hello America!: Radio Adventures in
Europe (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1938), is avaluable account by CBS's head
of European operations. A. A. Schechter with Edward Anthony, ILive on Air
(New York: Stokes, 1941), is unsuccessfully frothy. But along with Paul White,
News on the Air (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1947), it tells much about what a
news director did at NBC and CBS before 1939. Eric Sevareid, Not So Wild a
Dream (New York: Knopf, 1946), is an unusual, sometimes rather emotional,
account of ayoung broadcaster working in Europe and Washington between 1939
and 1941. William L. Shirer, Berlin Diary: The Journal of aForeign Correspondent 1934-1941 (New York: Knopf, 1941), contains many details about overseas
broadcasting before Pearl Harbor. Some helpful information, particularly about
propaganda, can be found in Robert West, Ph.D., The Rape of Radio (New York:
Rodin, 1941).
An early study of radio's ability to influence listeners is Hadley Cantril and
Gordon W. Allport, The Psychology of Radio (New York: Harper & Brothers,
1935). A valuable listing of sponsored programs that received ratings is Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, Ten Years of Network Program Analysis (New
York: CAB, 1939). There is acopy in the NBC Program Reference Library.
Matthew N. Chappell and C. E. Hooper, Radio Audience Measurement (New
York: Stephen Daye, 1944), describes how aHooperating works. Additional
information about rating techniques may be found in numerous CBS and NBC
pamphlets, located in the CBS library and NBC Program Reference Library file
drawers, respectively. Paul Lazarsfeld prepared several major studies of radio's
influence on American life. See his Radio and the Printed Page: An Introduction
to the Study of Radio and its Role in the Communication of Ideas (New York:
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1940); Lazarsfeld and Frank N. Stanton, eds., Radio
Research, 1941 (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce,1941); Lazarsfeld and
Stanton, eds., Radio Research: 1942-1943 (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce,
1944); Lazarsfeld and Harry Field, The People Look at Radio (Chapel Hill,
N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1946); Lazarsfeld and Patricia L.
Kendall, Radio Listening in America: The People Look at Radio—Again
(New York: Prentice-Hall, 1948); and Lazarsfeld and Stanton, eds., Communications Research, 1948-49 (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1949).
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Harrison B. Summers, compiler, A Thirty-Year History of Programs Carried on
National Radio Networks in the United States, 1926-1956 (Columbus, Ohio:
Ohio State University, January, 1958), gives Hooperatings and some CAB
ratings for programs found in the daily radio listings of the New York Times
during the month of January each year.
Finally, several publications are important sources of information for almost
any aspect of radio. Variety and Broadcasting are not indexed, but the timeconsuming process of going through each weekly issue results in quantities of
useful material. Variety reviewed many programs, avoiding, as a matter of
policy, the polite whitewash. The New York Times has complete daily program
listings, as does almost every newspaper, but before 1941 its radio page was
pallid compared to the opinionated comments of Variety or, for that matter,
Radio Daily. Also, three scholarly journals occasionally publish articles concerning the history of broadcasting: The Journal of Broadcasting, Journalism Quarterly, and the Columbia Journalism Review. Christopher H. Sterling, editor of
The Journal of Broadcasting, is currently writing (with John M. Kitross) a
one-volume history of broadcasting. Sterling published ahelpful five-part bibliographical essay concerning books about broadcasting in the Educational
Broadcasting Review, 5, 6(April 1971-February 1972). He also edits amonthly
Mass Media Booknotes, full of information about radio sources.

PART III: SIX COMMENTATORS
BOAKE

CARTER

There are no Carter Papers. However, folders 339(1) and (2), PPI 24, at the
Hoover Library contain over one hundred letters between Carter and Hoover,
1937-1944. And OF 2103, the only file established for an individual commentator at the Roosevelt Library, also includes alarge amount of correspondence,
some from the newscaster himself. There are several important letters concerning
Carter in the Cordell Hull and Wilbur J. Carr Papers, both in the Library of
Congress. The Moffat Diary contains several extended references to the news
analyst, as does Ickes's Secret Diary. Roosevelt referred to Carter in several
letters, available in his Personal Letters. The State Department Files (RG 59)
have detailed reports of official investigations concerning the broadcaster, as
does the Congressional Record.
The commentaries themselves are in several places. From September 1933 to
May 1935, program cards under "Carter" in the (old) Talent File, CBS Program
Information, list briefly the contents of every newscast. The Federal Trade
Commission Files (RG 122), National Archives, include almost one hundred
complete transcripts, mostly for 1936, but with afew examples from 1937. A
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number of additional commentaries are reprinted in the Congressional Record.
One 1938 broadcast is located in folder 339(1), PPI 24, Hoover Library. Beginning in January 1942 there are extended quotations from Carter's broadcasts in
the records of the Office of Government Reports (RG 44), Suitland, Maryland.
Recordings of Carter's programs can be found in two locations. The James A.
Farley Collection, Recorded Sound Section, Library of Congress, has one 1936
interview. The NBC warehouse in New York contains five complete transcriptions; three for 1936, two for 1938.
Carter's ideas appear in his daily syndicated newspaper column, which began
on March 1, 1937. The Boston Daily Globe, on microfilm in the Newspaper
Room at the Library of Congress, took every column before 1941. Carter also
published seven books. Though based on actual broadcasts, they avoid certain
subjects and sometimes use more temperate language than what was said on the
air. See Black Shirt, Black Skin (Harrisburg, Penn.: Telegraph Press, 1935);
"Johnny Q. Public" Speaks! (New York: Dodge, 1936); ITalk as ILike (New
York: Dodge, 1937); This is Life (New York: Dodge, 1937); Made in U.S.A.
(New York: Dodge, 1938); with Thomas H. Healy, Why Meddle in the Orient?
(New York: Dodge, 1938); and Why Meddle in Europe ?(New York: McBride,
1939).
Valuable autobiographical information appears in Richard Sheridan Ames
[Boake Carter], "News on the Air," Saturday Evening Post, January 23, 1937,
23 ff. A. J. Liebling, "Boake Carter," Scribner's Commentator 104 (August
1938): 7-11 ff., is excellent. Stanley High, "Not-So-Free Air," Saturday Evening Post, February 11, 1939, pp. 8-9 ff., discusses rumors about administration
attempts to force Carter off the air. Edward L. Bernays, Biography of an Idea:
Memoirs of Public Relations Counsel Edward L. Bernays (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1965), pp. 571-80, describes his promotional schemes for Philco and
Carter in 1935 and 1936. Bernays also sent this author detailed letters concerning
his relations with Carter, January 7, 14, 26, 1974. The legal aspects of the
Simpson case are carefully evaluated in Thomas Herman Etzold, "Fair Play:
American Principles and Practice in Relations with Germany, 1933-1939"
(Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1970). Additional information on the
commentator is found in scattered places, such as Variety, Time, Newsweek,
Current Biography, and the New York Times, 1933-1944. There is some further
detail in the Correspondence of the Foreign Office, in the Public Record Office in
London. Dust jackets on acouple of Carter's books list facts about his career not
available elsewhere. These jackets are part of the as yet uncatalogued Hunt L.
Unger collection of Franklin D. Roosevelt material, Northwestern University
Library, Evanston, Illinois. The Audiovisual Archives Division of the National
Archives has newsreels showing Carter covering the trial of Bruno Hauptmann in
1935, but only in negative form.
Concerning the end of Carter's life, see David Horowitz, Thirty-three Candles
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(New York: World Union Press, 1949); and Stewart Robb and Linda Folkard,
The Strange Death of Boake Carter and Other Matters (New York: Plymouth
Press, 1946), an obscure pamphlet apparently available only at the New York
Public Library. The chief result of the newscaster's religious interest is Moses
Guibbory, The Bible in the Hands of Its Creators: Biblical Facts as They Are,
Vol. I(New York: The Society of the Bible in the Hands of Its Creators, 1943), a
copy of which is in the Library of Congress.
A variety of sources are helpful in gauging the size of Carter's listening
audience. Since the hour, network, and time of his broadcasts changed many
times after 1939, and since he was heard in some cities during some months but
not others, it is necessary to consult daily newspaper radio listings for details.
Newspapers used were the New York Times, the Washington Evening Star and
the Chicago Tribune. Variety reviewed Carter's programs and occasionally
discussed his popularity. CAB, Ten Years of Network Program Analysis, is of
some use. Summers, A Thirty-Year History of Programs Carried on National
Radio Networks in the United States, 1926-1956, is very helpful, even listing
many Hooperatings for Carter. The Broadcast Pioneers Library has some 1936
CAB ratings for him. CBS Program Information's Talent File and yearly Black
Books give exact details for Carter's station coverage, and the hour at which he
broadcast, 1932 to August 1938. Variety's yearly Radio Directory, published
from 1939 to 1941, offers summaries of various popularity polls concerning the
commentator. Cantril and Strunk, Public Opinion 1935-1946, contains poll
questions asking for one's favorite radio commentator. The Roper Public Opinion
Center, Williamstown, Mass., has enormous quantities of poll data, some about
Carter's popularity, but in difficult-to-use form.
H.

V.

KALTENBORN

The Kaltenborn Papers, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, have enormous
amounts of information about the commentator. Business correspondence (especially valuable since no other news analyst seems to have saved such material)
and over fifteen thousand fan letters are included, along with avirtually complete
file of broadcasts, in rough drafts, beginning in 1936. A few programs from the
late 1920s have also survived. The collection includes numerous recordings,
mostly for the late 1930s and 1940s. The NBC warehouse has a number of
Kaltenbom transcriptions. An Iconographic division at Madison contains hundreds of photographs of the newscaster. A thirty-two-page introduction to the
Wisconsin holdings, "The H. V. Kaltenborn Collection" (Madison, 1961) has
been published by the Mass Communications History Center of The State Historical Society of Wisconsin. The Kaltenbom Papers at the New York Public Library
contain about one hundred fan letters from the spring of 1940.
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Everything the commentator said on the air between September 10 and September 30, 1938, is reprinted verbatim in CBS, Crisis: September 1938,
mimeographed, 10 vols. (New York: CBS, November 1938). A number of other
broadcasts were reprinted in Talks and The Commentator, beginning in 1936.
Neither publication is indexed in Reader's Guide, but both are available in many
libraries. Kaltenborn published three books containing excerpts from his commentaries. See We Look at the World (New York: Henckle, 1930); Kaltenborn
Edits the News (New York: Modern Age Books, 1937); and IBroadcast the
Crisis (New York: Random House, 1938). The news analyst's autobiography,
Fifty Fabulous Years, 1900-1950: A Personal Review (New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1950), reveals little of the man. His "Reminiscences," part of Columbia
University's Oral History Project, have afew interesting things to say about radio
in the 1920s, but in general are disappointing. The Olga V. Kaltenborn Oral
History Interveiw in the Hoover Library is very thin. Folders 981(1), (2), and (3),
PPI 84, Hoover Library, contain over 150 letters between Kaltenborn and
Hoover, mostly after 1944. The State Department Files (RG 59) contain anumber
of communications from Kaltenborn, who is also mentioned in Ickes's Secret
Diary. The Stimson Papers and Diary include several references to Kaltenborn.
There is alittle information about the commentator in the Roosevelt Library. The
Congressional Record for 1940 contains some acrid discussion of the broadcaster. The late Leo Burnett, of the Leo Burnett Company, the agency that handled
Kaltenborn for Pure Oil after April 1939, provided the author with important
information concerning why and how Kaltenborn was chosen by the oil company.
No journalist has yet done asuccessful piece on Kaltenborn as aperson, though
the newscaster's Munich broadcasts are the subject of Frederick Lewis Allen's
entire twelfth chapter in Since Yesterday: The Nineteen-Thirties in America
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1940). There is avast amount of biographical
information, and some interpretation, in three massive dissertations about the
commentator. The first, Giraud Chester's "The Radio Commentaries of H. V.
Kaltenborn: A Case Study in Persuasion" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Wisconsin, 1947), is the best. Chester formed an intense dislike for his subject.
Indeed, Kaltenborn attempted to remove some of Chester's notes, now part of the
Kaltenborn Papers at Madison. David Gillis Clark, "The Dean of Commentators:
A Biography of H. V. Kaltenborn" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1965), is along corrective to Chester's occasional excesses. Two important
sections of Clark's dissertation have appeared in print. See "H. V. Kaltenborn's
First Year on the Air," Journalism Quarterly 42 (Summer 1965): 373-81, and
"H. V. Kaltenborn and his Sponsors: Controversial Broadcasting and the Sponsor's Role," Journal of Broadcasting 12 (Fall 1968): 309-21. Earl Sidney
Grow, Jr., "A Dialogue on American International Involvement, 1939-41: The
Correspondence of H. V. Kaltenborn, His Sponsors, and His Public"
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(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1964), is of limited usefulness but
is helpful in determining which of Kaltenbom's newscasts apparently received
the most mail.
Concerning the size of the broadcaster's radio audience, see those items
discussed at the end of the section on BoaIce Carter in Part III. Until April 1940,
detailed information concerning Kaltenbom is available in the Talent Files and
Black Books of CBS Program Information. After that date, see NBC's Program
Analysis.
RAYMOND

GRAM

SWING

Ample material concerning Swing's career as acommentator has survived.
Virtually all of his newscasts, typed and in chronological order, are in his Papers
at the Library of Congress. In published form, some may be found in his How
War Came (New York: Norton, 1939) and Preview of History (Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday, Doran, 1943). The Recorded Sound Section of the Library of
Congress contains hundreds of Swing's commentaries, transferred to tape. Aside
from a single 1938 newscast, these begin with 1941. The Swing Papers also
contain many published articles, in particular the valuable columns written for the
London Sunday Express in 1941. Except for aquantity of letters from Evans F.
Carlson beginning shortly after Pearl Harbor, and some correspondence with
Albert Einstein in 1947 and 1949, there are practically no additional letters. This
lack is partially offset by the commentator's first-rate memoirs, "Good
Evening!": A Professional Memoir (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World,
1964). Shortly before his death in 1968, Swing corresponded with the author and
granted an extended interview.
The broadcaster's opinions and activities are discussed in correspondence
either about or from Swing in such places as folder 1825, PPI 185, Hoover
Library, the Felix Frankfurter Papers, Cordell Hull Papers, Fred I. Kent Papers,
State Department Files (RG 59), Henry L. Stimson Papers, and Pierrepont
Moffat's Diary at Houghton Library. The Harry Hopkins Papers at Hyde Park
have little concerning his close friendship with the commentator. The Roosevelt
Library, however, does have some letters and telegrams concerning Swing.
Sherwood's Roosevelt and Hopkins, Ickes's Secret Diary, and Rosenman's
Working with Roosevelt document the news analyst's importance to the administration before 1941. The General Correspondence Files of the Foreign Office, in
the Public Record Office in London, contain valuable material concerning
Swing's importance to the Foreign Office. The old precis jacket system still
functioned in 1941, so it is possible to see exactly what specific members of the
American Department thought about Swing. A complex double filing system,
however, makes getting at this material slow work. Also helpful is John G.
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Winant, Letter from Grosvenor Square: An Account of aStewardship (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1947).
Swing's Forerunners of American Fascism (New York: Julian Messner, 1935)
brings together in book form aseries of perceptive articles he wrote for the Nation
concerning American demagogues. He frequently contributed to such journals as
Foreign Affairs and the Nation during the 1930s. In addition, the New York
Times covered in detail his speeches and activities. He also contributed an
introduction to John R. Tunis, Democracy and Sport (New York: Barnes,
1941).
Richard O. Boyer, "The Voice," the New Yorker, November 14 and 21,
1942, pp. 24-31, 24-35, is arevealing though malicious study of the commentator's personality and career. Jack Alexander and F. I. Odell, "Radio's Best
Bedside Manner," Saturday Evening Post, December 14, 1940, pp. 15-16 ff., is
ahelpful if somewhat pedestrian attempt to explain Swing's personality. Robert
Rutherford Smith, "The Wartime Radio News Commentaries of Raymond
Swing, 1939-1945" (Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University, 1963), based in
part on several interviews with the news analyst, concludes that Swing's analyses
were usually as informative as the New York Times but makes little attempt to
discuss their impact.
Swing's number of listeners can be determined in part by consulting those
sources listed at the end of the section on Boake Carter in Part III. For 1935, there
is information in the Talent File and Black Book at CBS Program Information.
ELMER

DAVIS

The Davis Papers at the Library of Congress include valuable correspondence
and other material concerning his early years. There are, however, no broadcasts
before 1941, and virtually none until 1945. Happily, the Milo Ryan Phonoarchive
at the University of Washington possesses transcriptions of almost all of Davis's
five-minute broadcasts between 1939 and 1941. These can be transferred to blank
reels of tape sent to the researcher for asmall charge. The Davis Papers at the New
York Public Library have acouple of fifteen-minute broadcasts from April 1940
and the only surviving Davis fan letters, along with his entertaining replies. The
Hornbeck Papers at the Hoover Institution include about thirty-five letters between the two men, 1937-1944. The Felix Frankfurter Papers have about fifteen
letters, 1942-1953. The State Department Files (RG 59) contain nothing about or
from Davis. Sherwood's Roosevelt and Hopkins and Roosevelt's Personal Letters include information about the commentator's importance.
Roger Burlingame, Don't Let Them Scare You: The Life and Times of Elmer
Davis (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1961), is weak on the years just before Pearl
Harbor, but quite good on Davis to 1914. The Burlingame Papers at Syracuse
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University have numerous kinds of documentary evidence not included in the
biography. Mark Lincoln Chadwin, The Hawks of World War II, briefly discusses Davis's activities as a member of the Century Dinner Group before Pearl
Harbor. Some amusing anecdotes concerning the newscaster appear in Richard
Lauterbach, "Elmer Davis and the News," Liberty Magazine, October 23,
1943, pp. 12-13 ff., acopy of which is in the Davis Papers at the Library of
Congress. Philip Chalfant Ensley, "The Political and Social Thought of Elmer
Davis" (Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University, 1965), is a conscientious
catalog of the commentator's published works. It is based on virtually no
broadcasts before 1941.
Davis was aprolific and excellent writer. Of his many books, see in particular
Giant Killer: A Novel (New York: Press of the Readers Club, 1943), originally
published in 1928, and But We Were Born Free (Indianapolis, Ind.: BobbsMerrill, 1954). Elmer Davis, Elmer Davis, ed. Robert L. Davis (Indianapolis,
Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill, 1964), is a fine selection of Davis's best writings but
includes almost no broadcasts. The news analyst was an editor of the Saturday
Review of Literature in 1940 and 1941. He also contributed numerous articles to
Harper s. His "Broadcasting the Outbreak of War," which appeared in the latter
magazine in 1939, is especially informative, but almost everything he wrote for
the Saturday Review and Harper's is well done.
To estimate the number of Davis's listeners, see the items at the end of the
Boake Carter section in Part III. The Talent Files and Black Books as CBS
Program Information are also important sources.
FULTON

LEWIS,

JR.

The Lewis Papers at Syracuse University include large amounts of material,
mostly after 1945. There are virtually no broadcasts for the pre-Pearl Harbor
period save a series of 1941 testimonials concerning American industry done
under the auspices of the National Association of Manufacturers. Beginning in
January 1942 the Office of Government Reports (RG 44) has many daily excerpts
from the news analyst's broadcasts. Scribner 's Commentator reprinted several
newscasts in 1940-1941; the Congressional Record contains copies of many
more. The Lewis Papers also have quite afew recorded broadcasts, beginning in
1944, and a number of the commentator's television videotapes made in the
1950s. The Radio Archive, Department of Speech & Drama, Memphis State
University, contains four Lewis broadcasts from 1940-1941. Mr. Joseph P.
Hehn, Allentown, Pa., aprivate collector, has six of the commentator's broadcasts for 1940. Mr. Michael Biel, Department of Speech, University of Missouri,
Columbia, has ataped copy of Lewis's coverage of Roosevelt's December 8,
1941, speech. There is one 1939 transcription in the Recorded Sound Section
of the Library of Congress. J. David Goldin has another broadcast
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from the same year on tape. Not many other pre-1941 Lewis broadcasts, in
written or recorded form, seem to have survived. A good bit of biographical
information, too, is based on sources for the postwar period. At Syracuse there is
correspondence from Congressmen and prominent individuals. The Davis Papers
at the Library of Congress have aLewis file relating mainly to the early 1950s.
There are also letters from the newscaster in the State Department Files (RG 59)
and afew references in the Roosevelt Library. Of much greater value are folders
1102 (1), (2), and (3), PPI 98, Hoover Library, which contain over ahundred
letters between Lewis and Hoover, mostly after 1942 but with anumber of
pre-1941 communications.
Booton Hemdon [Gordon Carroll, ed.], Praised and Damned: The Story of
Fulton Lewis, Jr. (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1954), is abrief, heavily
varnished account. Kenneth G. Crawford and Hobart Rowen, "Voice with a
Snarl," Saturday Evening Post, August 30, 1947, pp. 23 ff., is agenerally
favorable portrait. The same cannot be said for H. N. Oliphant's "Fulton Lewis,
Jr.: Man of Distinction," Harper's 198 (March 1949): 76-84. Charles Van
Devander, "Radio's Golden Voice of Reaction," an eleven-part series that
appeared in the New York Post in December 1949, is as hostile as the title
indicates. Copies are located in the Lewis file in the Davis papers. Richard
Wilson, "Radio's Top Fault-Finder," Look, April 1, 1947, pp. 32 ff., is much
more friendly. Giraud Chester, "What Constitutes Irresponsibility on the Air?—
A Case Study," Public Opinion Quarterly 13 (Spring 1949): 73-83, is aharsh
indictment of the commentator's misuse of factual evidence. There is an angry
rejoinder from Lewis in the next issue and further correspondence between the
two in the Winter number of Public Opinion Quarterly. Sidney Reisberg, "Fulton Lewis, Jr.: An Analysis of News Commentary" (Ph.D. dissertation, New
York University, 1952), is an attack on Lewis's broadcast techniques, based on
newscasts from the winter of 1948-1949.
The commentator's 1939 meeting with Lindbergh at the home of William
Castle is described in Charles A. Lindbergh, The Wartime Journals of Charles A.
Lindbergh (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1970); see also Kenneth S.
Davis, The Hero: Charles A. Lindbergh and the American Dream (Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1959). The Castle Papers, Hoover Library, have only one
1938 letter from Lewis and no references to the dinner. The Castle Diaries, now in
Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., are closed to researchers until fifteen years after Mrs. Castle's death. Documents on German
Foreign Policy, Series D., Vol. X, prints the telegrams concerning Lewis's suggestion to Nazi officials at Havana in July 1940. They are evaluated in Alton
Frye, Nazi Germany and the American Hemisphere, 1933-1941, whose conclusions differ from those of this author. The broadcaster's exposé of John Semer
Farnsworth, convicted of selling naval secrets to the Japanese in 1936, is discussed in Michael Sayers and Albert E. Kahn, Sabotage!: The Secret War
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Against America (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1942). Lewis's support of one
who claimed that Harry Hopkins gave uranium to the Soviet Union during World
War II is recounted at length in George Racey Jordan, USAF (Ret.), with Richard
L. Stokes, From Major Jordan's Diaries (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1952).
Athan G. Theoharis, The Yalta Myths: An Issue in U.S. Politics 1945-1955
(Columbia, Mo.: University of Missouri Press, 1970), includes Lewis as an
"extremist" in the Republican party but cites no specific Lewis broadcasts or
columns.
The size of the commentator's audience can in part be estimated by referring to
the sources mentioned at the end of the section on Boake Carter on Part III. Also,
the Lewis Papers have a number of special audience surveys, mostly for the
period after 1945.
EDWARD

R.

MURROW

The Edward R. Murrow Papers, Edward R. Murrow Center of Public Diplomacy, Fletcher School, Tufts University, Medford, Mass., contain little material
before 1945 since Murrow's London files were completely destroyed in three
bombing attacks. A rough "Guide to Edward R. Murrow Files," prepared with
volunteer student help, describes the contents of the collection and is available on
request. Considerable biographical information, some in the form of surprisingly
useful press releases, is located in two large folders of Murrow material in the
CBS library. Almost all of the commentator's broadcasts before 1941 are available from the Milo Ryan Phonoarchive at the University of Washington. Also,
extended excerpts from many of his best programs were published in Murrow's
This is London (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1941). Columbia 02L-332,
"Edward R. Murrow: A Reporter Remembers, Vol. I, The War Years," contains
two 33 1/3 rpm records of broadcasts before 1945, mostly before 1941. A second
volume includes postwar broadcasts. CBS, "Vienna: March, 1938" (New York:
CBS, 1938), has selections from the news analyst's Vienna broadcasts. CBS,
Crisis—September 1938, does the same for the period afew months later. Many
of the best broadcasts, though few before 1941, are reprinted in Edward R.
Murrow, In Search of Light: The Broadcasts of Edward R. Murrow 1938-1961,
ed. Edward Bliss, Jr. (New York: Knopf, 1967).
One 1938 speech before the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations can be
found in the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations Papers, Manuscript Division,Chicago Circle Campus of the University of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois. Some
Murrow correspondence is located in the State Department Files (RO 59) and the
Stimson Papers. There are also afew items in the Roosevelt Library at Hyde Park.
A couple of letters from Murrow are in the Davis, Sevareid, and Kaltenborn Papers. Sherwood's Roosevelt and Hopkins, Freedman's Roosevelt and
Frankfurter, and Roosevelt's Personal Letters provide evidence for the
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newscaster's importance before 1941. William Shirer's Berlin Diary includes
quite alot of information concerning Murrow before 1941. Shirer's bitter and just
barely fictional Stranger Come Home (Boston: Little, Brown, 1954) describes
the postwar actions of his former colleague. Harold J. Laski felicitously dedicated
his Reflections on the Revolution of Our Time (New York: Viking, 1943) to
Murrow and describes his contribution to English morale. On the same topic see
John Winant, Letter from Grosvenor Square, and Bernard Bellush, He Walked
Alone: A Biography of John Gilbert Winant (The Hague: Mouton, 1968).
Concerning the commentator's early years in New York, see atyped account of
limited value, Chester S. Williams, "Memories of Your Father," in the CBS
Library. Finally, of general interest is the broadcaster's speech to the Association
of Radio and Television News Directors, presented in Chicago on October 15,
1958, copies of which are available in many places.
Alexander Kendrick, Prime Time: The Life of Edward R. Murrow, provides
less information about the news analyst than its more than five hundred pages
would suggest. Aside from some excellent photographs, there is more on the
oft-noted shortcomings of television news than on Murrow the man. Robert J.
Landry, "Edward R. Murrow," Scribner's Magazine 104 (December 1938):
7-11 ff., is thin but is the only biographical sketch published before 1945.
Leonore Silvian, "This ...is Murrow," Look, March 15, 1952, pp. 56 ff., is a
solid piece. So is Isabella Taves, "Edward R. Murrow," McCall's81 (February
and March 1954): 24-96, 53-105. Time's cover story on Murrow, September 30,
1957, pp. 48-54, includes acouple of photographs of Murrow as asmall child.
Charles Wertenbaker, "The World on His Back," New Yorker, December 26,
1953, pp. 28-45, is not as effective as are many of that magazine's profiles.
Thomas Russell Woolley, Jr., "A Rhetorical Study: The Radio Speaking of
Edward R. Murrow" (Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University, 1957), is a
long, not very satisfactory analysis of Murrow's style, based almost entirely on
broadcasts after 1941. For a short, brilliant discussion, see William Stott,
Documentary Expression and Thirties America, pp. 75-91.
The size of Murrow's listening audience can be gauged in part by referring to
the items at the end of the Boake Carter section in Part HI. However, he almost
never appeared under his own name but as amember of CBS's "European
Roundup." Both headings should be checked in the Talent File and Black Books
at CBS Program Information.
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